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PREFACE

In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in expanding railroad passenger servic
in the United States. The interest has encompassed both intercity service and, especially,
commuter service around large cities. Several factors have combined to create this interest,
including a need to reduce airport and highway congestion, and to reduce air pollution in
some regions of the country. The attractiveness of passenger rail is enhanced by the ability to
make use of existing railroad rights-of-way to initiate service quickly and at relatively modest
cost compared with other options for improving local and regional public transportation.

A consequence of this interest is a substantial and growing investment in new railroad
passenger cars (as distinct from heavy rail mass transit and light rail cars) for operation in the
United States. About 200 new railroad passenger cars are purchased each year. In an effort t
improve car performance and productivity, these purchases are likely to include car and truck
designs not previously used in the United States. In the past there have been problems with
newly introduced car designs: as an example, the cars may encounter operational or track
conditions not considered in the design. It is necessary to perform engineering analysis to
resolve such problems, and also to perform proactive evaluations of novel.truck and car
designs to ensure that safety and performance goals are being mel This report presents
engineering descriptions and data on selected railroad passenger cars and trucks to support
these analyses and evaluatio~.

The report was prepared by Arthur D. Little, Inc., together with Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade
and Douglas, Inc. as subcontractor to Arthur D. Little, under Contract Number DTS-57-93-D
00036 with the John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (Volpe Center). The
Federal:Railroad Administration, Office of Research and Development was the sponsor of the
sbldy.

The authors of the study wish to express their appreciation to Harvey Lee (the project
manager for this effort), David Tyrell and Herbert Weinstock of the Volpe Center and Tom
Tsai of the Federal Railroad Administration for their assistance and support throughout the
study and for helpful comments on the draft report, and to Ronald Mayville at Arthur D. Little
and Mike Sadler at Parsons Brinckerhoff. The authors would also like to thank the numerous
representatives of U.S. intercity and commuter rail authorities and passenger car and truck
manufacturers who provided information and assistance throughout the study. .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent years. there has been a resurgence of interest in the United States in intercity and
commuter railroad passenger services. Several factors have combined to create this interest,
including a need to reduce airport and highway congestion in major cities. and to reduce air
pollution and other adverse environmental impacts of heavy automobile traffic.

Commuter rail services are an attractive option for improving public passenger transportation in
large urban areas. Services can be initiated quickly and cheaply using existing infrastructure.
and can reach the outer suburbs of the cities where there are many potential riders. Improved
intercity rail services are of continuing interest in many corridors. offering the potential to reduce
airport congestion and to provide an attractive service in selected segments of the travel market
New and expanded commuter and intercity rail services are under active development in several
regions. most notably in th"e Northeast Corridor. between Washington and Boston. in the
Chicago area, and in various locations in California.

This interest has led to a substantial investment each year in new and refurbished railroad
passenger cars in the United States. Over 600 cars are presently in operation in the United
States. and new cars are being delivered at an annual rate of about 200 per year. representing an
investment on the order of $200 million.

These purchases are likely to include car and truck designs new to the United States that offer
potential benefits in the form of higher speed capability. improved comfort. greater passenger
capacity. and reduced capital and operating costs. However. experience suggests that such new
designs are vulnerable to performance problems when first placed into service. for example due
to the car and truck encountering track or other operational conditions not considered in the
design. 1'0 reduce the risk of such problems. it is desirable to perform engineering evaluations of .
truck performance prior to finalizing car and truck design for a particular application. Such
evaluations are particularly valuable when the cars or trucks embody novel features such as a tilt
body or a radial truck. Also it is sometimes necessary to perform these evaluations to resolve .
safety problems with newly introduced truck and car designs.

One class of engineering evaluation of rail passenger car performance involves the application of
computer analysis tools to investigate the car and truck dynamics. including track-train
interaction. ride quality and derailment safety. To perform such analyses. data are required on
the arrangement of cars and trucks used. on the mass and inertia of the car and truck components.
and on truck suspension characteristics such as spring and damping rates.

At present much of these data is not readily available. Although a number of prior studies in this
general area have been performed by agencies of the United States Department of
Transportation. the data in these studies -are either incomplete or outdated. This study was
initiated to help fill the need for current truck and car data relevant to the analysis of rail
passenger car and truck dynamics.
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The specific contents of this report are as follows:

• A detailed discussion of the functions of a passenger car truck, and descriptions of the
different mechanical arrangements used to perform the functions.

• Tabulations and descriptions of the present population of railroad passenger cars in the
United States.

• Detailed engineering data. as available, on selected major and distinctive passenger car
trucks used in the United States. Major and distinctive means trucks that are widely used or
may be widely used in the future, and which have a distinctive arrangement of major
components and their interconnections.

The discussion of passenger car truck functions and design alternatives begins with a definition
of the principal technical terms used to describe trucks and railroad operating conditions.
Following this, the primary truck functions are described:

• To support the rail vehicle by providing adequate load paths from the car body to the track
for vertical, lateral and longitudinal loads. These load paths react gravitational, acceleration,
braking and guidance forces applied to the car.

• To guide the vehicle along the track without incurring wheel to rail forces and force
combinations that could lead to a risk of unacceptable track damage or derailment The
requirement usually means avoiding dynamic instability and the generation of excessive
forces in curves.

• To isolate the car body from track irregularities, so as to give the car occupants an
acceptably comfortable ride, and to maintain vehicle-track loads within acceptable limits.

In addition, a passenger car truck may have to accommodate a variety of auxiliary equipment,
such as brakes, electric motors, and gearboxes.

The wide variety of truck designs which have evolved to meet these operating requirements are
described, including both the basic four-wheel truck that is used on almost all cars currently
operating in the United States, and trucks with added features designed to improve one or more
aspects of performance. Different sections of the report describe truck frame arrangements,
primary suspension alternatives (between the wheel set and the truck frame), and secondary
suspension designs (between ~e truck frame and the car body). The discussion of trucks and car
designs with added features includes bi-Ievel car designs, steering trucks of different types, and
single-axle trucks and independent wheel wheel sets.

To provide a structure for the data and descriptions for individual truck designs, a truck design
classification scheme was developed. The scheme classified trucks by truck frame type as the
primary division, with_secondary classification b.Y secondary suspension layout and the presence
of additional features.

The primary classifications were as follows:

• Single-axle trucks, for example as fitted to the Spanish Talgo Pendular high-speed tilting
train.

• Trucks with independent sideframes, which are commonly used on freight cars and on some
baggage cars used in intercity passenger service.



• Articulated frame trucks, such as the Budd Pioneer applied to Amtrak's Amfleet cars used in
the Northeast Corridor (at speeds up to 200 kmIh (125 mph», and elsewhere on shorter
intercity corridors in the Amtrak system.

• Rigid frame equalizer beam trucks, such as the Buckeye (formerly GS1) G70 series.

• Rigid frame trucks, with the primary suspension positioned between the axle journal and the
truck frame, directly above the journal. Trucks of this design are widely used in Europe and
Japan, and a number have been supplied to the United States on recently purchased cars.

An analysis of the population of railroad passenger cars in the United States is detailed in
Appendix 2. Note that this population only includes cars that operate on the main line railroad
system. Cars which only operate on segregated heavy and light rail mass transit systems are not
included. The population data show that at the beginning of 1994 there were approximately
6400 passenger cars in operation in the United States. Over 90% of these cars were operated by
Amtrak (who operates 26% of the cars), and the six largest commuter rail authorities (Long
Island RR, METRA (Chicago), Metro-North, New Jersey Transit, and Boston and Philadelphia's
commuter rail systems). Of the 6400 passenger cars, nearly 60% are equipped with different
variants and generations of the GSIIBuckeye equalizer-beam cast steel truck. The other leading
truck type in the population is the Budd Pioneer at 24% (on Amtrak Amfleet cars and in a
powered version on Metro-North and Long Island electric multiple-unit cars). The remaining
16% of the 6400 cars are. equipped with rigid frame trucks having the primary suspension
directly above the axle journal, the design of which originate in Canada, Europe, Australia, and
Japan.

Detailed data on eight selected truck design and passenger car combinations are provided in
Appendix 1. The designs were selected to be representative of the trucks currently fn use and of
trucks likely to be used in increasing numbers in the future. The specific designs included are:

• The audd Pioneer, as the only truck operated at speeds of 200 kmIh (125 mph).

• The GSIIBuckeye G70 inside frame unpowered truck used on most single-level commuter
cars.

• The GSIIBuckeye G70 inside frame powered truck, the most commonly used truck on
single-level electric multiple-unit commuter cars.

.• The GSIIBuckeye G70 outside frame unpowered truck used on recently purchased intercity
cars.

• The German Waggon Union MD 76 truck used on the first series of Amtrak Superliner bi
level long-distance intercity cars.

• Three types of unpowered rigid frame journal spring trucks from foreign manufacturers, the
Nippon Sharyo and Kawasaki from Japan and the bolsterless Comeng truck from Australia.
The Nippon Sharyo trucks are used on single-level commuter cars, and the other two designs
on bi-Ievel commuter cars that are increasingly favored by the commuter rail authorities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in the United States in intercity and
commuter railroad passenger services. Several factors have combined to create this interest,
including a need to reduce airport and highway congestion in major cities, and to reduce air
pollution and other adverse environmental impacts of heavy automobile traffic.

Commuter rail service is an attractive option for improving public transport in medium and
large cities. Services can be initiated quickly and at modest cost on existing railroad
infrastructure, and can reach the outer suburbs of cities where there are many potential users. As
a result, there has been considerable investment in new and expanded commuter rail services.
Notable examples of entirely new services are those between Miami and Fort Lauderdale in
Florida, several routes in Southern California, and from Washington DC to several points in
Northern Virginia. Expansions of existing commuter services are in progress or planned in
Boston,. San Francisco, Chicago, and elsewhere.

Improved intercity rail services are being proposed as a way to reduce airport congestion and
fossil fuel consumptipn, as well as to provide an attractive service to a segment of the travel
market. Amtrak and the federal government are making a major investment in electrifying the
Northeast Corridor between New Haven and Boston, and will be acquiring a fleet of 26 high
speed electric .trainsets. In addition, federal and state transportation agencies~ together with
private sector interests, are actively pursuing plans for the development of high-speed rail
services in several other intercity corridors. The current (1994) emphasis in these plans is on
providing improved service through incremental improvements to existing infrastructure. Plans
exist in various stages of development for service improvements between San Francisco and San
Diego in California, between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver in the northwest, on several lines
centered on Chicago, between Miami, Orlando and Tampa in Florida, and elsewhere. Under
Section 1010 of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA),
incremental infrastructure improvements in selected corridors are eligible for fmancial support
from the federal government.

This interest has led to a substantial and growing investment each year in new rail passenger cars
in the United States. Over 6000 rail passenger cars are presently in operation in the United
States, and new cars are being delivered at an annual rate of about 200, representing an
investment on the order of $200 million per year. These purchases will likely include cars of
new designs, not previously operated in the US, that offer potential benefits in the form of higher.
speeds, improved comfort, greater passenger capacity, and reduced capital and maintenance
costs.

In the past, however, there have been problems with some new car designs when first placed into
service in the US. For example, problems can arise when the car encounters operational or track
conditions that were not considered in the car design or specification. Where such problems can
be detrimental to safety, engineering evaluations must be performed to investigate the causes of
the problem. In addition, it is desirable to perform engineering evaluations of new passenger rail
car and truck designs, especially those with novel car features such as car body tilt systems and
radial or steering trucks. The evaluations are used to determine the safety performance of the car
and truck, the benefits of the novel features, to support the car purchaser in developing effective
performance specifications, and to compare alternative equipment
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options. One class of engineering evaluation is the evaluation of car and truck dynamics.
including track-train interaction. ride quality and related issues.

In support of Federal Railroad Administr~tion's (FRA) efforts to improve passenger~ car safety
with respect to the dynamics of track-train interaction. the Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center (the Volpe Center) is developing analytical tools capable of modelling the
various passenger rail car designs currently in service. or which may be considered for service in
the United States. The analytical tools will be used to perform analytical studies of the dynamic
performance of different car and truck designs for specified track and operational conditions.

The dynamic performance of passenger rail cars is primarily a function of the mass and inertia of
car and truck components. and truck or suspension characteristics such as spring stiffnesses and
damper rates. Before dynamic analyses can be performed on a particular car design. it is
necessary to assemble data on the engineering parameters of the car such as masses. inertias.
spring stiffnesses. spring travel. and damping rates. At present. much of the required data are not
readily available. The purpose of the study described in this report is to provide. to the extent
possible, truck and car engineering data for selected representative car and truck designs. The
data can be used to support dynamics analyses. and the accompanying descriptions of truck
designs and usage will be useful in helping car operators select appropriate truck or suspension
designs for a given application.

1.2 PRIOR WORK

Several studies have been carried out in the past to-obtain descriptive information and
engineering data for different passenger car and truck designs. under the sponsorship of the
Vol~ Center and the FRA. The most relevant to this study are the following:

• A compilation of engineering data on rapid transit and light rail car trucks~ published in 1984
(Reference 1). This study was limited to trucks used on segregated heavy mass transit and
light, rail systems. and did not address trucks.used on commuter or intercity passenger cars.
This study is the prototype for the study documented in this report.

• A compilation of data on high-speed passenger trucks published in 1978 (Reference 2). This
report provided comprehensive data on high speed truck designs then in service. principally
in Europe and Japan. A few of the truck designs covered in this report.are currently in
service in the US, or are being proposed for service in the future, However. most have been
superseded by more recent designs. and the data now has limited applicability.

• A compilation of engineering data on freight and passenger rail cars operating in the United
States published in 1981 (Reference 3). The report included data on four passenger car
trucks and on two 'generic' passenger car body types.

• A series of reports prepared in the Improved Passenger Equipment Evaluation Program .
(IPEEP) in the period from 1977 to 1981 (Reference 4). These reports provided descriptions
and limited data on intercity passenger train systems existing at that time. but did not provide
the level of detail required for dynamics analysis. Also. many of the trains described have· .
now been superseded by more recent designs.

• A report discussing high-speed rail safety issues. accompanied by descriptions and limited
data on high-speed train systems. published in 1990 (Reference 5). Like the IPEEP studies.
this report provides some general descriptions of the train systems. but the data lacks the
detail needed for dynamics analysis.
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• A report describing international tilt train systems, published in 1992 (Reference 6). This
report is current and provides good qualitative descriptions of the train and tilting truck
systems, including some radial or steering trucks, but provides only limited numerical truck
parameter data.

It can be seen that these reports are either out-of-date, or fail to provide the detailed numerical
data on railroad passenger cars and trucks sufficient to meet the needs of dynamics analysis.
Furthermore, the past work has concentrated on foreign high-speed car and truck designs, and
has not covered conventional speed intercity and commuter car trucks now being used in
increasing numbers. Therefore, there is a strong need for a fresh effort to obtain passenger car
and truck descriptions and dynamic data for car designs in use or proposed for use in the United
States. to be used in dynamics analysis for safety evaluation and problem-solving.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The overall objective of the study documented in this report is to provide, to the extent practical,
detailed engineering data on a representative sample of railroad passenger car trucks and car
bodies cm:rently being used, or likely to be used, in the United States. The data are supported by
information on the population of railroad car trucks currently in use, and on the operating
environment and maintenance experience for the sample trucks. For the purpose of the study,
railroad passenger cars are defined as those which operate on the general railroad system of the
United States. and are built and operated in compliance with applicable safe~y regulations of tbe
Federal Railroad Administration and rules, standards and recommended practices of the
Association of American Railroads. Truck designs used only on rail vehicles operated on
segregated mass transit systems are not included in the study.

In more detail, ,the specific objectives of the study were:

• Identification of major and distinctive railroad truck designs from domestic US and foreign
man¥facturers that are in current use, or are proposed for use, on commuter and intercity
passenger cars in the United States. In the context of this objective, 'major' means a truck
being used or likely to be used in significant numbers in the US, and 'distinctive' means a
truck design having unique load-paths between track and car body, or incorporating unique

,components to perform one or more of the primary functions of a truck.

• Assemble engineering data describing a representative sample of the major and distinctive
truck designs in terms of principal masses, inertias, suspension characteristics, dimensions
and clearances, and other parameters likely to influence truck dynamic performance. The
data include descriptions and illustrations of the layout of each truck design; location of
major components and connections between components, and vertical, lateral and
longitudinal load paths.

•- Assemble engineering data on the car body and truck-car body interface linkages and
connections likely to influence dynamic performance for each of the selected major and
distinctive truck designs. As with truck data, the data is accompanied by illustrations and
descriptions of the layout of mechanical components and the load paths between truck and
car body.

• Provide population statistics for railroad passenger car and truck designs in use in the United
States. and truck-related maintenance history and typical usage scenarios for the selected
major and distinctive truck designs. The usage information includes details of the kinds of
rail service in which the trucks are used, maximum speeds, and track conditions likely to be
encountered by the trucks and cars on the main line and in yards.
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1.4 CONTENTS OF THE REPORT

The principal chapters of the report and the Appendices cover the following subjects:

Chapter 2 provides a detailed discussion of the generic functions of a passenger car· truck, and
descriptions of the different mechanical truck arrangements that have been developed to perform
the functions. The descriptions include both the different arrangements of the widely used basic
four-wheel truck, and trucks with added or uncommon features such as single-axle trucks, car
body tilt systems or independently rotating wheels.

Chapter 3 introduces a system of classifying railroad passenger car trucks, and provides
summary descriptions of trucks currently in use or under consideration for use in the United
States (other than trucks specifically developed for high-speed and car body tilt trains), and
information on the usage scenarios and maintenance histories of selected truck designs.

Two appendices contain detailed numerical data. Appendix 1 contains detailed truck data for
selected major and distinctive truck designs, including all available masses, inertias, suspensions
stiffnesses and damping rates, and truck dimensjons. Information on usage scenarios and
maintenance histories accompany the engineering data for each truck, as well as illustrative
drawings and schematics. Appendix 2 contains the details of the population of railroad
passenger cars and trucks presently in service or on order in the United States, organized by class
of truck and by operator.
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2. OVERVIEW OF RAIL PASSENGER CAR TRUCK DESIGN

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Background

This chapter provides a general discussion of the functions of a rail passenger vehicle suspension
system, and describes the different mechanical arrangements that can be used to perfonn the
functions. The basic four-wheel truck design applied to the majority of railroad passenger cars is
described separately from alternative designs with added features, such as single-axle and
independent-wheel designs. The designs descriptions include general discussions of the
constraints and tradeoffs that must be considered by the truck designer in making a selection
among alternative mechanical arrangements. Finally, descriptions are provided of different
passenger car and train configurations which influence truck design selection and truck
perfonnance. These ,descriptions particularly address articulated train-sets and the differences
between single and bi-level cars.

2.1.2 pefinitions

In order to better understand the following discussion, it is helpful to defme the principal tenns
used to identify passenger rail vehicle suspension system types and components.

The Suspension System is the entire assembly of wheels, springs, dampers, load-bearing
structure, and other components which support the vehicle car body, and which perfonn all the
functions described in Section 2.2.

I

The most commonly used suspension system on passenger rail vehicles is the basic two-axle
truck (called bogie in European English), with the car body supported by two trucks. A typical
truck is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The principal parts of a truck are:

• A Wheel set, consisting of two wheels connected by an axle, and axle journal bearings.
Usually wheels are solidly attached to the axle, but independently rotating wheels are used in
a few designs.

• A Primary Suspension, connecting the wheel set to the truck frame, and providing the
required stiffness and freedom of movement in all coordinates. In particular, the primary
suspension provides sufficient vertical and roll flexibility to reasonably equalize vertical
wheel-rail loads, and lateral and yaw stiffriess to give the desired dynamic stability and
curving perfonnance.

• A Truck Frame, providing a structural connection between the primary and secondary
suspension. The truck frame may be a one-piece rigid structure, or may incorporate
articulation joints or flexible structures.

• A Brake System, usually consisting of axle-mounted disk or clasp brakes acting on the wheel
tread.
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• A Secondary Suspension, connecting the truck frame to the car body, and providing the
required stiffness and freedom of movement in all coordinates. In particular the secondary
suspension provides the soft lateral and vertical springing necessary for a comfortable ride,
and a means for the truck to swivel (yaw) relative to the car body.

Commonly used designs for the basic four-wheel truck and its major components are described
in Section 2.3 of this chapter.

In addition, there are a number of passenger-·car truck and trainset designs with additional
suspension features. The aim of the additional features is usually to achieve a better compromise
between the various conflicting truck design requirements. These designs are usually more
complex than the basic designs, and thus are typically used where there is a strong need for
higher performance, such as in high-speed intercity trains. The principal truck and vehicle
designs having additional features are:

• Articulated Trains, in which the suspension system supports the ends of two adjacent
vehicles connected by an articulation joint Articulation is normally. used to reduce the
overall weight of a train of a given seating capacity, and to increase the ratio of car body to
truck mass for improved dynamic performance.

• Single-Axle Tru.cks, in which the suspension system is placed directly between a single wheel
set and the car body.

• Independent Wheel Wheel sets, where each wheel of the same wheel set rotates
independently. Independent wheels are used mainly when a solid axle conflicts with a
desired vehicle feature such as a low floor, but also may produce beneficial changes in how
the vehicle negotiates curves and achieves dynamic stability.

• BodY nIt Suspensions, which incorporate the means for tilting the car body inward in a
curve, to improve passenger comfort when curving at high cant deficiency. Tilt systems can
either be passive, relying on a pendulum action, or active with tilting provided by a servo
controlled actuator.

• Radial Trucks, which have linkages between the axle journals on the axles of the two-axle
truck, or between the axle journals and the vehicle body, that either allow or force the axles
to assume a more radial attitude in curves. The purpose of radial truck designs is to reduce
lateral and longitudinal wheel-rail forces, and thus wear and rolling resistance, without
compromising dynamic stability.

Trucks with these additional suspension fea:tures are described in. Section 2.4.

It is also helpful to define terms used to describe railroad cqrves and rail vehicle curving, which
are important in understanding passenger car truck design features and how they affect
performance:
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• Cant or Superelevation is the inward banking of the track applied in curves to counteract the
effect of centrifugal force. The usual measure of cant is the height of the outer rail over the
inner rail in millimeters or inches.

• Balance Speed is that speed on a given curve at which the centrifugal force is exactly
balanced by the cant. so that the resultant force is perpendicular to the plane of the rails.

• Cant Deficiency or Unbalance is the difference between the cant required to produce
balance at a given speed on a given curve and the actual track cant

2.2 FUNCTIONS OF A RAIL PASSENGER CAR SUSPENSION

2.2.1 Overview

There are three broad functions that a rail passenger car suspension system must perform in order
to meet the basic requirements of railroad operation - to permit safe, comfortable and economical
operation at the desired speed over track of specified geometrical and strength characteristics.
The three broad functions are as follows:

1. Support

• To distribute loads over a sufficient number of wheel sets, to avoid exceeding acceptable
static loads on the track.

• To provide paths for transferring support, guidance, propulsion and braking forces from the
vehicle body to the track.

2. Guidance and Stability

• To ensure that the vehicle is guided along both tangent and curved track without exceeding
acceptable lateral wheel-rail loads.

• To ensure that the truck or suspension system is dynamically stable in all respects, and does
not generate unacceptable loads or load combinations as a result of an instability.

• To control the movements of the vehicle relative to fixed structures adjacent to the track, to
ensure that clearance limits are not exceeded.

3. Isolation

• To isolate the vehicle body from track irregularities so that ride quality in the body is of a
specified quality.

• To ensure that dynamic loads applied to the track in response to track irregularities remain
within acceptable limits.

In all the above functions, acceptable wheel-rail or vehicle-track loads means loads and load
combinations that do not damage the track. cause excessive wear or deterioration. or pose a risk
of derailment. .
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In addition to the three basic functions, it is frequently necessary or convenient to mount brake,
propulsion and other equipment on the suspension system.

The functions and sub-functions are described in more detail in the following sections. The
descriptions are derived in part from more detailed discussions of truck, performance
requirements and performance analysis methods found in the literature. There is a very
extensive literature (too vast to be reviewed here) devoted to the mathematical analysis of truck
performance (ride quality, curving and stability), to techniques for the experimental
measurement of truck performance, and test results for particular truck designs. Of more
relevance to the matters discussed in this chapter, however, are discussions of how analytical and
testing techniques can be applied to truck design and the selection of truck features for a
particular application. References [7] and [8], are particularly helpful. There are also useful
sources in the literature which provide data on acceptable performance criteria for different kinds
of rail operation, including ride quality, force limits and force ratio limits, for example, [9], [10],
[11], and [12].

2.2.2 Support

2.2.2.1 Load Distribution

Rail systems customarily limit the maximum load on one axle allowed to operate over their
tracks, to prevent potential damage to track, and to railroad structures such as bridges. The
suspension design must distribute the static load from the vehicle over sufficient wheel sets not
to violate these limits. Load distribution is most often an'issue with power cars, which can have
axleloads near acceptable limits.

2.2.2.2 Load Paths

A rail vehicle is ultimately supported and guided by the track structure. The suspension system
must provide paths through its structure and load bearing components, such as springs, so that
the weight of the vehicle is supported on the track. Vertical, lateral and rotational forces and
moments are generated as the vehicle negotiates lateral or vertical curves, and these forces also
must be reacted through the track structure. Important specific cases are the lateral and roll
forces on the vehicle suspension produced by centrifugal forces when the vehicle travels around
a curve at above or below balance speed.

Propulsion and braking forces must be transmitted through appropriate longitudinal suspension
connections between 'the car body and suspension components to the track structure, usually
through the wheel-rail contact point Some more innovative braking and propulsion systems use
alternative paths for transmitting braking and propulsion forces, such as directly from magnetic
or eddy-current brake coils to the rail, or between the vehicle and track-mounted linear motor
components.
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2.2.3 Guidance and Stability

2.2.3.1 Overview

Guidance and stability performance must be such that safe wheel to rail force levels and
combinations of forces (such as maximum lateral to vertical forces ratios) must not be exceeded.
In addition. passenger rail operators may wish to place more restrictive force limits to control the
rate of track degradation. and thus maintenance effort.

Commonly used limits are:

• maximum acceptable values of the lateral to vertical (UV) force ratios at individual wheels;

• maximum acceptable ratio of the total of lateral and vertical forces applied by the entire
truck to the track structure;

• maximum vertical impact loading at any wheel when passing over a defIned track
irregularity; and

• minimum value of the vertical load at any wheel.

These limits must be observed under all operating conditions - maximum speed. all conditions of
curvature and 'cant defIciency. and applicable to all track geometry conditions. including low
class track in yards and sidings.

Acceptable wheel to rail force levels can be obtained only if adequate dynamic stability. and
guidance and curving performance are achieved. These two performance requirements are
discussed in'more detail below.

2.2.3.2 Guidance

A vehicle must be able to negotiate all tangent and curved track on the system over which it will
operate at all permitted speeds without exceeding acceptable lateral wheel forces or force
combinations. Most diffIculties in meeting this requirement arise during curving. There are
three matters to be considered when a rail passenger ve~icle with two two-axle trucks negotiates
a curve:

• . th~ need for the wheel sets in each tiuck to align themselves radially on a curve. and adjust
to the greater distance travelled by the outer wheels;

• the transfer of unbalanced centrifugal forces to the track; and

• the yaw of the truck relative to the vehicle body.

While negotiating a curve. wheel sets align themselves approximately radially. with individual
axles in the truck yawing relative to the truck frame. as shown in Figure 2.2a. The yaw of wheel
sets against the restraint of the primary yaw suspension creates longitudinal and lateral forces at
the wheel-rail interface. Lateral forces from unbalanced centrifugal forces. and the yaw torque
exerted on the truck frame through the truck to car body yaw restraint (Figure 2.2b) are
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superimposed on the wheel set yaw forces. In response, the truck attains an internal balance
where the lateral and longitudinal forces on each wheel set and the truck frame are in
equilibrium. Curving performance is satisfactory only when wheel-rail interface forces are
within acceptable limits, as described in Section 2.1. Generally, a soft primary yaw suspension
reduces curving forces, but tends to degrade stability, as described in Section 2.2.3.3 below.

In order to minimize rail and wheel wear in curves, it is desirable to reduce curving forces to the
lowest level possible while still maintaining the necessary stability performance. Given the
fundamental limitation on the curving and stability performance of a conventional 4-wheel truck,
a number of innovative steering suspension systems have been developed or proposed. Such
systems incorporate linkages between the wheel sets and between the truck and car body which
permit or force wheels to assume a near-radial position on a curve, reducing curving forces
without degrading stability performance. Single-axle trucks and independent wheel suspensions
(lacking a rigid axle) also have been used to achieve improved curving performance while
maintaining stability. Generally the innovative steering systems are used on high performance
passenger cars where the additional cost and complexity can be justified. Particular mechanical
arrangements are described later in this chapter.

Finally, a simpler but still important curving requirement is that the truck or suspension design
must be able to negotiate a specified tightest curve without mechanical contact between car body
and truck structures or components. It is also important to ensure that cables and hoses between
the truck and body can accommodate these maximum movements without damage. A minimum
curve radius of 73 m (240 ft ) is typical of U.S. operating conditions. A minimum radius reverse
curve (for example a crossover) may also be specified, and can be a particularly critical design
requirement for articulated train designs with single-axle trucks, ,as illustrated in Figure 2.2c.

2.2.3.3 Stability

A conventional rail vehicle wheel set with a rigid axle and tapered or proflled wheel treads
(Figure 2.3a) will automatically tend to center itself on the rails minimizing flange contact on
both straight and curved tracks. The effectiveness of this centering action is a function of
primary yaw suspension stiffne$ses, the mass and inertia of the wheel set and track frame, speed,
and other factors. Desirably, the centering action shall be well damped, so that the wheel set or
truck returns quickly to a centered position when displaced (Figures 2.3b and 2.3c). However, as
speed increases, the centering action usually becomes less damped, and dynamic instability can
be encountered. Under unstable conditions, the truck will oscillate laterally and yaw, constrained
only by flange/rail contact, and suspension displacement limitS (Figure 2.3d). The minimum
speed at which instability occurs is known as the critical speed. The instability can be very
violent, leading to rapid wear, damage to vehicle and track components, and derailment
Therefore, it follows that rail vehicles must be designed to be stable and well damped at all
speeds in the operating range, and with all combinations of wheel tread and rail head geometry
likely to be encountered in service, in order to ensure that wheel-rail forces and force ratios
remain within acceptable limits.

It is customary to carry out computer analyses of rail vehicle dynamics at the design stage to
ensure that stability requirements have been met Generally, increasing lateral and yaw stiffness
between the wheel set and the truck frame, increasing yaw damping ,between the truck and
vehicle body, and reducing the mass and yaw inertia of the wheel set and truck frame relative to
the car body tend to increase critical speed.
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The requirements for a high critical speed are generally opposite to those for good curving
performance (as described in Section 2.2.3.2). Therefore, the truck designer is usually forced to
compromise curving performance to achieve stability. Radial or steering truck designs, as
described in Section 2.4, use linkages and mechanisms to overcome the performance limits
imposed by the stability/curving compromise in the basic two-axle truck design.

Because low wheel set and truck mass and inertia are important in stability performance, it
follows that it is most difficult to achieve the necessary stability in powered truck designs that
have to caITY traction motors or power transmission equipment on the truck frame and axles. In
very high speed train designs, complex mechanical arrangements are used to decouple, to the
degree possible, the mass of electric traction motors and mechanical transmission components
(gearboxes, couplings, drive shafts) from the truck frame and wheel set to achieve a high critical
speed.

2.2.3.4 Controlling Vehicle Movements on Suspension

All rail systems use cross sectional clearance diagrams giving the maximum en,velope within
which the vehicle cross section must fit at all times, including with maximum deflections of the
suspension system in vertical, lateral, yaw roll and pitch within the limits ofbump stops. Lateral
displacement of the center and ends of the vehicle in curves must also be taken into account in
calculating the maximum movements. If any part of the vehicle violates the allowable clearance
diagram, there is a risk of it hitting wayside structures such as tunnels, bridges and station
platforms, or the power rail in third-rail electrified territory.

A second suspension function on some railroad networks is to maintain floor height adjacent to
doors and entryways level with the platform to facilitate passenger loading and unloading. High
platforms, at the floor height of a single-level passenger car, are widely used at commuter and
intercity rail stations in the Northeast Corridor between Washington and Boston, but are
uncommon elsewhere in the U.S. Such platforms allow passage in and out of the car without
stepping up or down. Limits may be specified for the maximum difference between floor and
platform height under all passenger load conditions. Air spring secondary suspensions with an
automatic levelling system are commonly used to meet this requirement. '

Use of high platforms and matching of floor and platform heights has become more important
with the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), requiring that at least one car in
each train is accessible to the disabled. High platforms are one way of meeting the requirements
of the Act.

,2.2.4 Isolation

The third major function of a passenger car suspension system is to control the effects of track
geometry variations on dynamic loads on the track structure and the ride quality in the car body.
These functions are discussed in the following paragraphs, together with wheel-rail load
equalization. Equalization is concerned with keeping the quasi-static vertical load variations
within acceptable limits as a car negotiates twisted or warped track.
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~.2.4.1 Dynamic Track Loads

Dynamic vertical and lateral loads on the track result from the response of the passenger car to
track geometry variations. The magnitudes of dynamic loads depend on suspension stiffnesses
and car and truck component masses. Unsprung mass, usually the mass of the wheel set and its
attachments, primary vertical stiffness, and the mass of the truck frame are among the important
factors affecting dynamic loading. Generally the higher the masses and stiffnesses, the higher
the dynamic loads. Loads also generally increase with speed, and are affected by hannonic
resonance between periodic geometry inputs and suspension natural frequencies. Dynamic load
limits are usually specified by passenger car purchasers, and cars are tested to demonstrate
compliance. The load limits are those loads and load combinations known to be safe, and to not
cause excessive degradation of the track. Control of dynamic loads is also a reason why higher
class track with tighter geometrical tolerances is required for higher speed operation.

2.2.4.2 Equalization

Equalization is the ability of the rail vehicle to maintain vertical wheel load variations within
acceptable limits on all wheels while negotiating warped or twisted track. Acce.ptable
equalization performance, defmed as not reducing load on anyone wheel below a specified
minimum, must be achieved between the wheel sets of a truck and between the trucks (of any
design) applied to a single vehicle or an articulated trainset The minimum load is that which in
combination with estimated lateral load and wheel-rail contact conditions has an acceptably low
risk of derailment or damaging the track. A demanding condition is passage through a sharp
curve (where lateral wheel-rail forces are high), on low-quality track with large warp geometry
variations.

Because twist or warp track irregularities tend to be of relatively short wavelength (less than one
rail length) and vehicle secondary vertical and roll suspensions are soft, equalization between
trucks is rarely a problem. Truck primary vertical suspensions, however, can be relatively stiff,
and the major truck design concern is to achieve satisfactory wheel load equalization between the
wheel sets of the basic two-axle truck. A variety of truck arrangements are used to achieve
satisfactory equalization, including articulated truck frames, equalizer beams to reduce truck
primary pitch stiffness, and soft primary vertical suspensions. These arrangements are described
in Section 2.3.2.

2.2.4.2 Isolation of the Vehicle Body from Track Irregularities

A passenger-carrying rail vehicle is expected to provide a defined ride quality in the passenger
seating areas. The ride quality required depends on the kind of rail service: a higher quality is
required of a car used in long-distance intercity service tha,n one used for short commuter trips.
Ride quality can be specified in a number of ways, typically including acceptable mean or peak
accelerations over the frequency ranges of interest. The variation in human sensitivity to
vibration at different frequencies is reflected in the specified vibration levels or vibration
weighting function. Figure 2.4 is taken from the widely used ISO ride quality standard ISO
2631/1 (l985)[Reference 11]. Ride quality "targets should be attained through the operating
speed range of the vehicle and over the prevailing track quality on the lines over which the
vehicle will be operated.
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Achieving acceptable ride quality on a passenger vehicle usually requires soft vertical and lateral
secondary suspensions, with rigid body natural frequencies ranging from 1.5 Hz down to below
1 Hz, plus suitable damping. Since a directly connected damper in parallel with the secondary
spring degrades suspension performance at higher input frequencies (exceeding twice the natural
frequency), it is very desirable to place a spring in series with the damper to prevent undesirable
high frequency vibration transmission to the body. Such a spring, usually in the form of a rubber
bush, also serves to reduce noise transmission through the suspension system.

Another ride quality requirement is to maintain steady state lateral and longitudinal accelerations
within acceptable limits, together with rates of change of lateral and longitudinal acceleration
(sometimes called jerk). Typical maximum values of steady state lateral or longitudinal
acceleration for rail vehicles are of the order of 0..1 g, the most that can be conveniently sustained
by standing and walking passengers [Reference 10]. This requirement particularly places limits
on the maximum cant deficiency (deficiency of superelevation) that is permissible when
negotiating a curve. The combined effects of centrifugal acceleration and the outward lean of a
vehicle on its suspension mean that maximum allowable cant deficiency is in the range 100 to
150 mm (4-6 inches). The ride quality limit on curving speed is typically encountered before the
wheel-rail force safety limits. Thus, active or passive pendular body tilt systems have been
developed to maintain ride quality while allowing higher curving speeds. Tilt systems have been
described in detail in Reference [6]. .

In general, ride quality requirements which typically limit the maximum stiffness of the
secondary suspension, conflict with the requirement to limit vehicle movement on its suspension
to avoid violating clearances. Bump-stops to limit suspension movement in each direction
(lateral, vertical) are required, and frequent bump-stop contact degrades ride quality. One way of
improving riae quality is to restrict the cross-sectional size of the vehicle, thus permitting a
suspension system to be softer, with greater suspension travel to bump-stops.

Active suspension systems can be used to improve ride quality without accepting larger vehicle
movement on its suspension. In an active suspension, a servo-controlled system replaces or.
supplements passive suspension components such as springs and dampers. An active system can
be capable of improving on the ride quality provided by passive suspension components within a
given permitted maximum suspensio~ travel.

To date, use of active suspension systems in rail vehicles has been restricted to active tilt
systems, to enable vehicles to negotiate a curve at high cant deficiency without exceeding
permissible steady-state lateral acceleration criteria in the car body. However, active
suspensions are beginning to be used in highway vehicles, and the technology may be applicable
to passenger rail vehicles to improve ride quality on lower quality track, thus reducing the overall
cost of providing service.

2.2.5 Suspension Mounted Equipment

Almost all passenger rail vehicle trucks or suspension systems have to accommodate a brake
system, and a traction motor and/or gearbox on powered axles. It is also a common requirement
to attach other equipment to the trucks or suspension systems such as a third-rail contact shoe for
power collection, a grounding brush (to provide a return path from the vehicle to the wheel and
track for electric power, and to ensure that the vehicle is properly grounded), and antennae or
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pick-ups for signal and train control commands. Brakes. traction systems. and other equipment
are described in the following paragraphs.

2.2.5.1 Brakes

Most types of passenger car brake systems apply a braking torque to the wheel set, producing a
longitudinal braking force at the wheel-rail interface. The braking torque can be produced by a
single brake shoe acting on the wheel tread (Figure 2.5a). a clasp-type brake having two shoes
acting on each wheel (Figure 2.5b). or a disk brake mounted on the axle (Figure 2.5c). An
alternative form of the disk brake has the discs mounted on the web of the wheel. Usually two
disks per axle are used. but high speed trains. operating at over 200 kmJh (124 mph). may need 3
or 4 disks on an axle. Brakes are usually operated by a pneumatic actuator mounted on the truck
or car body

The impact of braking systems on suspension system design is three fold.

• Space has to be found within the suspension or truck design for the brake mechanism.

• The brake actuators and linkages are normally. at least in part. on the truck frame or wheel
set.

• Braking induced forces or torques in suspension components such as springs should be
tolerable. and in particular should still leave adequate suspension travel for proper operation.
Braking arrangements that produce excessive ~uspension forces. or which have the effect of
creating an undesired alternative load path for suspension forces. must be avoided.

In high-speed trains. and also on some types of transit car. brakes acting on the wheel or wheel
set may be supplemented by brakes that act directly on the rail. Two types of brake are used 
eddy current brakes in which electrical windings have to be positioned just above the rail. and
magnetic track brakes which cl~p onto the rail when energized. In both cases. the brake unit
must be supported on the truck frame or an equivalent part of the suspension structure just above
the rail. as shown in Figure 2.5d.

On electrically driven passenger and power cars. braking can be provided by operating the
electric motors as generators. The energy can be dissipated in resistor banks (dynamic braking)
or returned to the power supply system on an electrified railroad (regenerative braking).

2.2.5.2 Traction Equipment

All powered rail vehicles presently in service are driven through the wheels. A wide variety of
mechanical arrangements are used. depending on power levels. operating speeds. and other
factors. The overall objective of the designer of a powered truck or suspension system is to have
the simplest traction system possible. while observing limits on wheel set and truck frame mass
and inertia that derive from stability and isolation requirements.

The majority of rail passenger car and locomotive power trucks are electrically powered. with
the motor armature shaft parallel to and adjacent to the axle. driving the wheel set through a
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gearbox (Figure 2.6a). The motor and gearbox can be supported in several ways, depending on
the motor weight and the speed of operation.

• Axle-hung motor, with the motor/gear box assembly is partially supported on the axle and
partly on the trli.ck frame (Figure 2.6b). This arrangement is very simple, needing no flexible
couplings, but part of the motor mass is added to the wheel set vertically and all the motor
mass is coupled to the wheel set in lateral and yaw, increasing effective wheel set mass and
yaw inertia. This arrangement is unsuitable for high speed, but is widely used for slower
speed operations such as on diesel-electric freight locomotives.

• Truck frame supported motor with flexible coupling between motor and gearbox or gearbox
and axle (Figure 2.6c). In this arrangement, all of the motor mass is supported on the truck
frame, and only part or all of the gearbox and coupling assembly is supported on the axle.
This arrangement is widely used on multiple unit (mu) trains and power cars designed for
speeds between 125 and 200 kmIh (79-125 mph).

• Car body mounted motors, with the motor in the same location as with a truck-frame
mounted motor but with motor mass largely supported on the car body. The flexible
couplings have to be able to accommodate large car body to truck movements. This
complex and costly arrangement is used only on the power cars of very high-speed trains,
designed for 250 kmIh (155 mph) and above, such as the German ICE train.

• Direct drive from the vehicle body using a longitudinal drive shaft ana a truck frame or axle
mounted right-angle gearbox (Figure 2.7). This arrangement is used in diesel- or turbine
mechanical direct-drive rail cars, and with body-mounted electric motors, most notably in
the Italian Pendelino tilt train. The diesel engines, turbines, or electric motors are typically
mounted under the floor of the car body, inboard of the trucks. The only drives of this type
currently used in the United States are on the Rohr and ANF French-design turbo-trains,
currently providing Amtrak service between New York and Albany, NY.

2.2.5.3 Miscellaneous Equipment

In general, there are rarely significant difficulties in accommodating the miscellaneous
equipment on the suspension, provided the designer takes requirements into account at an early
stage in the design. Typical types of equipment that may be installed on a truck include the
following:

• Grounding brush to provide an electrical connection between.the axle and the vehicle. The
grounding brush is typically mounted in the axle journal-bearing cover, and bears on the end
of the axle.' . .

• A speed sensor for braking and other train control functions. The speed sensor is also
typically mounted on the axle journal bearing, but in the future may be supplemented by
doppler radar-based systems.

• Antennae or pick-ups for track-to-train communication systems. These units are sometimes
required to be mounted on a truck frame so as to maintain the desired spacial relationship
with track-mounted or wayside equipmenl
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• Third-rail pick-up shoe. The allowable movements of the pick-up shoe relative to the third
rail are usually very limited. Therefore, the pick-up shoes need to be mounted directly on an
unsprung component of the truck. Usual practice is to mount the shoes on a beam of
insulating material attached at each end to the journal boxes.

2.3 CONVENTIONAL 2·AXLE TRUCK DESIGNS

2.3.1 Introduction

This section describes the major designs of basic two-axle powered or unpowered trucks, applied
to all single or bi-Ievel passenger cars presently operating in the United States. Truck and
suspension designs having alternative or specialized features (tilting, steering, articulated
trainsets, and single-axle and independent wheel systems) are described in Section 2.4,
concentrating on differences from the basic two-axle truck. Separate descriptions are provided
for truck primary and secondary suspension arrangements.

The primary suspension is situated between the wheel set and the truck frame. The primary
suspension strongly influences wheel-rail forces (stability, curving, equalizatio~), and provides a
path between the truck frame and the wheel set for support, guidance, traction and braking
forces.

The secondary suspension is situated between the truck frame and the car body. The secondary
suspension strongly influences the ride quality in the car body and the vehicle movements on the
suspension relative to wayside structures. It also provides a path between the car body and the
truck frame for support, guidance, braking and traction forces.

2.3.2 Primary Suspension Configurations
I

There are three basic primary suspension configurations:

• . articulated frame;
• rigid frame equalizer beam; and
• rigid frame journal spring.

All three primary suspension configurations can be applied to trucks having either inboard or
outboard axle journal bearings. The axle journal bearings which connect the axle to the truck
frame are outboard bearings if they are situated outside the wheels, as illustrated in Figure 2.8a,
and inboard bearings if they are between the wheels, as illustrated in Figure 2.8b. Thus, the troek
frame of an outboard bearing truck will typically have a longitudinal structural member situated
above the bearings outboard of the wheels, whereas in an inboard bearing truck. this member is
situated between the wheels. Inboard journals result in a lighter truck frame (because of a shorter
transverse truck frame member), a lower primary roll stiffness and better equalization
performance, but provide less space within the frame to accommodate brake and traction motor
equipment. Outboard journal trucks are heavier because of the longer center cro$s-.member
(usually called a transom), but are stiffer in roll and provide more space for brake and traction
motor equipment.
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2.3.2.1 Flexible or Articulated Frame Truck

The principal characteristic of the articulated frame truck is the ability of one sideframe to pitch
relative to the other with a comparatively low relative pitching (twisting) stiffness. Flexible
articulated frame trucks meet equalization design requirements using this side frame relative
pitching capability. The only type of flexible or articulated frame truck is currently used in
railroad operation in the United States is that having a central articulation pivot (Figure 2.9a).

Other types used in transit applications or elsewhere in the world are:

• Independent sideframes with two diagonally-opposite ball-joints in the transverse transom
(Figure 2.9b).

• One-piec-e truck frames with a flexible transverse member (transom), to accommodate
relative pitch of the sideframes (Figure 2.9c). The. transom must be sufficiently stiff in
longitudinal shear and bending to prevent undesirable "parallelograming" of the truck frame,
and, at the same time, allow relative pitch of the sideframes.

Since equalization is provided by frame flexing or articulation, this truck type does not need soft
suspension between the truck frame and journal box. Usual practice is to enclose the bearing in a
rubber bush providing a relatively stiff wheel set-to-frame yaw and lateral s~spension for
stability.

The advantage of the articulated truck frame is that equalization is very good, and the
complication of four-axle journal vertical susQension units is avoided. The disadvantages are
that the truck frame is nearly completely unsprung vertically, leading to relatively high vertical
dynamic loads on the track, and that the articulation pivot can be complex and subject to wear.

2.3.2.2 Equalizer Beam Truck

In the equalizer-beam truck. the journal boxes are free to move vertically in pedestal guides on
the truck frame. The ends of the equalizer beam rest on the journal boxes, and the truck frame is
supported on the equalizer beam on springs situated inboard of the journal boxes (Figure 2.10).
The relative roll stiffness between the axles of the truck, and thus equalization performance, is a
function of the longitudinal and lateral primary spring spacing. As spacing reduces, relative roll
stiffness between axles reduces and better wheel load equalization on twisted track is achieved.
The lateral spacing of primary vertical springs depends directly on whether inboard and outboard
journal beatings are used, as described in the introduction to Section 2.3.2.

The advantages of equalizer beam trucks are that good equalization can be achieved even with a
relatively stiff vertical primary suspension. The disadvantages are that the equalizer beam adds
unsprung mass, and the pedestal guides normally used with the equalizer beam arrangement have
sliding, wearing surfaces, and do not provide the closely controlled primary longitudinal and
lateral stiffness desirable in a high-speed truck.
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2.3.2.3 Rigid Frame Journal Spring Trucks

In the rigid frame, journal spring truck design, vertical, lateral and longitudinal springs directly
connect the journal box to the truck frame. This arrangement is the most common in current
international truck design practice, and a large number of variants exist. Journal spring trucks
have not been widely used in the U.S., principally because passenger cars have been operated
over track with relatively poor geometry, on which good wheel-load equalization is important.
With otherwise similar features, the equalization performance of journal spring trucks is inferior
to the equalizer beam and articulated frame trucks. Another factor is the North American
practice of using staggered joints in bolted-joint rail. which can produce large twist track
geometry variations. Parallel rail joints used in Europe and Japan do not produce such twist
variations. lessening the importance of equalization in truck design.

In all journal spring truck variants, 'equalization is provided by the primary vertical springs
situated above or alongside the journal box. Thus. the journal spring truck has to have
correspondingly softer vertical springs than the equalizer beam truck to achieve the same
equalization performance. The advantages of the journal spring arrangements are that it provides
a low unsprung mass, and good control of all primary suspension parameters is possible. The
variants most commonly used are:

• Coil Spring and Pedestal (Figure 2.11a). In this arrangement, the journal box is constrained
to move vertically in pedestal guides attached to the truck frame. The spring is situated
between the journal box and the truck frame. This design has the same disadvantages as the
pedestal guide used in the equalizer beam design, in that it has sliding, wearing surfaces and
primary lateral and longitudinal stiffness cannot be closely controlled. A vertical hydraulic
damper can be used alongside the spring, and some damping is provided in any case by the
friction between the pedestal guide and the journal box.

• Rubber Chevron (Figure 2.11b). In this arrangement, vertical, longitudinal and lateral
journal box to frame suspension is provided by a rubber/steel sandwich spring. Stiffness
variation in the three coordinates is obtained by adjusting the angles of the spring elements
relative to the main truck axes. and the number and dimensions of rubber blocks between the
steel leaves. The rubber chevron design provides closely controlled stiffness in all three
axes, but because of the relativeiy low strength of rubber, they tend to be bulky in
comparison to designs using steel springs, especi.ally if a low vertical stiffness is desired for
good equalization.

• Rolling Rubber Ring (Figure 2.11c). This is another rubber spring design,.in which a rolling
rubber ring is trapped between tapered cylindrical guidepost and pe~stal elements. The
vertical stiffness is provided by progressive squeezing of the ring as the suspension is
compressed. Usually two units are used, situated at either side of thejournal box.·· Lateral
and longitudinal primary stiffness~ are a f1,mction of the thickness and diameter of the
rubber ring, and cannot be varied independently. Like the chevron spring, the rolling ring
spring tends to be bulky in comparison with steel spring designs.
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• Radius Ann Suspension (Figure 2.11d). In this arrangement, the journal bearing is situated
at the end of a radius ann pivoted to the truck frame and the spring (usually a coil spring.
although a rubber spring can also be used) is situated above the journal box. between the
journal box and the truck frame. Longitudinal and lateral stiffness is controlled by a rubber
bush at the trailing ann pivot This arrangement is widely used in Europe. including for
high-speed trains such as the TGV. but has been little used in the U.S. Relatively high
longitudinal and yaw primary stiffnesses are a usual characteristic. providing good high
speed stability but reduced curving performance.

• Leaf Spring Guides (Figure 2.11e). In this arrangement, the journal box is located by a pair
of leaf springs attached to the journal box at one end. and to the truck frame at the other end.
The primary vertical spring (usually steel coil). is situated above the journal box. ·or a pair of
springs are situated either side of the journal box. Leaf spring suspensions are sometimes
called Minden-Deutz or MD suspensions. because of the origin of this design in the Minden
Technical Center of German Federal Railways (DB).

The longitudinal and lateral suspension is provided by rubber blocks at the ends of the
leaves. However. it is difficult to provide much flexibility in this way. and leaf spring
suspensions are typically very stiff laterally and longitudinally.

• Guidepost Suspension (Figure 2.110. In this arrangement, the journal box is equipped with
a pair of hollow guides. which slide on vertical guideposts mounted in the truck frame. The
hollow guides can incorporate rubber bushes which provide primary lateral and longitudinal
suspension. and vertical springing is provided by a coil spring outside the guidepost The
guides can.be j)illubricated. or a dry bearing material can be used. This arrangement is
popular in Switzerland.·where the design originated.

2.3.3 Secondary Suspension Confjgurations

There are four broad secondary suspension configurations commonly used on 2-axle trucks.
distinguished by the truck pivot location and arrangement, the degrees of freedom of the
secondary vertical springs. and the type of secondary vertical spring used. The principal
different configurations are:

• Traditional swing hanger. center pivot truck with single-function (vertical only) secondary
springs. as illustrated in Figure 2.12a;

• Upper yaw pivot arrangement, with dual function (lateraVvertical) secondary springs. as
illustrated in Figure 2.12b;

• Lower yaw pivot arrangement, with dual function (lateraVvertical) secondary springs. as
illustrated in Figure 2.13a; and

• Pivotless. bolsterless arrangement with triple function (lateral. vertical. yaw) secondary
springs. as illustrated in Figure 2.13b.

Different types of secondary springs (coil or air springs) and dampers can be used in any of the
four configurations.
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2.3.3.1 Traditional Swing Hanger, Center Pivot Truck (Figure 2.12a)

In this arrangement, the car body is supported on a center pivot and a transverse bolster. The
bolster is attached longitudinally and in yaw to the truck frame by two laterally-spaced traction
links. The bolster rests on secondary springs which in tum rest on a transverse spring-plank
suspended from the truck frame on swing hangers. The lateral suspension is provided by lateral
deflection of the swing hangers. Lateral stiffness is dependent on hanger length. with a lower
stiffness being provided by longer hangers. The swing hanger may be vertical. or slightly
inclined. Inclination outward from the truck frame to the swing plank tends to tilt the car body in
the opposite direction to the lateral movement of the swing hanger. and offsets the tendency of a
car body to roll outward on the secondary springs when operating in a curve with cant
deficiency. This truck arrangement was almost universal on cars built in North America and
Europe prior to the late 196Os. but has been little used since.

2.3.3.2 Upper Yaw Pivot Arrangement (Figure 2.12b)

This arrangement is similar to the traditional arrangement described in Section 2.3.3.1 above. but
the swing hangers are omitted. and lateral suspension is provided by lateral shear of the
secondary vertical springs. and further controlled by lateral bump stops to increase stiffness as
the limit of allowable lateral movement is approached. The bolster is tied longitudinally and in
yaw to the truck frame by longitudinal links.

2.3.3.3 Lower Yaw Pivot Arrangement (Figure 2.13a)

This arrangement reverses the secondary spring/pivot sequence of the upper yaw pivot
arrangement The car body rests directly on the secondary springs which in turn rest on a
transverse bolster. The bolster rests on a center pivot on the truck frame. and is tied to the car
body longitudinally and in yaw by longitudinal links. The benefit of the lower yaw pivot
arrangement over the upper-yaw pivot is that the secondary springs are higher relative to the car
body center of gravity. reducing outward roll when curving with cant deficiency. Also
geometrical clearances are often such that the lateral spacing of the springs can be increased with
the higher location. This arrangement has been widely used on trucks placed in service in the
U.S. since about 1970.

2.3.3.4 Pivotless, Boisteriess Arrangement (Figure 2.13b)

In this arrangement, the car body is supported on springs which are mounted directly on the truck
sideframe without-the-use of a bolster. Without the bolster to transmit longitudinal loads and to
provide the yaw pivot, the bolsterless truck achieves car body to truck pivoting.by shearing the
secondary springs. and longitudinal loads are carried by a separate longitudinal connection. This
connection can be a simple longitudinal link. a rubber/steel sandwich element which is stiff
longitudinally but soft laterally and vertically. or a "Watts" linkage (Figure 2. 14a). This truck
design is widely used in Europe. but has had very limited application in the U.S.
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2.3.3.5 Secondary Springs

Either steel coil or air springs are used in combination with any of the four secondary suspension
configurations. When mechanical coil springs are used, they are generally combined with
elastomeric pads to minimize the mechanical vibration transmitted through the steel springs or
generated by spring surge. Mechanical and elastomeric springs sometimes are combined to
generate non-linear spring rates to reduce the displacement under load, while maintaining the
resonant frequency nearly fIXed.

Air springs are divided into two basic types: the bellows type spring and the rolling diaphragm
type spring (Figures 2.14b and 2.14c). The bellows type springs have significant increases in the
effective area under compression, and soft lateral spring rates. The rolling diaphragm type
spring can provide a variety of positive or negative effective area changes with compression
depending upon the design of the pedestal upon which the springs roll. The lateral spring rate is
a function of the spring diameter and the shape of the diaphragm, the cover and the pedestal.
Stiffness of all air spring variants is also a function of the air volume in the spring - the greater
the volume the lower the stiffness. Air reservoirs, sometimes using the interior of the truck
frame or bolster structure, are connected to the air spring interior to increase the effective volume
inside the spring and reduce air spring stiffness.

Since air springs are subject to failure in service, provision must be made for the vehicle to
operate safely with the springs deflated. The customary method is to use a rubber/steel sandwich
spring situated inside or below the air spring to provide an emergency suspension. The vehicle
must be able to operate safely on the emergency spring at maximum speed, but ride quality may
be degraded.

When air springs are used, the floor height of the car body is controlled by levelling valves
which admit compressed air to the springs when floor height is too low and release air when the
floor is too high. Thus, constant floor height is maintained regardless of the load carried by the
car. Levelling valves also have a small dead band [about 5 mm (0.2 in)] either side of the set
level, to prevent excessive air due to constant admission and release of air with normal
suspension movements.

There are three arrangements of levelling valve in use, having 2, 3, or 4 valves on a car. With
two levelling valves, one valve controls the height of both air springs on each truck. With this
arrangement, the two springs on a truck are controlled to have the same air pressure. The static
roll stiffness derives only from the change of cross section area of the air spring with vertical
compression, and depends on the air spring design used. This means that with the two levelling
valve arrangement, a car will roll on the secondary springs when subject to a static roll load.
Examples of this situation are when there is a lateral unbalance of passenger load or when
traversing a long curve with cant deficiency. Dynamic air spring stiffness is unaffected, as the
air pipe betweesa the springs is usually too small to transfer significant air volumes under
dynamic conditions.

In a three levelling valve arrangement, one truck has a single-levelling valve and the other truck
has a valve at each air spring. On the truck with two valves, an air pressure differential can be
maintained between the two air springs to react any lateral load imbalance and keep the car
upright (Le., with the floor parallel to the plane of the rails). Such lateral load imbalance,
including that from cant deficiency in curves, is reacted only by the truck with two levelling
valves. The two air springs on the two-valve truck are connected by an air line containing a
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crossover or relief valve, which allows air to pass if the pressure differential exceeds a preset
value, nonnally a little greater than any differential likely to occur in nonnal service. The
function of this valve is to ensure that both air springs deflate if there is a failure of one air bag or
levelling valve, thus preventing the dangerous condition of having an inflated and a deflated air
bag on the same truck. The three-valve arrangement is widely used on air spring cars in the U.S.

With four levelling valves, both trucks have the two-valve arrangement as described for the
three-valve arrangement This system has the advantage that static roll imbalances are shared by
both trucks instead of being reacted by one truck. as in the three-valve arrangement The
disadvantage of the four-valve arrangement is that valve height settings for air admission and
release have to be carefully adjusted to prevent a situation where air is admitted to diagonally
opposite springs to correct an apparent but non-existent static roll deflection. This situation
reduces the static load on diagonally opposite sides of the two trucks, and is potentially
dangerous.

Where the roll stiffness of the secondary suspension is too low for adequate stability under roll
and curving forces, an anti-roll bar can be installed in parallel with the secondary suspension.
Typically, the anti-roll bar system consists of a torsion bar attached to the bolster or car body
with bearings at each end (Figure 2. 14d). Attached to the roll bar are horizontal levers with
jointed links to the car body or bolster respectively. When a.roll motion occurs between the
bolster and the car body, the horizontal levers are rotated in opposite directions. This motion is
resisted by the torsion bar, providing increased roll stiffness. Under vertical motions, the
horizontal levers rotate in the same direction, rotating the torsion bar within its bearings and
applying no force across the secondary suspension.

2.3.3.6 Secondary Vertical and Lateral Dampers

The use of hydraulic dampers or shock absorbers to achieve correct lateral and vertical damping
is almost universal in modem truck designs. The vertical dampers are connected in parallel to
the secondary springs, and the lateral dampers in parallel with swing hangers or the secondary
lateral spring. Rubber end bushes are used to reduce the transmission of higher frequency
vibration and noise through the dampers.

Where air springs are used, it is possible to provide partial vertical damping by restricting air
flow between th~ air spring itself and an adjoining air reservoir. The damping effect is produced
by pumping air through the restricting orifice.

2.3.3.7 Yaw Restraint

The truck designer is presented with conflicting requirements with regard to yaw restraint
between the truck and the car body. A stiff yaw restraint is desirable for good dynamic stability
and high critical speed, but the truck has to be able to swivel to negotiate curves. The truck
pivot, where used, is usually lined with a bearing material that needs a considerable applied yaw
torque to become "unstuck" and move. While the pivot is "stuck" the truck has a stiff yaw
restraint via longitudinal traction rods positioned in series to the yaw pivot Rubber bushes in the .
traction rod ends, and the brackets to which the traction rods are attached provide the yaw
restraint at loads below the pivot break-out force.
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Bolsterless trucks without a center-pivot to provide yaw restraint are nearly freely-pivoting. with
restraint only provided by the low longitudinal shear stiffness of the secondary springs. This
stiffness is far too low to have a significant effect on truck stability. For low or moderate speed
oPeration. such as a commuter train. stability may be attainable without additional yaw restraint.
and only careful adjustment of primary lateral and longitudinal suspension stiffness is needed.
However. at high speed additional secondary yaw restraint is essential. and hydraulic secondary
yaw dampers are commonly used on bolsterless trucks. .

2.4 TRUCK AND CAR DESIGNS WITH SPECIALIZED FEATURES

This section provides descriptions of truck and car designs having specialized features. other
than those found in the basic two-axle truck applied to a conventional single-level passenger car.
With the exception of bi-Ievel car body designs. application of cars and trucks with these features
in the U.S. has been confined to test and demonstration service.

2.4.1 Bi-Level Car Body Designs

Bi-Ievel car body designs are finding increasing use in the U.S. and elsewhere. Bi-Ievel designs
are economically attractive for passenger rail service operators; the space available for passenger
accommodation is increased with a less-than-proportional increase in cost. train weight. and train
length, thus lowering capital and operating cost per passenger. The principal barrier to using bi
level cars has been restricted height clearances on some routes. However, in recent years
innovative car designs. clearance improving efforts on some routes. and a reduction in the space
occupied by power and auxiliary systems on cars have all widened the scope for application of
bi-level cars. It is likely that a majority of cars purchased in future years will be of bi-Ievel
design.

The significance of bi-Ievel cars for truck design is that the trucks have to carry the greater
weight of the bi-Ievel body. which is typically of the order of 50% heavier than a: single-level
body. Additionally the car body center of gravity can be higher. potentially imposing higher roll
moments on the suspension. Particular care in car design has to be taken to ensure that roll
deflections of a bi-Ievel car. for example while negotiating a curve with cant deficiency. are not
excessive and do not violate clearances or comfort criteria.

There are three common bi-Ievel car body layouts used in the U.S.• as illustrated in Figure 2.15.
The first layout. with doors and entrance vestibules at the ends of the car. and at the same floor
height as a single-level cars. is shown in figure 2.15a. The bi-Ievel portion is situated between
the trucks. This layout is well suited to commuter operations; it can be coupled to single-level
cars and used with both high and low platforms. Wide. short stairways to the upper and lower
levels allow good passenger fl.QW at stops. Cars purchased in recent years for commuter service
iii Boston. New York (Long Island). southern Florida, and southern California have this layout.

Figure 2.15b illustrates the layout of bi-Ievellong distance intercity cars operated by Amtrak.
This layout has a full length upper level. with access to adjacent cars being at the upper level. A
lower level is situated between the trucks. with entrance doors and stairs to the upper level.
Auxiliary equipment is housed in the spaces above the trucks. Having doors on the lower level
means that this layout is not compatible with high platforms.
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Figure 2.15c illustrates the cross section of a gallery type bi-level car which is extensively used
on commuter services in Chicago. Gallery cars have a lower level with the same floor height as
single-level cars. The upper level consists of narrow galleries on each side of the car containing
single seats and a walkway. The space between the galleries provides headroom for walking in
the center gangway of the lower level.

2.4.2 Artjcylated Trajnsets

In an articulated trainset. the ends of adjacent vehicles in a trainset are supported on a single
truck. The truck can be an otherwise conventional two-axle truck, as in the French TGV trains,
or a single-axle truck, as in the Spanish Talgo Pendular. These applications of passenger car
articulation are illustrated in Figure 2.16. Other applications of articulation include light rail
transit vehicles and several designs of intermodal freight cars used on U.S. railroads. A principal
advantage of articulation is that the total number of trucks or suspension units needed in a train
of a given size is reduced, at a saving in weight and cost. Articulated trains may also be less
likely to buckle or override in a collision due to the greater restraint provided by the articulation
joint as compared with a conventional coupler. The primary disadvantage of articulated trainsets
is that it is more difficultto separate a single car from the train for maintenance or in the case of
a failure, potentially increasing maintenance costs and car downtime.

Truck designs for articulated trains differ little from those for use with independent cars. Truck
structures must be designed to support the weight of the two car bodies and the secondary
suspension attachments to the cars must be compatible with the inter-car connector ~gement
used. Otherwise the truck functions exactly as a truck on a single car. A potential advantage of
articulation on very high-speed trains is that the increased load supported by an articulated truck
increases the ratio of car mass supported to truck mass, making it easier to attain lateral dynamic
stabilitY at high speed. This consideration is believed to have been a factor in the original choice
of articulation for the TGV.

2.4.3 Single-Axle Trucks

With a single-axle truck, the car body is directly supported on a single-axle and each axle has an
individual suspension system, as shown in the sketches in Figure 2.17. The suspension may be
single stage, or have separate primary and secondary elements. The primary benefit of single
axle suspensions is that they offer the potential for weight saving relative to a two-axle truck. A
notable application of the single truck to railroad passenger cars is the Spanish Talgo Pendular
train, illustrated in Figure 2.16. Single-axle suspensions have also been used in some freight car
designs, and in innovative transit and commuter car designs in.Europe.
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2.4.4 Independent Wheel Suspensions

In the conventional railcar wheel set, the wheels are solidly attached to the axle. An alternative
is for each wheel to rotate independently on its own bearings, and to dispense with the solid axle.
The benefits of dispensing with the axle are to free up space between the wheels for other
equipment or a low floor passageway, and to remove the risk of dynamic instability due to the
action of proflled wheels on a solid axle: However, removing the solid axle also removes the
steering action of the conventional wheel set, thus some substitute steering mechanism is likely
to be required with any independent wheel suspension.

The most notable application of independent wheels to a railroad passenger equipment is the
Spanish Talgo Pendular. The suspension design philosophy for the Talgo Pendular combines a
low center of gravity for the car body with passive tilt, articulation and forced steering of the
independent-wheel suspension units, as illustrated in Figure 2.18. Independent wheel
suspensions are also used in several designs of low-floor streetcar and light rail vehicle.

2.4.5 Steering Trycks

2.4.5.1 Passive Steering

Passive steering is achieved by interconnecting the axles of a truck so as to allow relative yaw
movements at the same time as providing a high stiffness against relative shear of the axles. The
action of wheel-rail forces causes the wheel set to take up a radial attitude in curves. Alternative
mechamcal arrangements to achieve passive steering are shown in Figure 2.19a. The benefits of
passive steering are that curving performance can be improved, compared with that achievable
with a similar truck lacking the axle interconnections, without degrading dynamic stability.
Trucks that achieve improved curving performance by careful selection of primary yaw and
lateral suspension stiffnesses, but which lack axle interconnections, would not be termed a
steering truck under this definition, although manufacturers will sometimes call such truck a
steering or radial truck.

One novel approach to p~ive steering is used in the ABB X2000 tilt train. Passive steering of
the axles is permitted by having a soft primary longitudinal suspension. Then instead of using
interaxle connections to achieve the required dynamic stability, primary longitudinal dampers are
used in parallel.t'? the primary longitudinal springs.

Other than the X2000, passive steering has not been much used on railroad passenger car trucks.
The widest application has been to three-piece freight car trucks, where substantial reductions in
wheel and rail wear on heavily curved routes have been demonstrated. In the application to
three-piece trucks, axle interconnection prevents undesirable 'parallelograming' of the
independent truck sideframes, as well as facilitating radial steering.
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2.4.5.2 Forced Steering

Passive steering works through allowing the longitudinal and lateral creep forces at the wheel
rail interface to move the axles to an approximately radial attitude in curves. Forced steering
uses linkages between the car body, truck frame and axles to force the axles into a radial
position. The yaw rotation of the car body relative to the truck frame can be used through a
truck-frame mounted mechanism to produce axle yaw. as illustrated in Figure 2.19b. An
alternative mechanical arrangement, used in the Spanish Talgo train. is to use a linkage to cause
the axle to bisect the angle between carbodies at the articulation point.

Apart from the Talgo mechanism. forced steering has not been much used in railroad passenger
cars, although applications exist in other types of rail vehicle, especially in light rail vehicles
which have to negotiate very tight curves.

2.4.6 Body Tilt Suspensions

Car body tilt systems tilt the car body laterally in curves to reduce or eliminate the lateral force
felt by car occupants when a curve is negotiated with cant deficiency. Tilt mechanisms are
usually incorporated into the truck, and are a major factor in truck design for tilt trains. The
purpose of tilt is to improve passenger comfort and thus allow higher speed curving than would
otherwise be possible with given passenger comfort criteria. Tilt systems do not change
substantially the risks of a car overturningQI:.d,erailment on curves. Established safety criteria
for lateral forces on track and overturning moment must still be observed.

Car body tilt suspension systems were the subject of a survey conducted for the .FR.A [Reference
6]. Therefore, only very brief descriptions of the main.types of tilt system will be given, based
on this previous report. .

2.4.6.1 Passive Tilt Systems

Passive tilt systems rely on the pendulum effect provided by centrifugal and gravity forces when
the car body roll center is placed well above the car's center of gravity. The car body behaves as
though it is suspended from a longitudinal axis near the top of the car. causing it to swing
outward when negotiating a curve with cant deficiency, as shown in Figure 2.20a. Passive tilt
systems have the advantage of mechanical simplicity, but the high roll center can mean a large
outward movement of the center of gravity, eroding the safety margin against overturning, and
large lateral movements at floor level which may be difficult-to accommodate within allowable
clearances. Also, passive pendular systems may not respond as quickly as active systems to the
spiral at the entry of curves, thus subjecting·car occupants to a transient lateral acceleration and
adversely affecting ride comfort.

Train and car designs using passive tilt include the Talgo Pendular. the Japanese Series 381
electric multiple-unit train for service on meter-gauge lines. and the United Aircraft Turbo trains
operated in the U.S. and Canada in the 1970s and early 1980s.
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2.4.6.2 Active Tilt Systems

In active tilt systems, body tilt is produced by a powered actuator situated between the car body
and the truck frame in response to control signals provided by sensors indicating the presence of
a curve. A wide variety of mechanical arrangements of actuators, secondary suspension
elements and linkages are used in different tilt train designs to produce rotation about the desired
tilt center. Likewise a variety of sensor types and locations and signal processing algorithms can
be used to provide optimum passenger comfort over the range of track conditions encountered in
service.

The advantages of active tilt are the ability to tilt about a point near the center of gravity,
eliminating undesirable outward movement of the center of gravity (as shown in Figure 2.20b),
and the flexibility of control strategies to optimize passenger comfort. The primary disadvantage
of active tilt is its complexity, which adds to capital and maintenance costs and can detract from
reliability. Many difficulties were encountered by tilt system developers in evolving satisfactory
control systems, combining reliability with acceptable safety and comfort performance.
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3. SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS AND DATA FOR MAJOR
AND DISTINCTIVE TRUCK DESIGNS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is the core of the report, containing infonnation on the population of different truck
designs in the U.S.• and introducing the descriptions and data for selected truck designs. The
approach used is to present summary data. with observations on the population and highlighting
the similarities and differences between the selected designs. The full data are provided in two
appendices. Appendix 1 for the truck descriptions and data. and Appendix 2 for the population
data. Both the truck population and the truck data and descriptions are referenced to a truck
classification system. described in Section 3.2.

3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF TRUCK DESIGNS

A system of classifying truck designs has been developed for this study. distinguishing between
truck design features that may affect truck perfonnance in the widest sense. Trucks having a given
classification under the system may be regarded as being distinctive. in that they have a unique
arrangement of rigid structural components and connecting elements (such as springs. dampers.
and connecting rods) that control the kinematic relationship between the structural components.

The primary division in the classification system is by truck frame type and equalization method.
indicated by the number n2 in the code below. The secondary division, indicated by the number
n3 in the code. indicates variants within a specific truck frame type and/or different secondary
suspension arrangements. Other truck characteristics such as use of inboard or outboard journal
bearings. whether or not one or more axles of the truck are powered. and whether or not the truck
is fitted with a body tilt system or wheel set steering. are indicated by added letters. .

The basic classification code is as follows:

nl n2 n3 al-Pn4 SoS Tn6 W

where:

nl the number I in this location indicates a 3-axle truck. No number is shown
in this location for 1- and 2-axle trucks. and truck-frame type classifications
for 3-axle trucks are the same as for 2-axle trucks.

n2 is a number between 0 and 9 identifying the primary classification of truck
frame type and equalization method.

n3 is a number between 0 and 9 indicating variants on the primary
classification. especially different secondary suspension arrangements.

al indicates whether the journal bearings relative to the wheel location are internal (i) or
external (e) (internal and external bearings are also refeITed to as inboard and outboard
bearings). Journal bearing location does not affec~ the kinematic relationships
between major truck components. but can significantly affect the numerical values of
suspension parameters.

P indicates that the truck is powered. The number of powered axles is
indicated by the suffix n4.
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S indicates the presence of axle steering. Individual steering
arrangements are indicated by the suffix 05:

-- SI Passive interaxle steering using linkages or other means
-- S2 Forced steering using tnlCk to body linkage

T indicates the presence of a car body tilt system. Individual tilt
system arrangements are indicated by the suffIx n6.

- T1 Passive pendular tilt
- T2 Active servo controlled tilt

W indicates the presence of independent wheels.

Table 3.1 lists the primary and secondary classifications chosen to represent all truck designs
currently in operation on railroad passenger cars in the U. S., and all designs that are under
consideration for application in the U.S. Note that all truck arrangements that have been used on
or proposed for heavy rail mass transit or light rail applications are not necessarily covered by the
classification.

The primary and secondary design classifications are further described in the following paragraphs
and illustrations.

Type 00 single-axle trucks have individual suspension systems between each axle and the car
body. Single-axle trucks are used on two-axle cars, and in articulated arrangements. Historically,
single-axle trucks have been little used in the U.S. on railroad passenger cars, the only recent
application was the United Aircraft Company Turbotrain that operated in the Northeast Corridor
and in Canada in the 1970s and early 1980s. The Turbotrain combined single-axle trucks with
articulation, forced steering and passive till More recently, there has been interest in applying the
Spanish Talgo PenduJar train design to selected intercity corridors, which also combines single
axle trucks with articulation, passive tilt and forced steering. and as well as having independent
wheels. The Type 01 truck in the classification scheme represents the Talgo Pendular and similar
truck designs.

Single-axle trucks have recently applied to innovative mass transit vehicles in Europe, such as the
Paris Metro Boa trains, and Copenhagen commuter (S-Bane) trains built by Linke Hoffmann
Busch.

Type 10 trucks have independent sideframes, of the type used for all North American freight cars.
and sometimes on baggage cars in passenger trains. The Type 11 truck in the classification
represents the three-piece freight car truck, having a very stiff or rigid primary suspension, a
bolster resting on secondary coil or leaf springs, and the car body resting on the bolster center
pivot and sidebearings.

Type 20 tru~kshave articulated truck frames that allow relative pitch between the sideframes to
achieve wheel load equalization on twisted track. Figures 3.la and 3.lb illustrate two
arrangements ofType 20 trucks included in the classification.

• Type 21 trucks have a combination truck-frame articulation ball joint and truck frame to bolster.
center pivot, as shown in Figure 3.la. This arrangement is used on the Budd Pioneer truck
design, applied to many intercity cars, and in powered fOnD to some commuter cars. This
design has also been used in mass trailsit applications.
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I· Table ~.1 Principal Truck Design Classifications

Primary
Classification Individual

Truck Types
Description

"-

Example Classification o
Example Truck

0 Single-Axle Truck 01 No primary suspension
Bolslerless secondary suspension

Spanish Talgo 0l-S2T•W

0 Independent Side
Frames

11 3-piece freight truck Some Amtrak baggage
cars

11e

0 Articulated Frame 21
22

Single center articulation
Ball joint in each transom

Budd Pioneer III
Fiat Pendelino

2li or2li-P2
22e-P2T2

0 Rigid Frame. 31 Swinghangerlspringplank/bolster Traditional OSI truck 31e
Equalizer Beam
Primary

32 Yaw pivot below secondary
suspension

OSI 070 series 32i or 32i-P2

0 Rigid Frame.
Journal Spring
Primary

41
42

Swinghangerlspringp1ank/bo1ster
Yaw pivot below secondary
suspension

MD76 (Superliner I)
Nippon Sharyo NT319

41e
42e

43 Bolsterless ComengITokyu Car 43e
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3
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Figure 3.1a
Type 21: Articulated frame with center ball joint and truck pivot
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Figure 3.1b
Type 22: Articulated frame with ball joints in transoms and no bolster

-

Figure 3.1 Schematics of Truck Types 21 and 22
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• Type 22 trucks have a ball joint in each of two transoms (Figure 3.1b), allowing relative truck
frame pitch about a diagonal axis. This arrangement is used on the Fiat ETR 450 series of tilt
body trains for Italian State Railways, and also on a heavy rail mass transit tIUck manufactured
by Rockwe14 and used in San Francisco (BART) and Washington DC (WMATA). Note that
subsequent series of Fiat tilt tIUcks, including the candidate for Amtrak high-speed trains for
Northeast Corridor service, may have a different truck frame arrangement Type 22 trucks
may be bolsterless, as shown in Figure 3.1b, or have a bolster supporting the body through a
center pivot (the Rockwell arrangement) or through the tilt mechanism (the Fiat arrangement)

Type 30 trucks have a rigid truck frame supported on primary vertical springs situated inboard of
the wheel sets. The lower ends of the springs rest on an equalizer beam which in turn is supported
on the axle journal bearings. The equalizer beam effectively reduces the pitch and warp stiffnesses
of the primary ~uspension. The good equalization has made Type 30 trucks the most widely used
in the U.S. Two significant variations of the Type 30 are described below:

• Type 31, shown in Figure 3.2a, has a secondary suspension comprising swinghangers for
lateral flexibility supporting a spring plank, which in turn supports the secondary vertical
springs. A transverse bolster rests on the springs and supports the car body through a center
pivot Type 31 trucks were almost universally used in the U.S. prior to about 1970.

• Type 32, shown in Figure 3.2b, reverses the sequence of components in the Type 31 and
eliminates the swinghangers and spring plank, so that the car body rests on the bolster through
secondary vertical springs, and the bolster rests on the truck frame through a center pivot The
Type 32 is the most widely used arrangement in the U.S., with a number of variants (powered
and unpowered, inside and external bearings).

Type 40 trucks are characterized by having the primary vertical suspension directly above or
adjacent to the axle bearing journal box. Compared with Type 30 trucks, Type 40 trucks tend to
have stiffer primary pitch and warp stiffnesses. Type 40 trucks are widely used in Europe and
Japan, and are the principal arrangement of imported truck design in use or proposed for use in the
U.S. There are three distinct arrangements of Type 40 truck. as described below and illustrated in
Figure 3.3. '

• Type 41 trucks, shown in Figure 3.3a. have the same secondary suspension arrangement as
the Type 31, with swinghangers, spring plank, secondary vertical springs, bolster, and center
pivot The only example of a Type 41 in the U.S. is the MD 76 truck used on Amtrak's
Superliner I bi-Ievel cars. Type 41 trucks were widely used in Europe until the 1970s, but·
'have since been superseded by the simpler Type 42 and 43 trucks described below.

• Type 42 trucks, shown in Figure 3.3b, have the same secondary suspension layout as the
Type 32, with the bolster resting on the center pivot and secondary vertical springs between
the bolster and the car body. Several Japanese tIUck designs used in the U.S. have the Type
42 ammgement

• Type 43 trucks, shown in Figure 3.3c, have no bolster or center pivot, and the car body is
carried directly on springs mounted on the truck frame. The secondary springs have enough
lateral and longitudinal flexibility to accommodate truck lateral and yaw movements. The only
U.S. application ofType 43 trucks is on some commuter cars on the Long Island Railroad.
This truck arrangement is extensively used in Europe.
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Figure 3.2 Schematics of Truck Types 31 and 32
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The types of axle steering and car body tilt systems which could potentially be applied to passenger
cars for operation in the U.S. are now described.

Steering Systems improve the ability of the axles of a truck to become aligned radially with respect
to a curve, beyond that which occurs as a result of the interaction between wheel-to-rail forces and
the primary yaw and lateral suspension. There are two kinds of steering:

• Type SI Passive inter-axle linkages or other passive suspension elements
pennitting radial alignment of axles. Example: X 2000 trailer trucks.

Forced steering using linkages between axles, truck frame and
car body to force the wheels to take up a correct yaw angle relative to
the truck frame or car body. Examples: SIG Navigator and the Talgo
intennediate articulation trucks.

Car Body Tilt Systems alleviate passenger discomfort when negotiating curves with high cant
deficiency by tilting the car body inwards.

• TypeTI Passive tilt, with a secondary suspension or tilt center situated well
above the car body center of gravity, allowing the body to swing
outwards under centrifugal forces. Example: Talgo Pendular.

Active tilt, with the tilt mechanism typically situated between a tilting
bolster and a bolster supported on the truck pivot, or between a
bolster and the car body. Examples: ABB X 2000 trailer truck, the
Italian Pendolino, and various Japanese systems.

3.3 TRUCK POPULATION DATA

The population of passenger car truck designs presently in operation in the U.S. is summarized in
this section, using the detailed data provided in Appendix 2. Appendix 2 lists all car series' in .
operation in the U.S. by ownership and by truck classification as defmed in Section 3.2 above. A
car series is defmed as a group of cars having the same body and truck design, of the same age,
and, except in the case of some groups of older cars, manufactured by the same car builder. The
data in the appendix reflects car fleets at approximate.ly the beginning of 1994. The primary source
of the data is the American Public Transit Association listing of railroad passenger cars for 1/1/94
[Reference 13].

About 92% of the 6392 cars identified in the listings are owned or operated by Amtrak and the six
largest commuter rail systems, as shown in Table 3.2 in descending order of fleet size. Seven
smaller commuter rail operators share the remaining 8%, making a tOtal of l40perators~.Table 3.2
also lists the predominant car body and tnick types used by each operator. The choice between bi
level and single-level car bodies is largely a function of railroad clearances. East coast operators
with restricted clearances use single-level, whereas bi-Ievel cars are used elsewhere. However,
innovative bi-Ievel designs have now been developed for eastern clearances and are being operated
in the Boston area and on the Long Island Railroad. With regard to truck types, all the commuter
operators have tended to limit their choices to one or two truck models over a long period.
Amtrak, with a larger fleet and more varied operating conditions, uses a wider variety of truck
models.
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Table 3.2 U.S. Rail Passenger Car Fleet by Operator

Cars Owned
Principal Car

Operator
and Truck TypesUnpowered Powered Total

National Railroad Passenger Corp. Bi-Ievel (505) and single-level cars,1668 18 1686(Amtrak) various trucks

Single-level MU cars,Long Island Railroad 199 832 1031 Budd and OSI trucks

Oallery bi-Ievels, some MU cars,METRA (Chicago) 857 165 1022 OSItrucks
. Single-level MU cars,Metro-North Commuter Railroad 78 725 803 OSI trucks

Single-level MU and push-pull cars,New Jersey Transit 366 300 666 OSI trucks

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 346 - 346 Single-level push-pull cars, OSI trucksAuthority

Southeast Pennsylvania Transportation Single-level MU cars,35 304 339Authority OSI trucks
t.).
I

.Maryland Department of Transportation Single-level push-pull cars,119co - 119.(MARC) Nippon Sharyo trucks on newer cars

- Lozenge bi-Ievel cars,Southern California Regional Rail 106 106 DofascolAtcheson trucks

Peninsular Service Bi-Ievel cars of various types, OSI96 . 96(San Francisco) trucks

Virginia Rail Express Single-level push-pull cars,59 59.(Washington DC Area) - Nippon Sharyo trucks on newer cars

Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation - Single-level MU cars,58 58District (Chicago South Shore) Nippon Sharyo trucks

California Department ofTransportation 40 . Amtrak-style bi-Ievel cars,40 OSI trucks

Tri-county Commuter Rail Authority Lozenge bi-Ievel cars,21 - 21(South Aorida) DofascolAtcheson trucks

Total 3390 2402 6392



The car populations by truck classification and model are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 for cars
with unpowered and powered tnlCks, respectively. Among the unpowered cars, 80% of the fleet
is equipped with just four truck models, all of U.S. manufacture: the Budd Pioneer, the traditional
OSI swinghanger truck, and inboard and outboard bearing versions of the OSI 070 truck. Of
these four models, only the two OSI 070 models are currently in production. The remaining 20%
of the cars are equipped with seven different imported tnlck models from Europe and Japan.
Furthennore, the most widely used imported model, the Dofasco truck, is now being manufactured
in the U.S. by Atcheson Castings.

Truck models used on powered cars are even more concentrated, with 85% of the population of
powered cars equipped with just two models; the Budd Pioneer (no longer in production) and the
inboard bearing OSI 070. The remaining 15% are equipped with five different truck models, two
of which are of U.S. manufacture (the traditional OSI swinghanger truck and the external bearing
variant of the OSI 070), and the other three models, comprising only 5% of the fleet, are of
European and Japanese manufacture.

Two factors have contributed to the concentration of trucks among so few models. Since about
1980 there has been only one domestic truck manufacturer in the U.S., producing the widely-used
OSI 070 family. Also 'Buy America' legislation requires a specified minimum domestic content
in passenger railcars which are purchased using Federal government funds, providing a strong
incentive to use American-built trucks.

3.4 SUMMARY TRUCK DESCRIPTIONS AND DATA

3.4.1 Choice of Truck Designs for Detailed Descriptions

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 indicate a total of 18 truck models in service in the U.S. Resources were not
available to assemble detailed tnlck descriptions and data on all these models, so the approach
taken was to assemble data on a sample of trucks representing major and distinctive designs in use
or likely to be used in the U.S. The selected trucks, listed in Table 3.5, were chosen to cover a
significant fraction of the cars in service, to include an example of most tnlck classifications that.
have been purchased in recent years, and to include trucks used in different kinds of service. The
selected trucks are applied to a total of 57% of all cars in service. The rationale for the individual
choices were as follows: .

• The Budd Pioneer, because it is the only truck currently in regular high-speed service (200
kmIh, 125 mph) in the Northeast Corridor.

• The unpowered and powered versions of the inboard bearing OSI 070 truck, because it is the
most widely used truck for single-level commuter cars, and is of a notably simple and
economical design.

• The outboard bearing version of the OSI 070 unpowered truck, because it has been purchased
in significant numbers in recent years by Amtrak and California Department of Transportation
for application to single and bi-Ievel intercity cars.

• The MD 76, because it has the most extensive service experience on an intercity bi-Ievel car.

• The two Japanese Type 42e trucks, because both are examples of a truck type than may be
used more extensively in the future, and because one of the two had encountered some
operational problems.

• The Comengffokyu Car truck, because it is the only representative of a modem bolsterless
truck design, a type that could be more extensively used in the future.
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Table '3.3' Car Population by Truck Classification and Model· Unpowered Cars

Number of CarsClassification Origin Model Typical Applicationsin Service

2li United States Budd Pioneer III 684 Amtrak Amfleet and Capitoliner cars

Pre 1970 cars: Amtrak Heritage,3le Traditional 1185 METRA, other commuter
OSI 070 inboard Pullman/Bombardier single-level push-32i 750bearing pull commuter cars
OSI 070 outboard Amtrak Superliner II, Horizon, and bi-32e . 564bearing level commuter cars

United States! 'Lozenge' bi-Ievel commuter cars in42i DofascolAtcheson 300
Canada Miami and Southern California

4le Oennany MD76 282 Amtrak Superliner I bi-Ievel cars

43e France· Creusot-Loire 27 Amtrak Turbo trailer cars

Australia ComengffokyoCar 10, LIRR bi-Ievel commuter cars

42e Nippon SharyoJapan 75 MARC push-pull commuter carNT319

Tokyu Car 38 VRE push-pull commuter car

MBTA bi-Ievel push-pull commuterKawasaki 75 cars

Total 3990

'---------.~,,--,_.._,~.. '-_.~-_..~_.,._..---,_.._-~----,.._.--~.. ,,-, .... ,'...............'-_._.. -- ___, 1 ,..".-....··-......~."" .._'i_._.__,'_F,.,,'""'...'"' _____
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Table 3.4 Car Population by Truck CI~sslflcationand Model - Powered Cars

Number of CarsClassification Origin Model Typical Applicationsin Service

Long Island and Metro-North MU2li - P2 United States Budd Pioneer 836 commuter cars

31e - P2 aSI Traditional 61 Old Metro-North MU cars

aSI a70 inboard SEPTA, NIT, LIRR, MNCR32i - P2 1210bearing MU commuter cars
aSI a70 outboard METRA Chicago bi-Ievel32e - P2 165bearing MU cars

.... NICTO - South Shore single-level MU
\)

42e - P2 Japan Nippon Sharyo NP312 58 cars

42i - P2 Tokyu Car 54 Metro North M4 series MU cars

43e - P2 France Creusot-Loire. 18 Amtrak Turbo Power Car

Total 2402

, I



Table 3.5 Truck and Car Combinations Selected for Detailed Study

Number of CarsClassification Origin Model Applications Studiedin Service

Budd Pioneer III Amtrak Amfleet single-level intercity2li United States 684(unpowered) cars

32i . GSI G70 inboard MBTNBombardier single-level push-750bearing (unpowered) pull commuter car
GS} G70 outboard Amtrak Superliner II bi-Ievel, Horizon32e 564bearing (unpowered) single-level intercity cars
GS} G70 inboard LIRR MUcar32i - P2 1210bearing (powered) Single-level

Amtrak Superliner I bi-Ievel intercity41e Germany MD76 282 car

42e Japan Nippon Sharyo NT MARC Northeast Corridor commuter75319 cars, Virginia Railway Express cars

Kawasaki 75 MBTA bi-Ievel cars

43e Australia Comengffokyu car 10 LIRR unpowered bi-Ievel cars

Total 3650

._------,.__.-----~------,-_.._.._.__.._.._-_...__.__..._.._._,~--_..._"._--,._.._.._._-_.._'"--...-.._--------,---,
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3.4.2 Methodology and Data Sources for Truck Data

The full data assembled on each truck are provided in Appendix 1. A variety of sources have been
used to assemble the data, as follows:

• Data provided by the manufacturer. Most manufacmrers were willing to provide data on the
truck layout. including assembly drawings, dimensions of the truck and components, and
overall weights. However, manufacturers were not able to provide component mass and
inertia, or any spring and damping rates. This information is regarded as proprietary, and
could not be released for general publication. Such infonnation is nonnally made available to
the car purchaser, and any other person or organization perfonning truck analysis on behalf of
the purchaser.

• Prior technical reports and specifications. Some truck data on the selected trucks has appeared
in prior technical reports published by the Federal Railroad Administration and other agencies.
Some data on the selected trucks has appeared in these reports, most notably References 2 and
3, and is repeated in this report. Reference 14 contains some data on service conditions on
Amtrak lines relevant to trucks in Amtrak service. Fmally specifications prepared by car
purchasers for prospective car suppliers often contain relevant infonnation about the expected
operating environment

• Visits to operators. Data on the operating environment for the trucks was generally obtained
from the operator, supplemented by infonnation in purchase specifications. In some cases it
was also possible to see a disassembled truck and to take notes regarding truck mechanics and
suspension components that could be used to estimate suspension characteristics.

• Consultant estimates. In some cases, it was possible for the consultant to niake reasonable
estimates of suspension parameters. This method was primarily used for estimates of the mass
and inertia of suspension components. Given the overall mass of a truck, it is possible to
develop a reasonable breakdown of the weight among the major components. The
dimensional data typically available on general arrangement or assembly drawings can be used
to estimate the location of the center of gravity and inertia abouteach axis.

In spite of the above efforts, it has not been possible to obtain or estimate a value for every
parameter. Therefore some of the values in the tables in Appendix 1 are necessarily blank. Also it
should be borne in mind that no parameter can be regarded as a ftxed accurate value. All
parameters are subject to variation, due to variability in the manufacturing process, inaccuracy in
calculation (even when the calculations are done by a manufacturer in possession of fully detailed
design data), and the wear and deterioration of components during use and over time. For
example, the manufacturing process for molded rubber components is such that it is not possible to
control stiffness to better than about + or - 10% when new, and rubber can creep and age over
time, further altering stiffness and darilping characteristics. Another factor is that operators may
change suspension parameters over time, often in. an effort to overcome a performance or durability
problem, and these changes are not always well documented in terms of the effect on suspension
parameters.

When detailing dimensions, stiffnesses, damping rates, and especially inertias, it is necessary to
refer the data to a deftned set of coordinates and an origin. The coordinates for rail passenger cars
and trucks are given in Figure 3.4. The origin for both the car body and truck coordinates is
located on the track centerline laterally and at the top of the rail vertically. The longitudinal origin
for the car body is at the midpoint between the truck centers, and for a truck is at the midpoint
between the outennost wheel sets. Roll, pitch and yaw are rotational movements about
longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes respectively, passing through the origin.
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APPENDIX 1

QETAILED PASSENGER CAR TRUCK DATA AND DESCRIP~ONS

A1.0 INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains detailed descriptions and data for each of the eight selected truck designs.
The specific infonnation provided for each truck design is as follows:

A1.0.1 Truck Data

• A general narrative description of the truck design.

• An exploded engineering drawing of the truck showing the principal components, and a
schematic showing the relationship between truck Stnlctural components and interconnecting
elements such as springs and dampers.

• Basic truck dimensional and mass data.

• Detailed tabulations of truck mass, inertia, and suspension parameters

Centers of gravity, masses and moments of inertia of principal components

·Primary suspension parameters

Secondary suspension parameters

• A narrative description of longitudinal, lateral and vertical load paths.

A1.0.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

• General infonnation on passenger car series to which the truck is applied.

• Operating data and route data for typical routes overwhich the car is operated, such as
speed, train length, frequency of stop~, etc.

• Maintenance and service experience.

A1.0.3 Engineering Data on the Passenger Railroad Car and Car-Truck Interface

This section provides general infonnation on the car to which the truck is applied (mass, etc.),
and details of the car-tnlck interface.
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The specific trucks for which this infonnation has been prepared are given in the table below.

Truck Truck &
Section Page

Classification Classification(s)

A1.1 21i Budd Pioneer III truck for A1.3
Amtrak Amfleet Car

GSI-G70 truck for single-levelA1.2 32i A1.16
commuter car

Powered GSI-G70 "truck for
A1.3 32i-P2 A1.29

L1RR M3 MU car

BlJckeyeiGSI-G70 truck for
A1.4 "32e A1.42Amtrak Superliner II bi-Ievel

car

Waggon Union MD-76 truck A1.55

A1.5 41e for Amtrak Superliner I bi-Ievel
car

A1.6 42e Kawasaki truck for MBTA bi- A1.67
level commuter car

Nippon Sharyo truck for Marc
A1.7 42e A1.79II commuter car

A1.92Comeng truck for URR bi-
A1.8 43e level commuter car
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III

A1.1.1 Engineering Data

A1.1.1.1 Narrative Description of 'Truck Design

Tmck Classification 2li

General Characteristics For the Amtrak application under the Amfleet cars the
Pioneer ill is an unpowered version of the design that uses
inboard journal bearings and a lower yaw pivot;

Frame The side frames are rectangular tubes. A triangular
struc~ integral with each side frame, is tenninated in a
halfbearing at the central pivot that is attached to the
bolster. This arrangement provides independent pitch
motion of the two side frames in that the wheels can
negotiate cross level irregularities with satisfactory load
equalization. The frame assembly supports a bolster
through the center pivot.

Suspension System

- Primary The primary springing is a unique arrangement that uses an
unbonded rubber ring between the axle bearings and their
housings. Dampers are not used. Rubber pads are also
used between the truck side frames and the bolster side 
bearers. Both rubber sections also provide some degree of
damping.

- Secondary The secondary suspension uses a series arrangement of coil
and air springs. The wide spacing of the secondary springs
provides roll stability that eliminates the need for a roll
stabilizer. Hydraulic dampers are provided for vertical and
lateral car body motion.

Propulsion System Not applicable.

Braking-System Originally used only with disc brakes, two per axle. Later
modified to also include tread brakes, forming a blended
dual-brake system.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in Figures
Al.l.l and Al.1.2
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

Figure A1.1.1 Budd Pioneer III for Amtrak Cars· Exploded View
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

Figure A1.1.2 Budd Pioneer III for Amtrak Cars - Schematic
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 mID (56.5 in)

WheelBase 2591 mm (102 in)

Wheel Diameter 914 mm (36 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter Not applicable

Truck Rotational
Break Out Torque 10.17x1Q6 mm-N (0.9x10S in-Ibf)

Design Load
(Top of Bolster Bowl) 198.2 leN (44700 lbf)

Total Truck Weight 60.97 leN (13700 lbf)

Brake Type See Section Al.l.l.l

Motor None

GearBox None
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Al.l.1.3 Truck Center of Gravity, Mass ~nd Moment of Inertia

Component Number Moss of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia .~....
Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(1b(in.sec2)

.......
Components kg

(Ib sec2/in) CDf c
'X y Z Ixx yyI • 111

a
o

Wheel & Axle Set 2 1562.0 (8.9) 1297.5 (51.1) 0.0 457.2 (18) 657 (5.8)' --- 657.0 (5.8) "tI
(5

Truck Frame 1 1716.9 (9.8) 0.0 0.0 472.4 (18.6) 11.0 (9.72) 4.05 (3.58) 16.1 (14.2) Z

Bolster 1 1384.0 .(7.9) 0.0 0.0 668.0 (26.3) *** *** *** :0

--- _.- ... ... .Equalizer Bar _. ... ..- _.-
Motor --- _.- _.. ... ... .'- _.- ---

(')
o
...

Gear Box --- ... ..-
::2

... ..- ... --- --. S
~

Tread Brake Unit 4 *** *** *** . *** *** *** *** 0

Primary Spring ... --- ... ... ... ... ... ... ---
Secondary Vertical 2 *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Damper

Secondary Lateral 2 *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Damper

Anchor Rod 2 *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
,

Air Spring Assy. 2 *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

... Not applicable to this truck or value not relevant
* Non·rotating component only for wheel and axle set
*** Value required, but not available or estimated

m
m

---
.
'

--

....._~_....... ._....pq"...._....fllf _,..., .......,...,_.__,M_ii.............'_......" ••_iF4..........iIf'IP1'lI' ._;;P..., ..., ............+... ....,""'...."."...."PiTJiii_........''''''''"'"'*............"...' ,....¥i._'........,"~ ......~,.,.,......_.-,.~ '" ...... QiU\F.. • Ii -_.-.ij.."...._,__, ...... ~__..__
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Al.l.l.4 Truck Suspension Parameters .........
~

Al.l.l.4.1 Primary Suspension
m
c
c

Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel C
N/nun (lb/in) N seclnun (lb( sec/in) Tolerances mm (in) "V

Longl- Longl- Longi- i5z
tudinal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical mm

:IIIndividual Springs -
- Inside -0- --- --- --- --- --- -.- ---._- --- --
- Outside --- .0. --- .0' -_. n

--- --- --- o
::::I
::t

Double Coil Spring --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Set

I
0 TotaVWheel 180.4x103 28.2x103 180.4x103 89.250 85-2125· 89-250· ••• ••• •••

(l030xI0~ (l6 lx103 (l030xI03

-i
::::I

) )

·Range, metric units (estimates)
--- Not applicable to this truck or value not relevant
... Value required, but not available or estimated



Al.l.l.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/nun(\b/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(\b( sec/in.)

longitudinal Lateral Vertical longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Spring (per Truck) --- 728 674 --- _.. .--
(4000) (3700)

Laleral Bumper ••• ••• ••• _.- --- ---
(Bolsler/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- --- --- 44
Absorber (240)

l!'teral Shock .-- ._. --- ..- 37 ---
Absorber (200)

Cenler Pivot
__ A -_. .-- ..- --- _..

Anchor Assembly 4553 ._- _.. 14 --- ..-
(25000) (78)

Component Cleerance " Travel Tolerances nun (In.) Torque or Friction Force

longitudinal Lateral Vertical longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Spring .-- ••• ••• _.- ..- ._-
Lateral Bumper ..- ••• _A. __ A --- _.-
(Bolsler/Car)

_Vertical Shock .. --- ••• .-- ..- ---
Absorber ..

Lateral Shock ... ••• --. _.- --- ._-
Absorber

_..Center Pivot ._- .-. Breakout friction torque about vertical axis
9.81 KN-m (0.9xlO' in.lbO

Anchor Assembly ••• --- _.- _.- .-. ._-
••• Not app)JIcable !()r thJ 8 truCk or value not relevant
••• Data required, bUI not avallable or eSllmated
Dala laken from Reference 2.

---

m
c
c
C
"0o
Zmm
:II

:lao.........

n-
Oa
S'

1

• I

._--~,----- ,,,_,_.._11*._.;_""",_,.. __,,,"_~~ -..- ~ .......'""""".~~__• ~.~ ~~.
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.1.1.5.1 Longitudinal

This load path, beginning at the car body. goes through outside anchor rods into the
bolster. then into the interface between the bolster and the truck frame at the center pin.
This fOIee then continues though to the outside portion of the truck frame and then
through the axle bearings.

A1.1.1.5.2 Lateral

This load path goes from the car body into the bolster through lateral coil springs that are
in series with lateral stabilizing rods. The load path continues though the bolster center pin
and on into the axle bearings.

A1.1.1.5.3 Vertical

This load path is from the car body. through the secondary suspension, into and along the
bolster. into the frame through the side bearers and then into the axle bearing assembly of
~bber rings and bearings.

A1.1.1.6 Wheel Profile

1120 wheel conicity.
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.1.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Operator Amtrak

Type of Car Corridor and long-haul intercity services

Name of Car Series Amfleet I and II

Number in Service 622

Date(s) put into Service 1975/1979

Manufacturer of Car Budd

Type of Truck 2li
(VolpelADL Designation)

Truck Manufacturer and Budd Company, Pioneer ill
Model

A1.1.2.2 Operating and Route Data

Amtleet I and II cars are primarily used in Amtrak's shorter-haul corridor intercity
services, between cities 150 and 750 kIn (90450 miles) apart. Most notably, Amfleet
cars are the primary equipment used in conventional and high-speed Metroliner services
between Washington., DC and Boston. Maximum speeds in Metroliner service are 200
kmIh (l2S mph).

Train Lengths Operated Up to 12 cars

Braking Patterns Corridor type services with relatively frequent stops
(FrietionIDynamic) with typically 30 to 60 minutes between stations.

Dynamic braking is used on electric and diesel
electric locomotives.

I
f
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

- MainLine Northeast Corridor: Oass 6
Other main lines: Classes 4 or 5

- Sidings and Yard Class lor 2

Approximate Percentage Northeast Corridor: 100% welded
of Welded & Jointed Rail Other main lines: variable

Rail-Tie Fastener System Northeast Corridor: concrete ties and Pandrol
elastic clip fasteners
Other main lines: wood ties and cut spikes
Curvature Data

- Averagelfypical Northeast Corridor high speed segments 1·
Curvature on Main Other main lines: 1-4

0

Track

- Maximum Curvature on Typically 10· on main line
Track

- Approximate Percentage Variable by route
of Curved and Tangent
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length Variable by route
Relative to AREA
RecommendatiQns

- Typical Curve Radius Down to 76m (250 ft)
in Yard and Siding
Tracks

- Minimum Curve Radius 76m (250 ft)
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Turnout Size
(Area Number)
Mainline AREA No. 10 and higher
Yard AREA No.6 1/2 crossover
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.2.4 Maintenance and service Experience

Regular Servicing and Major overhaul every three years. Routine servicing
Inspection Schedules regularly for wheel turning, brake shoes, shims,

etc.

Rationale for Maintenance Experience has shown need for three year interval to
Schedules prevent high failure rates.

Average or Typical Intervals Three years or about 500,000 miles.
(time or miles) Between
Maintenance Action or
Component Replacement

Infonnation' on Any Unusual Unusually high primary spring stiffness has created
Problems with Truck high force levels on truck components and on track

structures.

Infonnation on the Truck maintenance is routine using nonna!
Maintainability of procedures.
the Truck

Infonnation on the Operator's Tests have shown high track forces with original
Experience primary spring design. Hot journal bearing
with the Truck detection continues to be a problem because of the

inboard journal bearing design.

l
, I

I
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A1.1: BUDD,'PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.3 Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck Interface

A1.1.3.1 General Description of Car

The Amfleet car is a single-level stainless steel car equipped for corridor intercity service.
Various seating arrangements are used. and the fleet includes food service cars.
Miscellaneous car equipment. such as braking and HVAC systems are mounted under the
car floor. The cars were built in two series, betWeen 1974-76, and 1980-81.

A1.1.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions

Length
(over coupler faces) 26.oom (85.3 ft)
Width 3.2Om (10.5 ft)
Height
(from top of rail) 3.87m (12.7 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.13m (59.5 ft)

Car Weight
- Ready to run 464 leN (104300 Ibf)
- With maximum load 531 leN (119440 Ibf)

Mass of Car Body
(without trucks)
(ready to run) 34890 kg (2389 Ibf-sec2/ft)

Radius of gyration
Roll 1.57m (5.2 ft)
Pitch 7.57m (24.8 ft)
Yaw 7.57m (24.8 ft)

Center of Gravity
of CarBody 1.91m (6.27 ft)
(from top of rail)

Car Body Natural
Frequency (first vertical
bending mode) 7.5 Hz
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A1.1: BUDD PIONEER III (continued)

A1.1.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two combination air and coil springs which rest on the truck
bolster. Laterally spaced anchor rods provide the longitudinal connection between the
bolster and the car body. Secondary lateral and vertical dampers are situated in parallel
with the coil/air spring unit. Specific dimensions are as follows:

Vertical Spring Units 2.29m (7.5 ft)
(lateral spacing)

Anchor Rods
Lateral spacing 2.74m (9.0 ft)
Height above top
of rail O.51m (1.7 ft)
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A1.2: GSI - G70 TRUCK",

A1.2.1 Engineering Data

A1.2.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 32i

General Characteristics lbis is an unpowered, inside frame truck. with a
lower yaw pivot configuration. The truck is an
equalizer beam design.

Frame One piece cast steel pedestal H-tYpe frame with or
without end transoms. The frame supports a bolster
on a 22-inch diameter central bearing which
accommodates a I-inch thick bearing wear plate and
a vertical wear sleeve.

Suspension System

- Primary Two single bar type equalizer beams and four sets
of double nested steel coil springs provide vertical
and lateral stiffness. There is no vertical damping
except axle box to pedestal friction.

-Secondary An air spring assembly is mounted at each end of
the bolster to support the car body. There are two
lateral shock absorbers and two vertical shock
absorbers, one of each on each side of the truck.

Propulsion & Braking No propulsion system. The truck is equipped with
System four WABeD type GO-5 tread brakes. The truck is

also equipped with hand brake connection.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures A1.2.I and A1.2.2.
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A1.2: GSI • G70 TRUCK (continued)

Figure A1.2.1 GSI Truck for MBTA Commuter Various Single-Level
Cars - Exploded View
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A1.2: GSI • G70 TRUCK (continued)

~(4)

Air Spr~ Fer VertlCal &
lateral M.otal (2)

VcmJcal 0anper ( 2)

hv:!ror Rod ( 2)

f'oIsto

Prl~ 5pr~ Pack. (4)

Figure A1.2.2 GSI Truck for MBTA Commuter Various Single-Level
. Cars· Schematic
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A1.2: GSI - G70 TRUCK (continued)

A1.2.1.2 Basic Truck. Data

Track Gauge 1435.1 rom (56.5 in)

Wheel Base 2590.8 mrn (102 in)

Wheel Diameter 813.8 mm (32.0 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter 558.8 mm (22.0 in)

Truck Rotational
Break Out Torque Not available

Design Load
(Top of Bolster Bowl) 271.5 kN (61,000 lbr)

Total Truck Weight 53.4 kN (12,000 lbf)

Brake Type WABeO GO-5 inch tread brake

Motor N/A

GearBox N/A
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A1.2.!.3 Truck Center of Gravity, Mass and Moment of Inertia

Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Locallon Moment of Inertia
Descrlpllon or Component mm (in) kg-m2(lb( in·sec2

)

Components kg
(lb(sec2/in)

-
C)
(J)

X y Z Ixx I y/ Izz

Wheel & Axle Set 2 1073 (5.84) 1295.4 (51.00) 0.0 406.4 (16.00) 492 (4342) 4 (31) 492 (4342)

Truck Frame 1 1219.3 (6.96) 0.00 0.0 575.3 (22.65) 3.28 (2899) 7.92 (7006) 11.0 (9758)

Bolster 1 602.7 (3.44) 0.00 0.0 762.0 (30.0) 3.34 (2954) 0.16 (137) 3.33 (2946)

Equalizer Bar 2 154.2 (0.88) 0.00 582.7 (2294) 325.1 (12.80) 0.11 (94) 1.88 (1661) 1.77 (1567)

Motor .-- ._- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Gear Box --- --- --- --- --- .-- --- ..-

Tread Brake Unit 4 34.2 (0.20) ••• +++ ••• ••• ••• •••
Primary Spring 4 sets 22.8 (0.13) 736.6 (29.00) 582.7 (22.94) 508.0 (20.00) ••• ••• •••
Secondary 2. ••• 192.0 (7.56) 1428.8 (56.25) 480.1 (18.9) ••• ••• •••
Vertical Damper

Secondary Lateral 2 ••• 393.7 (15.5) 1166.9 (45.94) 908.1 (35.75) ••• ••• •••
Damper

Anchor Rod 2 31.5 (0.18) 62.0 (2.44) 1352.6 (53.25) 482.6 (19.00) ••• ••• •••

Air Spring Assy. 2 49.1 (0.28) 0.00 1098.6 (43.25) 1062.0 (41.81) ••• ••• •••

•_- Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevanl
• Non-rolaling components only for wheel and axle set
... Value required, but not available or estimaled
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Al.2.1.4 Truck Su~pensionParameters

Al.2.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances
N/mm (lb/in) N sec/mm (lb f sec/in) mm (in)

Longl Longl- Longi-
tudinal Lateral Vertlcal tudlnal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical

Individual Springs
no

- Inside (3.375 in. 70 (401) 70 (401) 70 (1147) --- --- --- *** *** - -79.0 (-3.11

-
:J
:::t

0.0.) (max) :J
C

- Outside (5.625 433 (2470) 433 (2470) 481 (2743) --- --- --- *** *** -79.0 (-3.11
in. 0.0.) (max) -&

Double Coil Spring 1006 (5742) 1006 (5742) 1363 (7780) --- --- --- --- --- ---
Set

--- Not applicable to this truck. or value not relevant
*** Value required but not available or estimated



AI.2.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

··Component Sliffnestl N/nun(1b/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(1b sec/in.)r

LongUudlnal Lateral Vertical LongUudlnal Lateral Vertical

Air Spring • Firestone(#29-C) ••• ••• ---~ --- ---

lateral Bumper --- ••• --- _.- --- .--
(Bolster/Car)

Venical Shock --- --- ..- --- --- ·(Monroc 80131)
Absorber

lateral Shock --- ._- --- --- ·(Monroc 70(51) ---
Absorber

Ccntcr Pivot ._- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly ••• .-- --- .-- _.- .--

Component Clearance" Travel Tolerances mm(in.) Torque or Frlcllon Force

LongUudlnal Lateral VertlCll1 LongUudlnal Lateral Vertical

Air Spring --- --- 330.2 (13.0) (max) --- --- ---

lutcral Bumper --- 3.175 (0.125) (free) --- .-. --- ---
(Bolster/Car) 9.575 (0.375) (max)

Venical Shock --- --- ••• --- --- ---
Absorber

lateral Shock --- ••• --- --- --- ---
.Absorber

CeRler Pi vot ._- .-- --- ••• (about
venial
axis)

Anchor Assembly ••• --- ._- --- --- ---
'Manufacturer and part number
--- NOI applicable to Ihis lruck or value not relevant
••• Value required, but not available or estimated

~....
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A1.2: GSI - G70 TRUCK (continued)

A1.2.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.2.1.5.1 Longitudinal i
r

The path of a longitudinal load travels through the wheel to the truck frame. The load goes
. through the center pivot to the bolster. From the bolster it goes through the anchor,rods to

the car body. When the brakes are applied the load produced is reacted at the pedestal
~des. . t

A1.2.1.5.2 Lateral

A lateral load goes through the wheel to the truck frame through the center pivot to the
bolster. From the bolster it travels through the rubber bump stops to the car body.

A1.2.1.5.3 Vertical

'The path of a veIticalload travels from the wheel to the equalizer beam to the primary
springs to the truck frame. From the frame it goes through the center pivot to the bolster
through the air spring to the car body.
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A1.2: GSI- G70 TRUCK (continued)

A1.2.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.2.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Operator Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Commuter Rail

Type of Car Single-level commuter coach

Name of Car Series 59 Pullman-Standard (1979)
65 MBB (1987-1990)
145 Bombardier (1987-1991)

Number in Service Total 269

Date(s) put into Service (See above)

Manufacturer of Car (See above)

Type of Truck Cast rigid pedestal frame, equalized
(VolpeiADL Designation) GSI 35430 (32i)

Truck Manufacture and GSI Engineering Inc., G70
Model

A1.2.2.2 Operating and Route Data

Route (length) (Stops) Speed
Mileage Stations (Max)

NORTH Rockport 35 12 60
Haverhill 33 13 60
Lowell 26 7 60
Fitchburg 49 18 60

SOUTH Providence 43 12 80
Framingham 21 10 60
Needham 14 11 80
Frankiin 31 16 60

Average Annual Mileage: 60,000 miles
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I~ .2: GSI - G70 TRUCK (continued)

Train Lengths Operated 5-9 cars

Braking Patterns
(FrietionIDynamic) Policy is to use dynamic brake. Eighteen of

55 locomotives not equipped with dynamic
brake. Policy is to run with EP brake cut
out: Bombardier 350 series do not have EP
brake.

A1.2.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

-Main The MBTA attempts to maintain its track at
class 4-5 with 5% above class 6 (Northeast
Corridor segment).

- Sidings and Yard 90% exceeds class 3, and 10% borderline
class 1.

Approximate Percentage Approximately 40% welded rail.
of Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System Conventional cut-spike on wood tie.
Pandrol clips on concrete ties on Northeast
Corridor.

Curvature Data

Averagelfypical 34°
Curvature on Main Track

Maximum Curvature on Track 13° 30' max. curve on main line.

Approximate Percentage of No definitive information.
Curved land Tangent Main Track Track dept. estimates 20%.

- Typical Spiral Length Not available
Relative to AREA
Reconunendations

Typical Curvature in Yard and
Siding Tracks

Maximum Curve Radius . 32° max. curve in Boston Engine Terminal
in Yards and Sidings yard.
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A1.2: GSI • G70 TRUCK (continued)

- Typical Turnout Size
(AREA Number)

Mainline Generally minimum No. 10 with some
exceptions at No.8.

Yard No. 8 with a couple of exceptions at No.6.

A1.2.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection Cab or inspection every 3 months (92 days)
Schedules by law. Blind traveler car (without cab)

inspected every 180 days. Trucks generally
inspected for wheels, brakes, springs and
wear plates and stmctural integrity. Air
brake inspection mandated every 3 years.

Rationale for Maintenance Schedules Major tmck overhaul is scheduled every 6
years (this is based on Amtrak experience).
Attempt is to refurbish to new condition.
Springs and liners, wheelsets and wear
plates (pedestal) are replaced with new.

Average or Typical Intervals Other than above scheduled maintenance,
(time or miles) between Maintenance components are replaced on a failure basis,
Action or Component Replacement e.g., broken equalizer springs and ruptured

air bags (neither have been a problem).
Wheel reprofiling and side bearing
replacement as required.

Infonnation on any Unusual Three incidents of cracked equalizer bars on
Problems with Truck MBB cars which resulted from a bad

welding practice. One other cracked
equalizer - cause not known. Isolated
broken primary springs. Essentially, no
unusual problems on this truck.

Infonnation on the Maintainability This tIUck is simple and relatively easy to
of the Truck maintain. Brakes and other components are

accessible. Maintenance supervisor reports
good .:xperience with this truck.

Infonnation on the Operator's Used since 1979 with no problems. Wheel
Experience with the Truck damage has been a problem, but this was a

result of operating without the wheel slide
system. 'This situation has been rectified
(100% operative wheel slide systems) and is
no longer an acute problem.
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A1.2: GSI • G70 TRUCK (continued)

A1.2.3 Engineering Data on Passenger Railroad Cars and Car-Truck Interface

A1.2.3.1 General Description of Car

The car is a single-level commuter coach car manufactured by Bombardier. The car
design originated with Pullman Standard in the early 1970s and was later acquired by
Bombardier. Approximately 30% of the cars are equipped with a control cab for push
pull operations. The car body is of welded aluminum construction, mounted on a steel
underframe. Miscellaneous car equipment (HVAC systems, brake systems, etc.) are
mounted under the floor between the trucks. As well as the MBTA application, a large
number of similar cars are in service with other east coast commuter agencies; including
Metro North, New Jersey Transit, and SEPTA.

A1.2.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions

Length (over coupler faces) 26.00m (85.3 ft)
Width "- 3.2Om (l0.5 ft)
Height (from top of rail) 3.89m (12.7 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.14m (59.5 ft)

Car Weight
- Ready to run

Trailer cars 397 kN (89,000 Ibf)
Cab cars 424 kN (95,000 Ibf)

- With maximum load
Trailer cars 478 kN (107,300 Ibf)
Cab cars 505 kN (113,300 Ibf)

Mass of Car Body
(without trucks)

• Ready to run
Trailer cars 29562 kg (2019 Ibf-sec2/ft)
Cab cars 32314 kg (2205 Ibf-sec2/ft)

Radius of gyration
Roll 1.58m (5.2 ft) (est)
Pitch 7.57m (24.8 ft)
Yaw 7.57m (24.8 ft)

Center of Gravity of Car Body 1.52m (5.6 ft) (est)
(from top of rail)

Car Body Natural Frequency 6-6.5 Hz (est)
(first vertical bending mode)
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A1.2:- GSI· G70 TRUeK (continued~

A1.2.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two FIreStone air springs at each truck. situated at the outer end of
the bolster. The longitudinal connection between the trucks and the car body is via two
laterally spaced longitudinal anchor rods between the car body and the truck bolster.
Secondary vertical and lateral dampers (two of each) are also provided between the bolster
and body.

Specific dimensions are as follows:

Lateral Spacing of Airsprings 2.19m (7.2 it)

Lateral spacing of secondary
vertical dampers 2.86m (9.4 it)

Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.7Om (8.9 it)

Height of anchor rods above
top of rail 0.48m (1.6 it)
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR

A1.3.1 Engineering Data

A1.3.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification

General Characteristics This cast steel truck is fully equalized, with inboard
journal bearing~. a bolster, and traction rods
connected to the car body. It is a motorized design.

Frame The cast steel H frame uses pedestal guides to
control axle position and has two side bearings.

Suspension System

- Primary Two separate multi-coil steel spring packs are used
with each of the two equalizer beams. Primary
dampers are. not used.

- Secondary Two air springs are used between the truck bolster
and the car body. Vertical and lateral shock
absorbers are used for damping to supplement the
air spring orifice system.

Propulsion & Braking Each axle is driven by a D.C. traction motor that is
System controlled by a resistance - cam controller system.

The motor also provides dynamic braking that is
blended with the friction braking. Friction braking
is provided by a tread brake unit at each wheel.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures A1.3.1 and A1.3.2.
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A1.3: POWERED GSI..G70 TRUCK FOR L1RR M3 MU CAR (continued)

I,

I

(fJ

Figure A1.3.1 GSI Truck for Budd M3 for Long Island RR - Exploded View
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR (continued)

J:

Figure A1.3.2 GSI Truck for Budd M3 for Long Island RR - Schematic
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIRRM3 MU CAJR-(continued)

A1.3.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 m.m (56.5 in)

WheelBase 2591 m.m (102 in) ,

Wheel Diameter 813 m.m (32 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter 559 nun (22 in)

Truck Rotational
Break-out Torque Not available

Design Load
(Top of Bolster Bowl) Not available

Total Truck Weight 80.1 kN (18000 lbf)

Brake Type W ABCD 26C-CS2 -Disc
SAB - Tread brake

Motor GE 1261Bl (DC 4 pole)

GearBox GA56F3
Double Reduction
Parallel Drive

Gear box supported on one end by direct
connection to the axle and on the other end by a
cushioned link to the truck frame. The traction
motor is resiliently supported on the coupling end to
the gear box. The motor frame is supported by
trunnions to the gear case and by cushioned rods to
the gear case housing.
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A 1.3.1.3 Truck Center of Grnvity, Mass and Moment of Inertia

»....
Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia ~I
Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(1b(ln.sec2)

Componenls kg "'0

(Ib(sec2/in) o
:E

X y Z Ixx yy III m
I • :I]

m
Wheel & Axle 2 1252 (12.7) 1295.4 (±51.00) 0.0 406.4 (16.0) 504 (4448) 61 (537) 504 (4448) o
Set G)

(J)

Truck Frame I 1270 (7.25) 0.0 0.0 649.7(25.58) 5.0 (4440) 17.1 (15138) 21.5 (18976)

~. o
Bolster I 862 (4.92) 0.0 0.0 711.2 (28.0) 6.4 (5636) 0.36 (320) 6.6 (5824) -t

:I]

Equalizer Bar 2 195.5 (l.ll) 0.0 582.7(±2294) 365.8 (14.4) 0.09 (77) 1.6 (1419) 1.5 (1343) c:
o

Motor 2 635 (3.63) 807.7 (±31.8) 0.0 440.7 (17.35) ••• ••• •••
Gear Box. 2 454 (2.59) 1295.4 (±51.0) 121.9 (±4.8) 406.4 (16.0)

"~••• ••• ••• :I]

Tread Brake 4 62.3 (0.36) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• C
:I]

Unit :I]

Primary Spring 4 sets 22.8 (0.13) 723.9 (±28.5) 582.7 (±22,94) 487.7 (19.2) ••• ••• ••• ::
(,)

2 45.5 (0.26) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ~Secondary c:
Vertical Damper o
Secondary 2 45.5 (0.26) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• »

:I]
Lateral Damper ()

Anchor Rod **+ .2 34 (0.20) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• o
....:1

Air Spring Assy. 2 105 (0.6) 0.0 10 16.0 (±40.0) 990.6 (39.0) ••• ••• ••• 5'
t::

a.
(1l

--- Not applicable to this truck, or value not estimated
• Non-rotating components only for wheel and ax.le set

-
H. Value required. but not available or estimated
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Al.3.1.4 Truck Suspension Parameters

A1.3.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

o"'0

Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances =e
N/mm Ob/in) N sec/mmObcsec/in) mm (in) m

:D
m

l.ongl- Longl- Longi- C
tudinal Lateral Vertical tudlnal l.ateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical Gl

(J)

Individual Springs j""

Gl
......

- Inside --- --- --- --- c--- --- --- --- .--

- Outside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -i
:D
C

Double Coil Spring ••• ••• o
5290 --- --- --- ••• ••• ••• ?\

Set o"11

:D
---
**.

Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevant C
Value required. but not available or estimated

~

~

C==

-
o»
:D

no
::J
::!:

-
::J
C
CD
no
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Al.3.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(lb/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(lb sec/in.)r

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal (.ateral Vertical
•

Air Spring --- --- 540.5 (3085) --- --- ---
Loaded

356.3 (2033)
Empty

Lateral Bumper --- ••• --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- --- --- --- ·Monroe
Absorber 80141 ***

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- ·Momoe
Absorber 70073 .**

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly ••• --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances mm(in.) Torque or Friction Force

Longitudinal (.ateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Spring --- 4.76 (3/16) --- --- --- ---
Side Bearing

;

Lateral Bumper --- ••• --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- ••• --- --- ---
Absorber

Lateral Shock 3.175(±1/8) --- --- --- --- ---
Absorber ---
Center Pivot ---
Anchor Assembly .....

--- --- "'**(Torque about vertical axis)

--- ---
'Manufacturer and part number

--- Not applicable to this tnlck, or value not relevant
... ** Value required, but data not available or estimated

o"'tI
=e
m
:D
m
C
C)
en
6....,
C)

-I
:D
c:
o
~

o"11
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:XJ
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A1.3: POWERED GSt:i6'1tP-TRWCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR (continued)

A1.3.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.3.1.5.1 Longitudinal

This load path beginning at the car body goes through the traction rods at each side of the
car. then to the truck bolster. through the bolster to its center pin. then to the frame. then
to the pedestal liners to the journal bearing housiI?-gs.

A1.3.1.5.2 Lateral

The lateral load passes from the car body to the air springs. to the truck bolster. to the
center pin. to the truck frame, to the equalizer springs to the equalizer beam, to the journal
bearing housings. If motion is excessive. stops between the car body and the truck bolster
engage.

A1.3.1.5.3 Vertical

The verti.calload passes from tb.e eM body to the secondary air springs. to the truck
bolster, through this bolster to the frame center pin to the equalizer spring packs. to the
equalizer beams. to the top of the journal bearing housings.

A1.3.1.6 Wheel Profile Drawing

AARB-32..
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A1.3: POWERED GSI·G70 TRUCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR (continued)

A1.3.2 Operating Environment and Opera~ing Experience Data

A1.3.2.1 Background Information/Car series

Operator Long Island RR

Type of Car Commuter, EMU

Name of Car Series M3

Number in Service 174

Date(s) put into Service 1985

Manufacturer of Car BUDD

Type ofTruck
(VolpelADL Designation)

Truck Manufacture and GSI G70 GSI Drawing 35765
Model

A1.3.2.2 Operating and Route Data

These cars are operated on the electrified portion of the Long Island Railroad in short and
medium-distance commuter service (30-60 miles total journey length) between New York
City and points on Long Island. Speeds are typically up to 127 kmIh (79 mph) with
occasional operation up to 160 kmIh (100 mph). Very similar cars are operated in similar
service by Metro-North Commuter Railroad, New Jersey Transit and Southeast
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority.

Train Lengths Operated Up to 10 cars

Braking Patterns Typical of short and medium-distance commuter
(Friction/Dynamic) operations with stops at 3-10 mile intervals.

r,,
-I

f
[

I
!
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A1.3: POW'ERED GSI-G70TRUCK FOR L1RR M3 MU CAR (continueti)

A1.3.2.3 Track System Data

FRA. Track Oass LIRR Electrified System: no other information
available

- Main

- Sidings and Yard

Approximate Percentage of
Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System

Curvature Data

- AveragelTypical
Curvature on Main
Track

- Maximum Curvature on
Track

- Approximate Percentage
of Curved and Tangent
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curve Radius
in Yard and Siding

Tracks

- Minimum Curve Radius
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Turnout Size
(Area Number)
Mainline
Yard
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR (continued)

A1.3.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection No infonnation available.
Schedules

Rationale for Maintenance Schedules

Average or Typical Intervals
(time or miles) between Maintenance
Action or Component Replacement

Infonnation on any Unusual
Problems with Truck

Infonnation on the Maintainability
of the Truck

Infonnation on the Operator's
Experience with the Truck
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIM M3 MU CAR (continued)

A1.3.3 Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck
Interface

A1.3.3.1 General Description of Car

The car is a single-level electrically-powered commuter multiple unit car, using a third rail
DC power supply. The car body is welded stainless steel. Miscellaneous car equipment
including electric traction controls, HVAC equipment and brake equipment are mounted
under the car floor. In addition to the Long Island application, similar MU cars using the
same truck are operated by other northeastern U.S. commuter railroads.

A1.3.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions

Length (over coupler faces) 25.9 m (85 ft)

Width 3.25 m (10.7 ft)

Height 3.95 m (12.9 ft)
(from top of rail)

Truck Center Spacing 18.14 m (59.5 ft)

Car Weight
- Ready to Run 500 leN (112400 lbv

- With Maximum Load 580 leN (131000 Ibf)

Mass of Car Body (without trucks)
(ready to run) 36440 kg (3273 Ibr-sec2/ft)

Radius of Gyration

Roll 1.55 m (5.1 ft) (Est)

Pitch 7.50 m (24.6 ft) (Est)

Yaw 7.50 m (24.6 ft) (Est)

Center of Gravity of Car Body
(from top of rail) 1.50 m (4.9 ft) (Est)

Car Body Natural Frequency
(fust vertical bending mode) 6-6.5 Hz (Est)
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A1.3: POWERED GSI-G70 TRUCK FOR LIRR M3 MU CAR (continued)

A1.3.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two airsprings per truck. situated at the outer ends of the truck
bolster. The longitudinal connection between the truck and the car body is provided by
laterally spaced longitudinal anchor rods between the car body and the truck bolster. Two
lateral and two vertical dampers also connect the truck bolster to the car body.

Specific dimensions are as follows:

Lateral spacing of airsprings 2.03 m (6.7 ft)

Lateral spacing of secondary
vertical dampers 2.88 m (9.5 ft)

Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.81 m (9.3 ft)

Height of anchor rods
above top of rail 0.50 m (1.6 ft)
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR

A1.4.1 Engineering Data

A1.4.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 32e

General Characteristics This is an unpowered., rigid frame, outside journal
bearing, equalizer beam design using a bolster with a
center pin arrangement. Wheel alignment is provided by
the pedestal guides for the journal bearing housings.

Frame A cast steel H frame is used with a center hole and side
bearing to accommodate the truck bolster.

Suspension System

Primary The primary suspension is two coil spring packs
between each equalizer and one side of the truck frame.
Dampers are not used. Longitudinal and lateral
wheelset restraint is provided by the pedestal guides.

Secondary The secondary suspension is two coil spring packs
used between the truck bolster and the car und.erframe.
At each side of the car a lateral. shock absorber and a
vertical shock absorber are connected between the end
of the truck bolster and the car body for a total of four
secondary shock absorbers per truck.

Propulsion System N/A

Braking System Two disks per axle plus one tread brake per wheel.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures AI.4.I and A1.4.2.
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A1;4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

Figure A1.4.1 GSI Truck for Amtrak Superliner II - Exploded View
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

5e~ Call 5pr~ Pack ( 2)

5e~ tlanper (2)

E~IW" l'eam ( 2)

Prl~ 5pr~ Pack. ( 4)

Figure A1.4.2 GSI Truck for Amtrak Superliner II - Schematic
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435' mm (56.5 in)

Wheel Base 2591 mm 002 in)

Wheel Diameter 914 mm (36 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter Approximately 305 mm (12 in)

Truck Rotational
Break Out Torque Not Available

Design Load
(Top of Bolster Bowl) 296 leN (66500 Ibf)

Total Truck Weight Approximately 97.9 leN (22000 Ibf)

Brake Type 2 disk brakes per axle
1 tread brake per wheel

Motor None

Gear Box None
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AIA.1.3 Truck Center of Gravity, Mnss nnd Moment of Inertia

Component Number Moss of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia
Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(1b(ln.scc2)

Components kg
(Ib(scc2!in)

X y Z Iu Iy/ I••

Wheel & Axle 2 1940.0 (11.0) 1295.4 (51.00) 0.0 456.2 (18.00) 944 (8330) 0.13 (116) 944 (8330)
Set

Tnlck Frame 1 2223.2 (12.69) 0.0 0.0 708.4 (27.89) 15.3 (13520) 12.6 (11182) 26.9 (23794)

Bolster 1 907.5 (5.18) 0.0 .00 673.1 (26.5) 4.97 (4396) 0.28 (249) 5.13 (4542)

Equalizer Bar 2 outside 192.7 (1.1) 0.0 1127.8 (44.4) 376.9 (14.84) 0.09 (78) 1.15 (016) 1.06 (939)-
2 inside 1927(1.1) 0.0 967.7 (38.1) 376.9 (14.84)

t--.lolOr --- --- --. -_.• --- --- --- ---

Gear Box --- ..- --- ... --- --- --- ---
Tread Brake 4 67.9 (0.39) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Unit
Disk Brakes! 4 192.7 (2.2)
Brackets

Primary Spring 4 85.0 (0.485) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
.-

Secondary 2 34.2 (0.195) ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Vertical
Damper

Secondary 2 81.5 (0.465) ••• .,. " . ••• ••• •••
Lateral Damper

Anchor Rod 2 51.7 (0.295) ••• .,. ••• ••• ••• •••

Coil Spring 2 51.7 (0.295) ••• .,. +++ ••• •••• •••
Assy Pack.

.-
--- Not appJllcable to this tnlck, or va ue not relevant
• Non-rotating components only for wheel and axle set.
... Value required, but not available or estimated
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Al.4.1.4 Truck Suspension Parameters

Al.4.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

-
Componenl Sliffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances

S
~
~;:lN/mm (lb/in) N sec/mm(lb sec/in) mm (in)r ~
Co

Longl- Longl- Longi- ~I
tudinal Laleral Vertical tudinal Lateral Vertical tudinal Lateral Vert-leal -

Individual Springs

- Inside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
- Outside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- .-- ---

Double Coil Spring --- --- --- --- ---
Set

1795 (10244)
Total ••• ••• per Journal --- --- --- ••• ••• •••

--- Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
••• Value required, but not available or estimated
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Al.4.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(lb/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(lb. sec/in.)

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical I.ongitudinal Lateral Vertical

Coil Spring --- 656 (3744) ••• --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- ••• --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- --- --- --- ...(t>
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- ..·(tt> ---
Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly ••• --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances mm(in.) Torque or Friction }i'orce

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Coil Spring --- --- ••• --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- 12.7 (0.5) --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- ••• --- --- ---
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- ••• --- --- --- ---
Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --. *.. (Friction toc4ue about vertical axis)

Anchor Assembly ••• --- • --- --- --- ---

Two Monroe IUJ4~ 4)Ultruck
tt Two Monroe 70147 600/tcuck
--- NO! applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
*** Value re4uired, but not available or estimated
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-.G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.4.1.5.1 Longitudinal

The longitudinal load path ~ginning at the car body bolster anchor rod supports goes
through the anchor rods, then to the outer position of the truck bolster, then to the center
pin location of the truck frame, then to the pedestal liners to the journal bearing housing.

A1.4.1.5.2 Lateral

The lateral load path beginning at the car body to secondary springs interface then goes to
the truck bolster, to the frame center pin, to the frame, to the equalizer springs, to the
equalizer and then to the journal bearing housing. Pedestal limits lateral movement
between wheelset journal and truck frame.

A1.4.1.5.a Vertical

The vertical load path beginning at the car body to secondary spring interface goes
through the secondary springs to the truck bolster, then to the side bearings and through
to the frame, then to the primary equalizer springs, then to the equalizer and then to the
journal bearing housing.

A1.4.1.6 Wheel Profile

1120 wheel conicity.
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A1.4: 8,U:eKSY2'lGSI~G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II 81-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.4.2.1 Background Information/Car series

Operator Amtrak

Type of Car Long distance intercity car (transcontinental
services)

Name of Car Series Superliner II

Number in Service 128

1993-95

Manufacturer of Car Bombardier

Type of Truck 32e
(VolpeiADL Designation)

Truck Manufacture and GSI Arrangement G36500
Model

A1.4.2.2 Operating and Route Data

Superliner II cars fitted with the GSI G70 outside frame truck are primarily used on
Amtrak's long-distance western routes between the mid-west and west coast destinations.
Most operations are limited to 79 mph by the lack of automatic train-control (ATq, but
speeds of 90-100 mph are attained in some locations where train control is available.

Train Lengths Operated Up to 20 cars, including Superliner bi-level and
single- level equipment.

Braking Patterns Friction braking on train. Dynamic braking on
(FrictionlDynamic) locomotive for speed control. Long distance

service with widely-spaced stops, typically 1-3
hours apart. Many routes have long downgrades
where locomotive dynamic brakes are used with the
train friction brakes to hold safe speed.
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERI.INEA II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.2.3 Track System Data'

FRA Track Class

- Main Class 4 or 5 on most routes

- Sidings and Yard Class I or 2

Approximate Percentage of Varic1ble mix of welded and jointed rail
Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System Principally cut spikes on wood ties

Curvature Data

- AveragelTypical Typically in the range 1-4·
Curvature on Main
Track

- Maximum Curvature on 10· on main line
Track

- Approximate Percentage Highly variable by route, especially between
of Curved and Tangent plains and mountains
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length Variable
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curve Radius Down to 76 m (250 ft)
in Yard and Siding
Tracks

- Minimum Curve Radius 76 m (250ft)
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Turnout Size
(AREA Number)

Main line AREA Nos. 8, 10 and above

Yard AREA No. 6
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMl'RAK SUPERLINEi~"II' BI-lEVEL CAR~
(continued)

A1.4.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection Routine servicing done for wheels,
Schedules brakes, shims, lubrication, etc.

Rationale for Maintenance Sch~du1es Expect excellent service life with six year
overhaul period to be established by
FRA rules for friction brake system.

Average or Typical Intervals Overhaul expected at about one million
(time or miles) Between Maintenance miles.
Action or Component Replacement

Infonnation on any Unusual None. This design is based on similar
Problems with Truck designs used on earlier single-level

Amtrak cars.

Information on the Maintainability Maintenance ;:; .\~c.;Ci,i~ ~ ir is the same
of the Truck as that required for Q~{K;r similar GSI or

Buckeye designs.

Infonnation on the Operator's Good experience on Superliner II with
Experience with the Truck very minimum wear shown.
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LEVEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.3. Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck
Interlace

A1.4.3.1 General.Description of Car

The Rockwell G70 outside frame truck is applied to Amtrak's Superliner II bi-Ievellong.,.
distance cars. The cars have a full length upper level and a shorter. lower level between
the trucks. Miscellaneous equipment such as braking. HVAC and toilet systems are
housed in the space above the trucks and below the upper level. The cars are being built
over the period 1993-1995, for use in long-distance services in the western part of the
U.S .• and between Washington DC and Florida The G70 outside frame truck is also
applied to the Horizon and Viewliner series of Amtrak single-level cars, and to bi-level
cars being purchased by the California Depamnent of Transportation.

A1.4.3.2 Car and Body Data

Overall Dimensions
Car Length 25.91 m (85.0 ft)
(over coupler faces)

Width 3.10 m (10.2 ft)

Height (from top of rail) 4.92 m (16.1·ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.14 m (59.5 ft)
Car Weight

Ready to Run 672 to 719 kN (151000 to 161500 lbf)
With Maximum Load 719 to 757 kN (161500 to 170200 lbf)

Note: the weight range covers the different versions of this car: sleepers, diners and
coach cars.

Mass of Car Body
(without trucks) (ready to run) 48535-53298 kg (3323-3741lb-secHft)

Radius of gyration about center of gravity
Roll 2.00 m (6.7 ft) Est
Pitch 7.57 m (24.8 ft) Est
Yaw 7.57 m (24.8 ft) Est

Center of Gravity of Car Body
(from top of rail) 2.20 m (7.5 ft) Est

Car Body Natural Frequency
(fIrst vertical bending mode) 8.0-8.5 Hz (Est)
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A1.4: BUCKEYEIGSI-G70 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER II BI-LE-VEL CAR
(continued)

A1.4.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two steel coil springs at each truck which rest on the truck bolster.
The longitudinal connection between the truck and the car body is via two laterally spaced
longitudinal anchor rods between the car body and the truck bolster. Secondary vertical
dampers are provided in parallel with the cant springs.

Specific dimensions are as follows:

Lateral spacing of coil spring 2.18 m (7.17 ft)

Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.72 m (8.92 ft)

Height of anchor rods
above top of rail 0.48 m (1.58 ft)
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MD-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR

A1.5.1 Engineering Data

A1.5.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 41e

General Characteristics lbis is an unpowered rigid frame, outside journal
bearing design with an inside swing hanger
secondary. Axle alignment is provided by rubber
metal leaf guiders connected between the axle
bearings and the frame.

Frame The frame is a fabricated doubled cross beam
design with limited torsional elasticity. The frame
supports the spring plank through links.

Suspension System

- Primary The primary suspension uses coil springs located
on top of the axle bearing housing with parallel
hydraulic dampers on all four of these bearings.
The axle is located in the longitudinal and lateral
direction by horizontal leaf-spring guides.

- Secondary The secondary vertical suspension uses air springs
with hydraulic dampers. Swing hangers and lateral
hydraulic dampers provide the lateral suspension.

Propulsion System N/A

Braking System Disc brakes, 2 per axle

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures Al.5.1 and Al.5.2.
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MD-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

Figure A1.5.1 Waggon Union MD76 for Amtrak Superliner 1 - Exploded View
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Iruck f r:3rn:

Prl~ 5pr1't:1 ( .:t)

Bolster

51de Rod (2)

5e~ Damper ( 2)

AIr 5pr1r'G1 ( 2)

SN~ Haq:r As5y

L.eaf C4utt;b- ( .:t)

Pr1rrt.:r1l [/amper ( .:t)

..h.rnaI [;ear~ ( .:t)

A1.5: WAGGONUNION MD-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

Figure A1.5.2 Waggon Union MD76 for Amtrak Superliner I - Schematic
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MD..76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

A1.5.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 mm (56.5 in)

WheelBase 2600 mm (102.4 in)

Wheel Diameter 914 mm (36.0 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter 508 mm (20 in)

Truck Rotational
Break Out Torque Not available

Design Load 292 leN (66,000 ll1f) minimum (est)
(Top of Bolster Bowl)

Total Truck Weight 85.65 leN (19246 lbf)

Brake Type Two disc brakes per axle

Motor N/A

Gear Box N/A
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Al.S.1.3 Truck Center 'of Gravity, Mass and Moment of Inertia

».....
Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia

. .
<.n

Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(1bf'in.sec2)
..

Components kg 0=E
(lb(sec2/in) :P»

:Oe>
X y Z Ixx I /, Ir zz -e>go

Wheel & Axle 2 2024.0 (11.5) 1300.0 (51.0) 0.0 457.2 (18.0) 1076 (9504) 0.06 (49) 1076 (9504)
Set -:3Z

;'C
C:Z

Truck Frame 1 988.1 (5.5) 0.0 0.0 827.8 (32.59) 7.1 (6301) 5.3 (4711) 12.4 (10927) ~-0.0
-Z

Bolster 1 727.1 (4.15) 0.0 0.0 559.1 (22.0 I) 2.8 (2442) 0.28 (252) 2.9 (2541) ::
Equalizer Bar --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- o

~
Motor --- --- --- --- --- 01'

--- --- ---
'T1

Gear Box --- _.- --- --- --- --- --- o--- :0

Tread Brake --- --- .-- --- --- --- --- --- »
E:Unit -i
:0

Disc Brakes 4 31.3 (1.78) +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ »
~'

Primary Spring 4 sets 90.7 (0.52) +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ Cf)

C
"0

Secondary 2 34.2 (0.195) +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ m
Vertical :0
Damper C

Z

Secondary 2 +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ m
:0

Lateral Damper
m

Anchor Rod 2 +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ i",...
+++ +++ +++ +++ mAir Spring 2 91.1 (0.52) +++ +++ <

Assembly m
r-

-'- NOl applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
+ Non-rotating components only for wheel and axle set
++. Value required, but not available or estimated



At.S.tA Truck Suspension Parameters

At.S.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

0=6
Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel ~~

N/mm (lb/in) . N sec/mm(lbcsec/in) Tolerances mm (in) -mgo. ::JZLongl- LongI- Longi-
tudinal Lateral Verlical tudinal Lateral Vertical tudinal Lateral Vertical -:i'e:s:z

CD
Individual Springs 0.0

-Z

- Inside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
- OUlside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Double Coil Spring ••• 8.3x103 1.35x103 --- 12.5 1.51 *** *** ***
Sel (44.7x103 3

, ) O.27x10 ) (70) (84)

(per wheel (per wheel
figures) figures)

--- NOI applicable 10 Ihis lruck, or value nol relevanl
••• Value required, bUI nol available or eSlimaled
NOle: Data laken from Reference 3
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Al.5.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(1b/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(1b sec/in.)r

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Air Spring --- --- I.03x 103 --- --- ---
(554x 103)

Swing Hangers --- **. --- --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- **. --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Venical Shock --- --- --- --- --- 37
Absorber (200)

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- 81 ---
Absorber (438)

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly .*. --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances nun (in.) Torque or Friction Force

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal I.ateral Vertical

Spring --- -.- *** --- --- ---

Side Bearing

Lateral Bumper --- *** --- --- --- ---

(Bolster/Cl\f)

Venical Shock --- --- *** --- --- ---

Absorber

Lateral Shock --- *** --- --- ---

Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- 114x lOb N-MM/raJ
(0.817x lOb Ib-in/raJ)

Anchor Assembly *** --- --- --- --- ---

--- Not applilcable to t IS truck. or value not relevant Note: lJata taken trom Reference 3
..* Value required, but not available or estimated
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A1.5: WAGGON. UNION MO-76 FOR AMTRAK-SUPERLINER I Bl:.lEVEL
CAR (continued) .

A1.5.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.5.1.5.1 Longitudinal

The longitudinal force from the car body is transmitted to the truck bolster through a
center pin.. The bolster transmits this force to the frame through rods on the outside of the
frame which in tum is connected by leaf guiders to each axle bearing housing. At high
force levels force can also be transmitted from the bolster directly to the frame through
travel stops.

A1.5.1.5.2 Lateral

The car body to truck bolster lateral force is through the center pin. The force continues
through the secondary suspension to the spring plank that moves on its pendulum
supports and transmits force to the truck frame and fmally to the axle bearings. Lateral
damping is used between the bolster and the frame.

A1.5.1.5.3 Vertical

The car body rests on the truck bolster at the center pin. Load is distributed along the
bolster to the secondary air springs and then to the spring plank and its support hangers
that are suspended from the frame. The frame is supported by springs supported on top of
the axle bearing housing.
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MD-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued) .

A1.5.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.5.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Operator Amtrak

Type of Car Long-Distance Intercity (transcontinental
services)

Name of Car Series Superliner I

Number in Service 282

Date(s) put into Service 1978-1981

Manufacturer of Car Pullman-Standard

Type of Truck 41e
(VolpeiADL Designation)

Truck Manufacture and Waggon Union (New York Air Brake as
Model Licensee) MD-76

A1.5.2.2 Operating and Route Data

Superliner I cars fitted with the :NlD76 truck are primarily used on Amtrak's long-distance
Western routes between the mid-west and west coast destinations. Most operations are
limited to 79 mph by the lack of automatic train control. but speeds of 90-100 mph are
attained in some locations where train control is available.

Train Lengths Operated Up to 20 cars. including Superliner cars.
and single-level equipment

Braking Patterns Long-distance service with widely-spaced
OFrictionnDynarrric) stops. typically 1-3 hours apart. Many

routes have long downgrades where
locomotive dynamic brakes are used with
train brakes to hold safe speed.
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A1.5: WAGGON UNIONMO-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER-I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

A1.5.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

- Main Class 4 or 5 on most routes

- Sidings and Yard Class I or 2

Approximate Percentage of Variable mix of welded and jointed rail
Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System Principally cut spikes on wood ties

Curvature Data

- Averagelfypical Typically in the range 1-40

Curvature on Main Track

- Maximum Curvature on 100

on main line
Track

- Approximate Percentage Highly variable by route, especially
of Curved and Tangent between plains and mountains
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length Variable
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curve Radius Down to 76m (250 ft)
in Yard and Siding
Tracks

- Minimum Curve Radius 76m (250 ft)
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Turnout Size
(AREA Number)
Main line AREA Nos. 8, 10 and above
Yard AREA No. 6
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MD-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

A1.5.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection Three years for heavy overhaul.
Schedules Servicing on routine basis.

Rationale for Maintenance Schedules Provide an acceptable failure rate.

Average or Typical Intervals 500,000 miles typical.
(time or miles) between Maintenance
Action or Component Replacement

Infonnation on any Unusual A wide range of problems initially that were
Problems with Truck corrected by the manufacturer.

Infonnation on the Maintainability Leaf guider requires adjustment. Several
of the Truck wearing and pivoting surfaces need

attention.

Infonnation on the Operator's Experience has been a shorter overhaul
Experience with the Truck period than trucks based on previous U.S.

designs.
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A1.5: WAGGON UNION MO-76 FOR AMTRAK SUPERLINER I BI-LEVEL
CAR (continued)

A1.5.3 Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck
Interlace

A1.5.3.1 General Description of Car

The MD76 truck is applied to Amtrak's Superliner I bi-levellong-distance cars. The cars
have a full length upper level and a shorter lower' level between the trucks. Miscellaneous
equipment such as braking, HVAC and toilet systems are housed in the space above the
trucks and below the upper level. The cars were built over the period 1978-1982, and are
used in long-distance services in the western part of the U.S.

A1.5.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions
Car.Length (over coupler faces) 25.91 m (85.0 ft)
Width 3.10 m (10.2 ft)
Height (from top of rail) 4.92 m (16.1 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.14 m (59.5 ft)

Total Car Weight
Ready to Run 670 leN (151,000 Ibf)
With Maximum Load 730 leN (164,800 Ibf)

Mass of Car Body (without trucks)
(ready to run) 50838 kg (3480 Ib-sec2/ft)

Radius of gyration
Roll 2.00 m (6.7 ft) (Est)
Pitch 7.57 m (24.8 ft) (Est)
Yaw 7.57 m (24.8 ft) (Est)

Center of Gravity of Car Body
from Top of Rail 2.20 m (7.5 ft) (Est)

Car body natural frequency
(fIrst vertical bending mode) 8.5 Hz (Est)

A1.5.3.3 Car Body and Truck Interface

The car body rests on a center pivot and is secured to the truck bolster by a large bolt
running through the truck and car body components of the center pivot. Excess lateral
rocking is controlled by non-contacting sidebearers on the truck bolster at 1.40 m (4-6 ft)
lateral spacing. Anchor rods between truck and car body are not required.
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR

A1.6.1 Engineering Data

A1.6.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 42e

General Characteristics This truck is used with the Kawasaki bi-Ievel
commuter cars operated by MBTA (Boston
commuter service). It uses a fabricated H truck
frame and bolster with outside journal bearings.

Frame The frame is of welded steel and consists of two
side beams of box structure and two cross beams of
pipe structure. Two side bearings that use a special
resin are located on the cross beams.

The truck bolster is a welded box structure that is
also used as an auxiliary air supply for the air
springs. A center pivot with a nylon brushing
provides the interface between the frame and truck
bolster.

Suspension System

Primary The primary suspension also provides wheel set
guidance by using a radius arm between the truck .
frame and the journal bearing. The primary spring is
an arrangement of multiple steel coil springs
supported on the journal bearing housing through a
rubber pad.

Secondary An air spring secondary is used that contains a
back-up rubber spring with a Teflon sheet to operate
in emergency conditions if air is lost. The air spring
is also used to level the car with varying passenger
load. Lateral movement is limited by rubber stops
on the truck bolster. Vertical movement is limited by
a stop between the body and truck bolsters.
Damping is provided for lateral and vertical motion
by two rotary shock absorbers connected between
the truck bolster and the car body.

Propulsion & Braking This truck is unpowered. Two disc brakes are
System mounted on each axle and one tread brake unit is

mounted at each wheel.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures A1.6.1 and A1.6.2.
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

~
I

(
,

Figure A1.6.1 Kawasaki Truck for Kawasaki Bi-Level for MBTA - Exploded View
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A1.6: KAW~SAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTE.R CAR
(continued)

Figure A1.6.2 Kawasaki Truck for Kawasaki Bi-Level for MBTA - Schematic
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A1.6: KAWASAKt:TRUCK'FOR Ma')jlA BI~LeveL COMMUTER "CAR
(continued)' .

A1.6.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 'mm (56.5 in)

Wheel Base 2591 mm (102 in)

Wheel Diameter 915 nun (36 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter Approx. 254 mm (lOin)

Truck Rotational
Break Out Torque Not Available

Design Load
(Top of Bolster Bowl) 650 leN (146000 lbe) (Est)

Total Truck Weight 74.09 leN (16650 lbe)

Brake Type Two disc brakes per axle, one tread brake unit per
wheel.

Motor None

GearBox None
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A1.6.1.3 Truck Center of Gravity, l\>lass and Momcnt of Incrtia

.....:P

Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia C1l
Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(lbr in·sec2)

Components kg
(Ib(sec2/in)

X y Z Iu In'" In

Wheel & Axle 2 2086 (11.87) 1295.4 (51.00) 0.0 457.2 (18.0) 978 (8631) 0.07 (58) 978 (8631)
Set

Tmck Frame 1 1801.0 (10.28) 0.0 0.0 563.4 (22.18) 13.9 (12289) 9.1 (8012) 21.9 (19396)

Bolster I 681.5 (3.89) 0.0 0.0 723. 9 (28.50) 2.6 (2331) 0.14 (125) 2.7 (2417)

Equalizer Bar --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Motor --- --- --- --- --. --- --- ---
Gear Box --- ..- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Tread Brake 4 313 (1.78) ••• ••• ••• ••• .."'. •••
Unit & Disc

Primary Spring 4 127 (0.73) ••• + •• •• + ••• ••• •••
Secondary 2 35.0 (0.2) .+. .++ .++ • +. ••• •••
Vertical
Damper

Secondary 2 35.0 (0.2) •• + •• + ++ • ••• .. '" •••
Lateral Damper

Anchor Rod 2 43.8 (0.25) +•• •• + ••• ••• ••• •••
Air Spring 2 85.7 (6.49) ••• ••• ••• ••• ."'''' •••
Assembly

--- Not applicable to this tmck, or value not rolevant
• Non-rotating components only for wheel and ax.1c set
+++ Value required, but not available or estimaled
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A1.6.1.4 Truck Suspension Parameters
.>.....

Al.6.1.4.1 Primary Suspension ..Q)

S>
Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances

-"
a~_.>

N/nun (1b/in) N sec/mm(1b sec/in) mm (in)r ::J(J)

Longi- Longl- Longi-
i>

tudinal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical tudinal Lateral Vertical --0."
-t
::0

Individual Springs c::
o

- Inside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
- Outside --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- o""

::0

Double Coil Spring --- --- 686.8 (3920) --- --- 1.05 (6) --- --- *** 3:
mSet
~

Radius Arm *** *** --- --- --- --- *** *** --- m
'i"Assembly ....
~

--- Not applicable to this leuck, or value not relevant ....rtI

*** Value required, but not available or estimated oo

~
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Al.6.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(lb/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(lb sec/in.)r

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral -Vertical

Air Spring --- *** 550 (3140) --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- *** --- --- *** ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Sh\lck --- --- --- --- --- 45.55 (260)
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- *** ---

Absorber

Center Pi vot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly *** --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances mm (in.) Torque or Friction Force

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Spring --- --- *** *** --- ---

Side Bearing

Lateral Bumper 25.4 (1.00) 39.9 (1.57) 39.9 (1.57) --- --- ---

(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- *** --- --- ---

Absorber

Lateral Shock --- *** --- --- --- ---

Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- ***
(rolalional friclioll abolll vertical axis)

Anchor Assembly *** --- --- --- --- ---

--- Not appl1Jcable to ( IS (ruclc, or value not relevalll
*** Value required, but not availablt: or estimated
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

A1.6.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.6.1.5.1 Longitudinal

The load path in the longitudinal direction is from the car body to the two bolster anchor
rods, to the truck bolster, to the center pin, to the truck frame, to the radius rods and then
to the journal bearing housing.

A1.6.1.5.2 Lateral

The load path in the lateral direction is from the car body to air springs, to the truck
bolster, to the center pin, to the truck frame, to the radius rods and then to the journal
bearing housings.

A1.6.1.5.3 Vertical

The load path in the vertical direction is from the car body to the air springs, to the side
bearings, to the truck frame, through the coil spring and rubber pad assembly located on
top of the journal bearing.

A1.6.1.6 Wheel Profile Drawing

Narrow flange tapered contour.
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

A1.6.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.6.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Operator MBTA (Boston) Commuter Service

Type of Car Commuter, bi-Ievel, unpowered

Name of Car Series Kawasaki bi-Ievel

Number in Service 75

Date(s) put into Service 1992-1993

Manufacturer of Car Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Type of Truck 42e
(VolpeiADL Designation)

Truck Manufacturer and Kawasaki Radius Arm Fabricated
Model

A1.6.2.2 Operating and Route Data

Route (Length) (Stops) Speed (Max)
Mileage Stations

NORTH Rockport 35 12 60
Haverhill 33 13 60
Lowell 26 7 60
Fitchburg 49 18 60

SOUTH Providence 43 12 80
Framingham 21 10 60
Needham 14 II 80
Franklin 31 16 60

--

Train Lengths Operated: 5-9 cars

Braking Patterns Policy is to use dynamic brake. Eighteen of 55
(FrictionIDynamic) locomotives not equipped with dynamic brake.

Policy is to run with EP brake, to cut out
Bombardier 350 series which do not have EP brake.
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

A1.6.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

- Main The MBTA attempts to maintain its track at
class 4-5 with 5% above class 6 (shoreline).

- Sidings and Yard 90% exceeds class 3, and 10% borderline
class 1.

Approximate Percentage of Approximately 40% welded rail.
Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System Combination of conventional cut-spike or
}>androl.

Curvature Data

- Averageffypical Curvature
on Main Track

- Maximum Curvature on 13° 30' max. curve on main line.
Track

- Approximate Percentage No definitive information.
of Curved/and Tangent Track dept. estimates 20% curved track
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length Not available
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curvature
in Yard and Siding
Tracks

- Maximum Curvature 32° max. curve in Boston Engine Terminal
in Yards and Sidings yard.

- Typical Turnout Size
(Area Number)

Mainline Generally minimum No. 10 with some
exceptions at No.8.

Yard No.8 with a couple of exceptions at No.6.
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

A1.6.2.4 Maintenance and service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection New track: not yet detennined.
Schedules

Rationale for MaintenanCe Schedules This truck has not operated for a
sufficient duration or mileage to
establish an optimum maintenance
schedule.

Average or Typical Intervals New track: not yet detennined.
(time or miles) between Maintenance
Action or Component Replacement

Information on any Unusual Derailment problem on sharp curves in
Problems with Truck yards, currently under investigation.

Information on the Maintainability New track: not yet detennined.
of the Truck

Information on the Operator's Experience New track: not yet detennined.
with the Truck

A1.6.3 Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck
Interface

A1.6.3.1 General Description of Car

The car is a bi-level commuter coach car manufactured by Kawasaki. Approximately 30%
of the cars are equipped with a control cab for push-pull operation and the remainder are
blind trailer cars. The car body is of stainless steel welded construction. Two levels are
provided between the trucks, accessed by up and down stairways from a vestibule area
with a conventional floor height at the ends of the car.

A1.6.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions
Car Length 26.00 m (85.3 ft)
(over coupler faces)

Width 3.05 m (10.0 ft)

Height (from top of rail) 4.72 m (15.5 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 19.05 m (62.5 ft)
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A1.6: KAWASAKI TRUCK FOR MBTA BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

Car Weight Ready to Run
- Trailer car 540 kN (121000 Ibf)
- Cab car 560 kN (126000 lbf)

With maximum load
- Trailer car 670 kN (149675 lbf)
- Cab car 680 kN (153125 lbf)

Mass of car body (without trucks)
(ready to run)

- Trailer car 39959 kg (2724 Ib-sec2/ft)
- Cabcar 41998 kg (2879 Ib-sec2/ft)

Radius of gyration
- Roll 1.83 m (6.0 ft) (Est)
- Pitch 7.47 m (24.5 ft) (Est)
- Yaw 7.47 m (24.5 ft) (Est)

Center of gravity of car body
(from top of rail) 1.98 m (6.5 ft) (Est)

Car body natural frequency
(first vertical bending mode) 7.5-8.0 Hz (Est)

A1.6.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two air springs at each truck situated at the outer ends of the truck
bolster. The longitudinal connection between the car body and the truck bolsters is
provided by two laterally spaced longitudinal anchor rods. Secondary vertical and lateral
dampers (two of each) are also provided between the bolster and the car body.

Approximate dimensions are as follows:

Lateral spacing of air springs 2.13 m (7.0 ft)

Lateral spacing of second dampers 2.74 m (9.0 ft)

Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.62 m (8.6 ft)

Height of anchor rods above top of rail 0.48 m (1.58 ft)
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR

A1.7.1 Engineering Data

A1.7.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 42e

General Characteristics This unpowered truck is a fabricated design that is Amtrak
approved to operate at 200 kmIhr. It was produced by
NIPPON SHARYO with designation NT-319 and is used
by the Marc II (Maryland) commuter cars and in a powered
form (NT312) on the Northern Indiana cm EMU
commuter cars. It is a rigid frame design with outboard
journal bearings.

Frame The welded H frame and bolster use steel plate and
forgings. The inside of the bolster also is used as an
auxiliary air reservoir for the secondary air springs.

Suspension System

- Primary The primary suspension uses cylindrical guide type Eligo
(coiUrubber combination) springs that are supported on
winged journal bearing housings. Two spring assemblies
are used at each journal bearing.

- Secondary Diaphragm type air springs are installed between the car
body and the truck bolster with hydraulic lateral and vertical
shock absorbers also used at this same interface. The air
springs have a back-up rubber spring. Floor height is also
maintained by the air springs with changing passenger
load. Truck rotation is provided by the truck bolster
rotating on the truck frame on side bearing wear plates. The
truck bolster uses a center pin connection to the truck frame
and two anchor rods for connection to the car body.

Propulsion & Braking This truck as used with the MARC II commuter car is
System unpowered. Friction braking is provided with two cast iron

disc brakes on each axle and a single shoe tread brake unit
used for each wheel. The disc brake actuators are supported
by the truck frame.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures A1.7.1 and A1.7.2.
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A,1.T: NIFfPON-,SHARYO mUCK FOR' MARC II COMMUTER CAR (continued)

r

o
I

Figure A1.7.1 Nippon Sharyo NT319 Truck for Marc Commuter· Exploded View
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR (continued)

Vertical t?arnper ( 2)

Air 5pr1r\'1 f cr: Vertlcal &
Lateral fv\otm ( 2)

Ar.:::h:;r Rod ( 2)

Pr~ 5prl~ Pack. (8)

Figure A1.7.2 Nippon Sharyo NT319 Truck for Marc Commuter - Schematic
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC 11- COMMUTER CAR
(continued)

A1.7.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 mm (56.5 in)

WheelBase 2500 mm (98.44 in)

Wheel Diameter 915 mm (36 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter Approx. 210 mm (8.25 in)

Truck Rotational
Break: Out Torque Not Available

Design Load .
(Top of Bolster Bowl) 310 kN (68784 lbe)

Total Truck Weight 68.4 kN w/hand (15366 lbe) brake

Brake Type Two disc brakes per axle, single shoe tread
brake unit per wheel.

Motor None

Gear Box None
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A1.7.1.3 Truck Center of Gravity, l\'lass and Momcnt of Incrtia

Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia
Description of Component mm (in) kg-m2(lbr in.sec2)

Components kg
(lb(sec2/in)

X y Z I
Xl If)'''' Izz

Wheel & Axle 2 2358 (13.4) 1250.2 (49.22) 0.00 457.2 (18.0) 978 (8631) 0 978 (8631)
Set

Truck Frame I 1151.0 (6.57) 0.0 0.0 651.5 (24.47) 13.6 (12009) 11.1 (9783) 24.0 (21268)

Bolster I 450.2 (2.57) 0.0 0.0 727.9 (28.66) 4.32 (3823) 0.14 (122) 4.4 (3869)

Equalizer Bar ......... --- __ A .-- --- --- --- ---
Motor ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Gear Box --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Disc Brake 4 ......... +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Unit 313 (1.78)

Primary Spring 4 sets 120.5 (0.69) 1250.2 (49.22) 1003 (39.5) 457.2 (18.0) +++ +++ +++

Secondary 2 34.2 (0.195) +++ +++ ++. +++ +++ +++

Vertical
Damper

Secondary 2 35.0 (0.2) +++ ... +... +++ +++ +++ +++

Lateral Damper

Anchor Rod 2 87.6 (0.5) +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Air Spring 2 124.4 (0.71) +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

Assembly

--- Not applicable to this tl1lck, or value not relevant
+ Non-rotating components only for wheel and axle sets
+.. Value required, but not available or estimated
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Al.7.1.4 Truck Suspension Parameters

Al.7.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances
N/rnm (Ib/in) N sec/mm(lbcsec/in) mm (ill)

Longi- Longi- Longi-
tudinal Lateral Vertical tudinal Lateral Vertical tudinal Lateral, Vertical

Individual Springs

- Inside --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- .. ---
- Outside --- --- --- --- _-0 --- --- ---

Double Coil Spring *** *** *** --- --- *** *** ",,* ***
Set

--- Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
*.. Value required. but not available or estimated



A1.7.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(1b/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(1b sec/in.)r

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Air Spring --- *** *** --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- *** --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- --- --- --- ***
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- *** ---
Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly *** --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances mm (in.) Torque or Frict!on Force

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Spring --- --- *** *** --- ---
Side Bearing

Lateral Bumper --- *** --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- *** --- --- ---
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- *** --- --- --- ---

Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- *** (rotational about vertical axis)

Anchor ***. --- --- --- --- ---
A~sembly

--- Not app>licable to thIS truck br value not relevant
*** Vallie required, but not available or estimated
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR" (continuetl) "

A1.7.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.7.1.5.1 Longitudinal

The longitudinal forces from the car body to the wheels originate with the anchor rod car
support. through the anchor rod to the truck bolster, through the center pin to the truck ,
frame, and then through the journal bearing housing.

A1.7.1.5.2 Lateral

The lateral load path is from the car body to the air springs, then to the truck bolster, to the
center pin, to the truck frame and then to the journal bearing housings.

A1.7.1.5.3 Vertical

The vertical load path beginning at the car body will go through the two air springs, then
to the truck bolster, then to the two side bearings to the frame and fmally to tHe two
separate coil spring assemblies that rest in the wing type journal bearing housings.
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.7.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.7.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Operator Maryland Dept. of Transportation (MTA)

Type of Car COIIllDuter, single-level, unpowered

Name of Car Series MARCIl

Number in Service 64

Date(s) put into Service 1985 through 1993

Manufacturer of Car NIPPONSHARYO

Type of Truck 42e
(VolpelADL Designation)

Truck Manufacture and NIPPON SHARYO NT 319
Model

A1.7.2.2 Operating and Route Data

The MARC cars are used on commuter services in the Baltimore and Washington OC
areas, both over the main line of the Northeast Corridor, and on the tracks of freight
railroads. Services are operated with electric or diesel-electric locomotives in push-pull
fashion with cab control cars. Maximum speeds are 160 km/h (100 mph) on the
Northeast Corridor and 127 kmIh (79 mph) on other lines.

Train Lengths Operated Typically 4 to 8 cars

Braking Pattern Typical of commuter service with stops
(FrictionIDynamic) every 3 to 10 miles, primarily using friction
brakes
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A1.7: Nl:?-P·Q.N.,SHARVO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAlr (continued)

A1.7.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

- Main 4 (6 on Northeast Corridor)

- Sidings and Yard 1

Approximate Percentage 99% welded
of Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System Standard double/shouldered 14" tie plates. 3
spikes up to 2, 4 spikes over 2. Pandrol
clips on concrete ties on the Northeast
Corridor

- A verage/Typical 2° 30'
Curvature on Main
Track

- Maximum Curvature
on Track

- Approximate Percentage 50% curved and 50% tangent
of Curved and Tangent
Main Track

- Typical Spiral Length 40' per 1/2" elevation
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curvature .
in Yard and Siding Tracks

- Maximum-Curvature
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Turnout Size
(AREA Number)
Main line
Yard
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.7.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection No infonnation.
Schedules

Rationale for Maintenance Schedules

Average or Typical Intervals
(time or miles) between Maintenance
Action or Component Replacement

Infonnation on any Unusual
Problems with Truck

Infonnation on the Maintainability
of the Truck

Infonnation on the Operator's
Experience with the Truck
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COI~lfJllirn:R CAR (continued)

A1.7.3. Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck Interface

A1.7.3.1 General Description of Car

The cars are single-level commuter coach cars designed by Tokyu Car for Maryland DOT
and the Virginia Railway Express. Car body material is welded stainless steel. Some
cars are equipped with a control cab for push-pull operation. \1iscellaIleous car
equipment (HVAC, brake controls, etc.) are mounted under che car t100r between the
trucks.

Overall Dimensions
Length (over coupler faces) 25.9lrn (85.0 ft)
Width 3.20m (l 0.5 ft)
Height (from top of rail) 4.05m (13.3 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.13m (59.5 ft)

Car Weight
- Ready to Run

Cab Car 496 k.:.,~ \;1 l,<-:,-.~ lpJ)
Trailer Car 454 leN (102,000 lbf)

With Maximum Load
'Cab Car 641 leN (144,000 lbf)
Trailer Car 600 leN (134,840 lbf)

Mass of Car Body
(without trucks)

- Ready to Run
Cab Car 36412 kg (2493 lbf-sec2/ft)
Trailer Car 32327 kg (2213 Ibf-sec2/ft)

Radius of Gyration
Roll 1.6m (5.25 ft) (est)
Pitch 7.57m (24.8 ft) (est)
Yaw 7.57m (24.8 ft) (est)

Center of Gravity of Car Body 1.55m (5.1 ft) (est)

Car Body Natural Frequency
(fIrst vertical bending mode) 6.5 - 7.0 Hz (est)
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A1.7: NIPPON SHARYO TRUCK FOR MARC II COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.7.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two air springs at each truck situated at the outer ends of the truck
bolster. The longitudinal connection between the truck and the car body is by two
lateIally-spaced longitudinal anchor rods between the car body and truck bolster.
Secondary vertical and lateral dampers (two of each) are also provided between the bolster
and car body.

Specific dimensions are as follows:

Latenil spacing of airsprings 2. 10m (6.9 ft ) (est)

Lateral spacing of secondary
vertical dampers 2.64m (8.7 ft) (est)

Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.66m (8.8 ft) (est)

Height of anchor rods above
top of rail O.50m (1.65 ft) (est)
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR B1-LEV£b COMMU'fER CAR

A1.8.1 Engineering Data

A1.8.1.1 Narrative Description of Truck Design

Truck Classification 43e

General Characteristics Bolsterless design with steering rod
assembly.

Frame Plate steel and casting in welded fabrication.
Steering rod assembly used for car body
connection is pivoted from underside of
frame on both sides.

Suspension System

- Primary Swing arm type with soft coil springs.
Four vertical.dampers.

- Secondary Air springs

Propulsion & Braking - No propulsion
System Disc brake, WABCO 26C-C52

- Tread brake, WABCO GAB-D. COBRA
shoe, one per wheel.

Exploded engineering and schematic drawings of this truck are provided in
Figures Al.8.1 and Al.8.2. .
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

Figure A1.8.1 Comeng Truck for Long Island RR Tokyu Car Bi-Level
Commuter Car - Exploded View
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

fOOe (Z)

'NMd (4)

Pr~ Spr"'l (4)

RadLt51vm (4)

P~ [ianper(4)

JcunaI t'ea-iY<! ( 4)

Figure A1.8.2 Comeng Truck for long Island RR Tokyu Car Bi-Level
Commuter Car - Schematic
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LlRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.8.1.2 Basic Truck Data

Track Gauge 1435 mm (56.5 in)

WheelBase 2438 mm (96 in)

Wheel Diameter 914 mm (36 in)

Bolster Bowl Diameter None

Truck Rotational
. Break Out Torque Not Applicable

Design Load
(On Air Springs) 734 leN (165,000 lbt) (est)

Total Truck Weight 45.4 leN (10,200 lbr)

Brake Type WABCODisc
WABCOTread

Motor None

GearBox None
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A1.8.1.3 Truck Center of Gravity, Muss and Moment of Inertia

Component Number Mass of 1 Center of Gravity Location Moment of Inertia
Description of Component mill (in) kg-m2(1brin·sec2)

Components kg
2(Ibrsec /in)

y I.. Iyy ...X Z In

Wheel & Axle I 1870 (10.7) 1219.2 (4800) 0.00 457.2 (18.0) 733 (6487) 0.05 (47) 733 (6487)
.Sel

Truck Frame I 1138.0 (6.5) 0.0 0.0 726.9 (28.62) 17.8 (15733) 9.8 (8577) 27.0 (23874)

Bolster --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Equalizer Bar --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Motor --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Gear Box --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Tread Brake 4 62.4 ** ... *** *** *... * *...... .........

Unit

Disc Brake 4 313 (1.78) ... ** *** *** *...... ... ** .........

Primary Spring 4 44 (0.26) ... *... *** ...** ** ... ......... .........

Primary Damper 4 43.3 (0.25) *** *** *** *** *** .........

Secondary 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Venical Damper

.........Secondary 2 35.0 (0.20) *++ *** *** *** ***
Lateral Damper

Anchor Rod 2 0 *** *** *** *** *** .........

Air Spring 2 86.1 (0.49) *** *** *** *** +;** .........

Assembly

--- Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
*** Value required, but not available as estimated
* Non-rotating parts only for wheel and'axle selS
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A1.8.1.4 Truck Suspension Parameters

A1.8.1.4.1 Primary Suspension

Component Stiffness Damping Rates Clearance and Travel Tolerances
N/mm (Ib/in) N sec/mm(lb sec/in) 10m (in)r

Longl- Longl- Longi-
tudinal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical tudlnal Lateral Vertical

Individual Spring
Damper Unit

- Inside --- --- --- --- --- -.. --- --- ---
- Outside ••• • ••• ••• --- --- ••• ._- --- •••

Double Coil Spring --- --- --- --- --- --- .-- --- ---
Set

Radium Arm ••• ••• .-- --- --- --- ••• ••• ---

--- Not applicable to this truck, or value not relevant
••• Value required, but not available or estimated
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Al.8.1.4.2 Secondary Suspension

Component Stiffness N/mm(lb/in.) Damping Rates N sec/mm(lbr sec/in.)

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Air Spring .** ••* .** --- --- •••

Lateral Bumper --- *** --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- --- --- --- ---
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- --- --- --- ••• ---
Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly --- --- --- --- --- ---

Component Clearance & Travel Tolerances nun (in.) Torque or Friction Force

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical (.ongltudlnal (.ateral Vertical

Spring *.* *.* ••• --- --- ---

Lateral Bumper --- . 50.8 (2) --- --- --- ---
(Bolster/Car)

Vertical Shock --- --- ••• --- .-- ---
Absorber

Lateral Shock --- ••• --- --- --- ---
Absorber

Center Pivot --- --- --- --- --- ---

Anchor Assembly --- --- --- --- --- ---
-

--- Not applhcable to t tS truck. or value not relevant
.** Value required. but not available or estimated
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR L,IRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.8.1.5 Narrative Description of Load Path

A1.8.1.5.1 Longitudinal

Longitudinal load path from car body to steering rod assembly, to truck frame, to swing
arm assembly, to journal bearing housing.

A1.8.1.5.2 Lateral

Lateral load path is through the air springs, to the truck frame to the swing ann assembly,
to the journal bearing housings.

A1.8.1.5.3 Vertical

The vertica1load path is from the car body to the air springs, to the truck frame, to the
primary springs, to the journal bearing housing.

A1.8.1.6 Wheel Profile Drawing

AAR standard, narrow flange, B-36.
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK" FeR LIRR Bt-L&V-EL COMM-U=FBR'CAft\(continued)

A1.8.2 Operating Environment and Operating Experience Data

A1.8.2.1 Background Information/Car Series

Long Island RR

Type of Car Commuter, bi-level, unpowered

Name of Car Series C-l Push Pull

Number in Service 10

Date(s) put into Service 1990

Manuf~rof Car Tokyu Car

Type of Truck 43e
(Volpe!ADL Designation)

Truck Manufacture and Comeng (Australia)
Model TS-loo8 .

A1.8.2.2 Operating and Route Data

TIle car is operated on the longer distance diesel-electric locomotive powered services of
the Long Island Railroad. Journey lengths can be up to approximately 100 miles with.
maximum operating speeds normally up to 79 mph.

Train Lengths Operated Up to 12 cars

Braking Patterns Typical of longer distance commuter
(FrictionlDynamic) operation, with. stops at 5-10 mile

intervals, depending on specific service.
Primarily friction braking with. some
dynamic braking assistance from diesel
electric locomotive.
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR BI-LEVEl COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.8.2.3 Track System Data

FRA Track Class

- Main LIRR non electrified system. no other
infonnation available.

- Sidings and Yard

Approximate Percentage of
Welded & Jointed Rail

Rail-Tie Fastener System

Curvature Data

- AveragelTypical
Curvature on Main
Track

- Maximum CUIVature on
Track

- Approximate Percentage
of Curved and Tangent
Main Track

- Typical Spital Length
Relative to AREA
Recommendations

- Typical Curve Radius
in Yard and Siding
Tracks

- Minimum CUIVe Radius
in Yards and Sidings

- Typical Tumout Size
(Area Number)
Mainline
Yard

AI-lOt
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.8.2.4 Maintenance and Service Experience

Regular Servicing and Inspection No infonnation available.
Schedules

Rationale for Maintenance Schedules

Average or Typical Intervals
(time or miles) between Maintenance
Action or Component Replacement

Infonnation on any Unusual
Problems with Truck

Infonnation on the Maintainability
of the Truck

Information on the Operator's
Experience with the Truck
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A1.8: COMENG TRUCK FOR LIRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTeR CAR (continued)

A1.8.3 Engineering Data on Railroad Passenger Cars and Car-Truck Interface

A1.8.3.1 General Description of Car

The car is a bi-Ievel commuter coach car designed by Tokyu Car. The car body material is
stainless steel. Two seating levels are provided between the trucks, with a single-level
area with a conventional floor height over the trucks. The car ends contain an entry
vestibule and additional seating. Car equipment (HVAC units, water tanks, etc.) are
contained in the rear space at the ends of the car.

A1.8.3.2 Car and Car Body Data

Overall Dimensions
- Length (over coupler faces) 25.04m (82.2 ft)
- Width 3.05m (10.0 ft)
- Height (from top of rail) 4.42m (14.5 ft)

Truck Center Spacing 18.13m (59.5 ft)

Car Weight
- Ready to Run 589 leN (132,500 lbf)
- With Maximum Load 721 leN (161,822 lbf)

Mass of Car Body
(without trucks)
(ready to run) 50848 kg (34811bf-sec2/ft)

Radius of Gyration
- Roll 1.62m (5.4 ft) (est)
- Pitch 7.5Om (24.6ft) (est)
- Yaw 7.5Om (24.6 ft) (est)

..
Center of Gravity
of Car Body 1.8m (5.9 ft)
(from top of rail)

Car Body Natural
Frequency (first vertical
bending mode) 7.0 -7.5 Hz
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A1';8~ COMENG TRUCK FOR LlRR BI-LEVEL COMMUTER CAR (continued)

A1.8.3.3 Car Body to Truck Interface

The car body rests on two combination air springs which in tum rest directly on the truck
side frame. No bolster is used. Longitudinal connection is via two laterally spaced anchor
rods attached to bell cranks mounted beneath the truck side frames with a lateral tie bar
between the bell cranks. 1bis mechanism pennits truck swivelling but provides a
longitudinal connection. Other truck frame to car body connections are from an anti-roll
torsion bar and two lateral dampers.

Approximate dimensions are:

Lateral spacing of air springs 1.80m (5.9ft)
Lateral spacing of anchor rods 2.6Om (8.5 ft)
Height of anchor rods above top of rail O.46m (1.5 ft)
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APPENDIX 2

PASSENGER CAR POPULATION DATA

A2.1 Introduction

The two tables in this appendix list all railroad passenger cars in operation in the United States.
The effective date of the data in the table is approximately the beginning of 1994, and reflects
information available in early 1994. The data also includes some cars on order but not delivered
in early 1994. There is typically a time lapse of one to two years between an order being placed
for a series of railroad passenger cars, and the delivery of the fIrst car from the manufacturer.

It should be noted that the fleets of passenger rail service operators are constantly changing, with
older cars being retired or sold and new or secondhand cars being purchased. Any list such as
those in Tables A2-1 and A2-2 will gradually become out of date.

The U.S. population of railroad passenger cars is presented in two ways. Table A2-1 lists all
individual car series by operator, in the rough order of age, starting with the oldest cars within
each operator's fleet. Table A2-2 lists the individual car series by truck classification, also in
rough order of age, starting with the oldest cars within each truck classification. The truck
classification table distinguishes betWeen powered and unpowered trucks.

Generally, a car series is a group of cars of a single design, built at the same time under one order
from the manufacturer. In the case of older cars, several series of similar design have been I

grouped under one entry in me table, for example Amtrak's heritage single-level passenger cars
which were supplied to the predecessor railroads over a period of time. Also, a car series can
include cars with detail differences in the car body and interior appointments. Many commuter
car series include both cab cars and trailer cars. Intercity car series can include diners, sleepers,
and coaches. The practical difference from the point of view of car dynamics is that there can be
weight variations up to about 10 percent between the lightest and heaviest car in a series.

The specific information provided in the tables is as follows:

• Car series designation, generally the initials or an abbreviation of the car owner or operator,
followed by a number.

• The formal owner of the car series, which is sometimes a different entity from the operator.

• The contract operator of the service, if different from the owner. Amtrak operates several
commuter services for local government agencies, and in Chicago some freight railroads,
notably Chicago and North Western and Burlington Northern, operate commuter services
under contract.

• The name of the car series, if used.

• The car manufacturer.

• The number of cars in service.

A2-1



• The dates between which the cars were originally Duilt. Rebuilding dates, if applicable, are
not given.

• Whether the car is unpowered, or a powered car used in electric or gas turbine self-propelled
trainsets.

• The body style of the car, specifically whether single or bi-Ievel.

• Typical maximum speed of operation in units of kmJh and mph.

• Approximate total car weight in units of kg andlb. The weights are for a fully equipped but .
. empty car. Typically there will be weight va.::::.:i.ons within a series of the order of ±5% due
to different passenger accommodation arrangements or the provisions of a control cab.

• Truck manufacturer and model.

• Truck classification, as given in Section 3.2 of this report.

A comments column is also provided under both car and truck·descriptions for further relevant
information.
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Table A2-1 Passenger Car population Data by Operator
[Effective Date Approximately 1/1/94]

c.r Cont..ct Type s.rleo Number Dat•• Car DeacriaCIo.. Truck o.acrlllllo..
s.rleo o....r- O.....lor 01 NeIll. ".nufacturer I .. Put 1..10 Powered or Bodv Ty.... Max .....roxl...t. COln.ent. 1I...uf.=tur.r Mod.1 C....Ulc.tlon ComllMnta

D••IlI...tlon m Dlff.r.nll Oper.tlon !Where Uoedl Service Service Unl>Ow.red Tv.... SPH4 To'" W.lllht (Emptyl
kmlh lmohl ka 1111

Nallon.' P__r RaIlroad Coo>omlon

AMTKl Amtrak Inlerc~v Herlaoe 'Moslfy Budd 299 1948-58 UnoowlK8d1 1~ ....ICoach 177 11101 63500 tl40000) Coaches Di...... and SIeeoenI GSl TraOctional 31e
AMTK2 Amtrak Inlerc~v Santa F. 1ft-l.Aw1 Budd 95 1954-63 Unoowersd FlAllIH.e.'01 177 11101 72500 11600001 Coaches Di...... and Sleepets GSl Traditional 31.
AMTK3 Amtrak Inlerc~v CanIl<>Uner Budd 62 1967-69 U~lK8d ISinQlKe' el Coach 177 t1101 saooo oo1סס113 eo.a- Budd PioneerIU 21i
AMTK4 Amtrak Inlerc~y Amlleel I Budd 474 1975-77 ISinaIe !.Al·...1Coach 201 11251 50000 III oo1סס Coaches and Food SeMce Cars Budd Pioneer I" 211
AMTK5 Amtrak Inlerc~Y Suoeriner Bi-l.....1 Nlman StandaRI 282 1979-81 Urc>OW1InId FlAllIH.e"" 177 11101 70000 (1550001 Coaches Di...... and sa-. WaaaanUniM 1olO 76 41e WI 8250 leg (18187111
AMTKtl Amtrak Interch AmfIHI n Budd 148 1979-80 U~lK8d ISinQlH.e'lll Coach 201 (125) 50000 (11 (ooסס Coaches and Food SeMce Cars Budd PioneerIU 211
AMTK7 Amtrak Inl.rc~y Turbo Power Car Rohr/ANF 18 1975-77 Powered SinaIe-l..,.., Coach 177 (110) Gas Turbine and EIoclric :sid RaJl N¥' 43e-P2
AMTK8 Amtrak Inlerc~y Turbo Coacb'Snack Rohr/ANF 27 1975-77 UncowlK8d ~,~Coach 177 (110) Coaches and Food SeMce Cars N¥' 43e
AMTK9 Amtrak Interc~y Horizon Bombardier 103 1989-90 U~lK8d SinQlH.e'i.' Coach 201 11251 53000 (1160001 Coaches and Food SeMce Cars GSl Genenl.170 32. Otbide Frame

AMTK 10 Amtrak Inlerc~ 1~"BiUwl Bombardier 128 1993·94 IUnoowlK8d FlAl Bi-l.'el 177 11101 ooסס7 (1550001 Coaches Dinora and Sleepets GSl o.neral70 32e O<bide Frame
AMTKl1 Amlra!< Int.rc~v Viowtinor Morrison Knudsen 50 1993-94 UncowlK8d SinoIe-l.e-:., Coach 177 (1101 Coaches Di...... and Sleepets GSl GonotaI70 32e Otbide Frame

Total 1686

California D...rt.....t of Tron_rtatlon

COOT' Calorria DOT Interc~v Caifomia car Morrison Knudsen 40 1994 Unpowered FlAl Bi-l.,.1 201 (1251 63500 11400001 Inctudeo Cob Cars GSl Genenl.170 32e O<Aside Frame
Total 40

11oIaryIanc/ D. Nrtm...1 01 Tron_nulon, II... Tr.nolt Admlnlolrallon

MOOT 1 IMarvIolld DOT Amtrak Commuter Budd 44 1955 U~orsd ISinaIe-l..,..1 Coach 127 I7il 54500 oo1סס12) Coaches Onlv GSl Traditional 3'e
MOOT 2 IMaryIoncI DOT Amtrak Commuter N'1DOOl'I Sharo 64 1985-91 ISinaIe-l8'; 01 Coach '77 11101 50000 (1110001 . ~CobCars NillI>on Sharro NT 318 42. WI 6970 ka 115366 III
MOOT 3 I IoIarvlond DOT Amtrak Commuter Sumilomo 11 1982·93 IUnoowlK8d ISinakH..o,·.1 Coach 177 1(10) 50000 (111000) ~CobCars NillI>on Sh.r,o NT 318 42e WI 6970 ka (15366 II)

Total 119 ,

.......hu..U. BaY Tron _notion AUlhor IIY

MIlTA 1 MBTA Amtrak Commuter Pullman Standard 57 1979 U~ersd ISingIe-le~! Coach 128 (110) 43000 (850001 Includes Cob Cars GSl General 70 32; Inside Frame
MIlTA2 MBTA AmlraI< Commuter I.m 67 1987·88 Urc>OW1InId l~l.~Coach '28 (1101 43000 /950001 ~CobCars GSl Gena<a170 32i Inside Frame
MIlTA3 MBTA Amtrak Commuter Bombardier 147 1987·90 IUnoowlK8d ISinoIe-l.e-:.1 Coach 128 11101 43000 11150001 ~CobCars GSl GonotaI70 32i Inside Frame
MIlTA4 MBTA Amtrak Commuter KawasakI 75 1993·114 IUnoowellld ISinaIe-le\'oI Coach 128 11101 58000 11235001 Includes Cob Cars KawasakI 420 Otbide Frame

Total 346

ChIcaao Commuter R8lI s.rY'" Bo.rd

METRA 1 Chicaao UFTRA AN QNI Commuter V.rious 464 1950-70 IGaIefv Bi Level Coach 121 (751 58000 oo1סס113 Irdldea Cob Cars GSl TraOltional 32e 0I.Csicle Frame
METRA 2 Chic:Iloo M:TRA. 8H CHN Commuter Slllluis Car 129 1971-72 Powered awry BiJ..awI NU Cooch 121 (75) &3500 11400001 a--Calanort GSI GonotaI70 32e-P2 0I.Csicle Frame Powered
METRA 3 Chica<Io METRA. !IIiQNI Commuter Budd 66 1873-74 u..>owlK8d IGaIetY Bi-Level Coach 121 1751 saooo 11300001 Includes Cob Cars GSl Gona<aI70 32. 0<Aside Frame
METRA 4 ~ a.£mA. 8H QNI Commuter Budd 104 '878-79 IGaIefv Bi{.ewl Coach 121 (151 58000 (130000) Includes Cob Cars GSl Gona<aI70 32e Otbide Frame
METRA 5 ~ a.£mA. 8H CHN Commutor Budd 50 1980 IGaJe<v Bi-Level Coach 121 (751 58000 11300001 Includes Cob Cars GSl GMlaral70 32. Oulsicle Frame
METRAtl Chica<Io METRA. aN CHN Commuter Bombardier 36 1978-79 "'-'red aWry BiUval NU Cooch 121 1751 63500 11400001 a--Calenarv GSl Genoral70 32e-P2 0<Aside Frame Powe<ed
METRA 7 Chicago IElRA. 8H CHN Commuter Morrison Knudsen 173 1993·94 Uncowellld IGaIetY Bi-laYOl Coach 121 1751 59000 oo1סס13) Includes Cob Cars Alchooon 42i DolllSCO. Desian

Total 1022

Nol1llem k",lI.n. eo",mut.r Tron.....notlon District

N1CTOl NCTO Commuter Sum~omo 41 1962-83 "'-'red ISinalo-l..1Ol NU Coach 121 1751 48500 (107000) a-- Calenarv NillI>on S/larv,) NO 312 42e-P2

NCT02 NCTO Commuter SumMmo 17 1992 Powered S-..L.....l NU Coach 121 (75) 48500 11070001 a-- Calonarv NillI>on Sharvo NO 312 42.·P2

Total 58

BoIICh.m California ReGional Rail Authorl",

SCRRAl scmA Amtrak Commuter Serioe V UTDCConada 63 1992 U~.rod lllz.nae Style BH....I 135 11141 51000 11130001 Inctudeo Cob Cars DoIuco 42i

SCRRA2 scmA Amtrak Commuter SerioeV Bombardier 43 1994 Ur..-lK8d lllzenae Style Bi-l....1 135 11141 51000 11130001 Includes Cob Cars DoIasco 421

Total 106
Noe.: The SCRRA Iolal~ • identical cars owned by Nonh San Dieoo County Transil District

and 4 i<*ltical cars owned bv eru- County T,.,..".,t1.IIIion AuthoritY.

-

-
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Table A2-1 Passenger Car Population Data by Operator (continued)
[Effective Date Approximately 1/1194]

C. Cont..ct TYIM lkrle. Mumber Dat.. Car Oeecrlatlon Truok o..crlollon

Series Own.r Oo...lor of M..... ".nufactur., In Put Into Pow.reel or B~dv TvDloal ..... A••roall"ol. Co",ment. Manufacturer ....d •• Clo••lllc.llon Comment.

D••lanotlon m DIff.r.nt) O..rollon !Whe.. U..cI1 lkrvlc. Service Unpow.r.d T~.. a...eeI TolDl W.lGht IEIIIDCvl

kmfh IlIII>hl ka Itll

rt-CounIY Commuter Roll Aulhority

TIll I TCCRA Commutor Set.Serioo 18 umce.- 18 1992 Unoowored Lozonae SMe ai-lowl 135 18-4) 5 I 000 II I 30001 IrduclM Cob Cato DoIuco .2;

TIll 2 TCCRA C<>mmutor V UTDCe.- 3 199. Unoowored Lozonae SMe llH.._1 135 (8-41 51000 f1130001 Includos Cob Cato DoIuco .21

Total 21

o........... Roll.......

lRRl NYMTA Lm Commutor Pulmon Standord 189 1955-63 UnpowOfOd SinakH.owl C>ach &4500 11200001 Coaches OnlY GSI Traditional 31.

lRR2 NYMTA Lm Commutor M1MUCooch Budd 510 1968-71 Powered

..........
"......... I ..... M:J Cooch 50000 (I I 00001 3rd Roil 750V DC Eloctrfication Budd Pionoer III 21i-P2 Powered Nido Franwo

lRR3 NYMTA Lm C<>mmutor M1MUCooch GonoraJ ElocIric ,.8 1972 Powered ,
..... MiJCooch 50000 11100001 3rd Roil 750V DC Eloctrfication Budd Pioneer III 21i-P2 -.d Nido Franwo

lRR. NYMTA Lm Commuter M3MUCooch Budd 17. 1985 Powered M;JCooch 50000 f110000l 3rd Roil 750V DC Eloctrf"lC&tion GSI General 70 32i-P2 -.dndoFranwo

lRR5 NYMTA Lm CommulDr C1MUCooch TokvuC., 10 1990 Powered Bi-LDwl MU Qach 56000 f12~01 3rd Roil 750V DC Elec1rlication Conwona toesian) .30 Fabricatod So_..

Total 1031

etro Nofth Commut.r Ral.......

MNCfIl NYMTA IH::R Commuter Pullman Standord 61 1962 Powered SinoIo-lowl M'J Cooch 1.s (901 &4000 f120000l I I .5 kv N:; OvD<!>Nd + DC 3rd Rail GSI Traditional 31o-P2

MNal2 NYMTA IH::R CommUlDr M1AMUCoadt Budd 178 1971 Powered SinoIo-lowl MJ Cooch ,.5 (90) 50000 (110000) 750v 3rd Ad DC Elec1ric GSI Pioneer III 21i-P2 . Powered Insido Franwo

MNCfI3 NYMTA IH::R Commuter M2MUCooch General ElocIric 2.2 1973 Powered SinoIo-lowl Mil Cooch 1.s (901 50000 11100001 I 1.5 tv N:; 0vD<!>Nd + DC 3rd Rail GSI Gonoral70 32i-P2 Powered Insido Franwo

MNCfI. NYMTA IH::R Commuter M3AMUCooch Budd U2 19U Powered '" MJCooch 1.s 1901 50000 f1 I 00001 750v 3rd Ad DC Elec1ric GSI Gonoral70 32;-P2 -.d lnsido Fra"",

MNCfI5 NYMTA IH::R Commuter Bombardier 60 1986 UnoowOfOd C.",ch 1.s 1901 .0000 1880001 IncIucloo Cob Cato GSI Gonoral70 321 Inside Franwo

MNCfI6 NYMTA IH::R Commut.r ~MUCooch TokvuCar 5. 1988 Powered ................ MJCooch .s (901 50000 (110000) I1.5 tv N:; Ovomoad + DC 3rd Rail TokvuCar ~i-P2 FJlbricalod Inside Franwo

C~.achMNCfI7 NYMTA IH::R Commut.r Bombardier 18 1991 SinakH.0Y0l 1.s (90) .0000 (880001 IncIucloo Cob Cato GSI Gonoral70 321 In8ldo Franwo

MNCfI8 NYMTA IH::R CommulDr MeMUCooch Morrison Knudson • 8 1993-9• Powered SinaIo-l.owl loll Cooch 1.s 1901 50000 f1 I 00001 1I .5 tv N:; Ovomead + DC 3rd Rail GSI Gonontl70 32i-P2 Powered ndo Franwo
, Total 803 ,

... Joraev T......

NJTl NJT Commuter Cornall8 Sllouis COl 30 1968 UnoowOfOd SinakH.evel C:>ach 211 lSOI .,000 liOOOOl IncIucloo Cob Cato GSI GonoraJ 70 321 Inoido Franwo

NJT2 NJT Commuter Cornall Pulmon Standord 1.7 1971 UnoowOfOd Singlo-LOYOl OJach 29 lSOI .,000 I900001 IncludM Cob Cato GSI Gonontl70 32i lnoido Franwo

NJT3 NJT C<>mmutor Nrr:M II MU Coach GonoraJ ElocIric 70 19H-75 Powered ................ MIJCooch 60 11001 50000 (I I 0000) 11.5 kv Owrtw-.l Elec:lric GSI Gonoral70 32i-P2 PowOfOd Inside Franwo

NJT. NJT Commuter Nrr:M HI MU Coach General Electric 230 1977·78 Powered "" ....... ....JMUCooch 60 (1001 50000( I I 00001 11.5 kv 0wrhNd Elec:lric GSI Gonoral70 32i-P2 Powered Inside Franwo

NJT5 NJT C<>mmUlDr Cornal II and IIA Coach Bombardier 132 1982-83 C>ach 29 1601 .,000 1900001 IncludM Cob Cato GSI Gonoral70 321 Insido Franwo

NJT6 NJT CommUlDr Cornal lIB Coach Bombardier 52 1987-88 UnoowOfOd C'l&ch 211 1601 .,000 lllOOOOI IncIudoa Cob Cato GSI Gonontl70 32; Inoido Frame

NJT7 NJT C<>mmuter ComoI HI Coach Bombardier 5 1990-91 .. UnoowOfOd C=h 29 (60) .,000 liOOOOl IncIucloo Cob Cato GSI Gonoral70 321 Inside Franwo

Total 666

out....at.m Ponn..,lvanla Tran_rtotlon AuthOllly

SEPTA I S3"l"A Co<M1uter SiWfiner II MU Coach Budd 53 1963-~ "'-red loI'JCooch 500001 1I 00001 I 1.5 kv o..moad EIeclric GSI Goneral70 32i-P2 Powored Inside Frame

SEPTA 2 SEPTA C<>mmuter Siwrinor IN MU Coach SI louis Car 20 1967 "'-red Singlo-Level loI'J Coach 500001 I I 00001 I 1.5 kv Owrtw-.l EIeclric GSI ; Goneral70 32i-P2 Powered Inside Frame

SEPTA 3 SEPTA CommUlDr Siwrl....r rv MU Coach Goneral ElocIric 231 1973-77 Powered MUCoach 56000( 1100001 11.5 kv o..moad Elec:lric GSI Goneral70 32i-P2 Powered mide Franwo

~OOOSEPTA. S3"l"A C<>mmuter Bombardier 35 1987 UnoowOfOd C*" M29 (601 192000l IncludM Cob c.aro GSI Goneral70 32; Inside Franwo

Total 339

o_lar Corridor Joint Pow... "ord f8< n Franol..,ol

SANFI FC.f'B Amtrak CommulDr Sum~omolNippon Sharyo 73 1985-1987 UIll>OWOfOd Bi-lavel Coach 121 a5l 59000 f130000I IncIucloo Cob Cato GSI -- Traditional 310 IRocvcIod Trad. AMi Roll Bar

SANF2 FC.f'B Amtrak Commuter Caifomia Coach Morrison Knudson 23 1993 IUnpowOfOd Bi-lavol Coach 121 a51 63500 (1-1 IncludM Cob Cato GSI Gonoral70 320 0<Asid0 Franwo

Total 96

lralnla Rallwav Ex__

-
VREI WE Amtrak Commuter Budd 21 1955 UnoowOfOd ISinglo-Levo/ e;.,ach ~ooo 11060001 Ex Boolon RDC'a GSl Traditional 31e

VRE2 WE Amtrak Commut.r Morrison Knudson 38 1992 UIll>OW.red ISinakH._1 coach ~OOO 11060001 I~CobCato TokyuCar NT319 420 Fabricated Ot-tsido Franwo

Total 59

Grand Total 6392
--
-- -- --
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Table A2-2 Passenger Car Population Data by Truck Classification
[Effective Date Approximately 1/1/94]

C. Contract Tv... lkrle. Number Oat•• Car o-criptlon Truck o...,rlotlon

Sorlea Owner O"er.lor 01 Nama ".nufa,ctur.r In Put Into Powered or .. Bodv TvDieaI IIIeJ< A••,oxl..ata Co",,,,ent. ".r;ufactur., Model Cla..lflcaUon Comment.

D..lanaUon III Dlfferenll ODaraUon (Where Used) S.rvlce Servlca Unoowerod Tv", 8_04 Total WalGht IEIIlDlVI

knvh /mohl ka /tll

Tv... 211: ArtIcul...... Frama wllh Cantar Pivot Unoowe 04

AMTK3 Amtra!< Intercity ICepitoliner Budd 62 1967-69 Unpowenld Sinak-loYel Coach 177 11101 59000 11300001 Coact-. Budd Pio<w« I" 21i

AMTK4 Amtra!< Intercilv AmfleDt I Budd 474 1975-77 Unpowenld Slnok-loYel Coach 201 /1251 50000 11100001 CoacIlas and Food SaMoa Cars Budd Pio<w«III 21i

AMTK8 Amtra!< IntercitY AmfleDtll Budd 148 1979-80 Unoowared SinaIa-loYel Coach 201 1125} 50000 11100001 Coachn and Food SaMoa Caro Budd Pio<w« IU 21i

Tolal 684

Tv.. 211-1'2: Artlculel04 Frama with Cantar Pivot P_e d

LRR2 NYMTA Lm Commuter 1.11 MUCoach Budd 510 1988-71 Pow9I8d SMla-LO'fDf MU Coach 50000 11100001 3rd Rail 750V DC ElDclrfication Budd Pio<w« I" 211-1'2 PowDl8d Inside Frame

LRR3 NYMTA Lm Commuter 1.11 MUCoach General Eloc:lric 148 1972 Pow9I8d ISinaJD.LI'IDl MU Coach 50000 11100001 3rd Rail 750V DC Electrlication Budd Pio<w« IH 211-1'2 PowDl8d Inside Frame

MNCA2 NYMTA IoK:R Commuter M1AMUCoach Budd 178 1971 Pow9I8d ISinaI&-!.oval MU Coach 50000 11100001 750Y 3rd Rat DC Electric GSl Pio<w« IH 211-P2 PowDl8d Insiclo Frame

Total 836

Tv.. 31a: Tradition.. GSl with Eauallza, Beam Primarv. Bearlna. Outakla Whee and Swlnahanoor Sacondarv. Uno< we,.d

AMTKI Amlra!< Intarcilv Horilaaa Mostly Budd 299 1949-58 UnoowDfDd ISinaIa-,....1Coach 177 1110} 83500 /140000} CoacIlas Dinero and SlMoara GSl Traditional 31e

AMTK2 Amtrak Intarcity Santa Fe HI-leYDI Budd 95 1954-83 Unpowenld Full £li.1 ......1 177 11101 72500 (180000) Coachn Dinero and~... GSl Traditional 31e

METRA 1 Chicaao METRA. lIN om Commuter Vartous 464 1950-70 Unoowenld Gallery OH.AVDl Coach 59000 /1300001 IncludDa Cab Cars GSl Traditional 31e Oobide Frame

MOOT 1 IMaMandOOT Amtrak Commuter Budd 44 1955 Unpowenld ISinaIe-l.~ Coach 127 (79) ~5OO 1120000} CoachDo OnlY GSl Traditional 31e

lRRl NYMTA Lm Commuter Pullman Standard 189 1955-83 IUnpowenld ISinala-t~VDl Coach ~5OO 11200001 CoachnOnIy GSl Traditional 310

SANFI PC..Fll Amtra!< Commuter SumlomofNioPon Sharvo 73 1985-1987 Unoowe.-d Bl-lDvDl '.:each 59000 11300001 ~'CabCars GSl Traditional 310 RaevelDd Trod. Anti Roll Bar

VREI IR: Amtral< Commuter Budd 21 1955 UnoowDfDd ISinaIa-lI'lDl Coach 48000 11 060001 Ex Boolon ROC's GSl Traditional 31e

TOIaI 1185

Tvaa 11a-P2: Traditional Gil with Eauallze, Beam Prima rv. Bea,1nas Outalcle Whee.. .nd Swinghango, s.condary. Powe,ed

IolNCR 1 NYMTA IoK:R Commuter Pullman Standard 81 1982 Pow9I8d ISinoID-L>VDl MU Coach ~ /1200001 11.5 lev N:; Overhead + DC 3rd Rail GSl Traditional 31D-P2
TOIaI 61

Tv.. 121: Eo uallze, Beam PrimarY. Bearlnaa I_Ide Wh.... and Y_ Pivot 80_ Secondarv S......nalo!\. Unoowered

MaTAl MBTA Amtrak Commuter Pullman Standard 57 1979 SinaIa-l.VDl Coach 43000 11150001 Incbloo Cab Cars GSl Ganotal70 32; Inside Frame

MBTA2 MBTA Amtra!< Commuter 183 87 1987-88 Unoawenld SinaIa-lt, ...1Coach 43000 1950001 IncludDa Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

MaTA3 MBTA Amtra!< Commute, Bombardier 147 1987-90 SinaIa-l•./Dl Coach 43000 1950001 Includao Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

MNCA5 NYMTA IoK:R Commute, Bombardier 60 1986 Unoowa.-d SinaIa-l>'/Dl Coach 40000 1880001 Includao Cab Cars GSl Ganotal70 321 Inside Frame

1olNCR7 NYMTA IoK:R Commuter Bombardier 18 1991 Unpowenld ISinaIa-l'va1 Coach 40000 1880001 ~CabCars GSl GDnaral70 32i Inside Frame

NJTl NJT Co_r ComaIIB St Louis Car 30 1968 ISilgIa-U~alCoach 41000 1900001 ~CabCars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

NJT2 NJT Commute, ComaII Pullman Standard 147 1971 ISinaID-l.nl Coach 41000 1900001 IncIudoa Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

NJT5 NJT CommuIDr Comet II and IlA Coach Bombardier 132 1982-83 I", ..... Coach 41000 t1lOOOO} Includao Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

NJT8 NJT Commuter Comet 118 Coach Bombardior 52 1997-88 ISMla-Lo'lal Coach 41 000 11100001 Includao Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Insida Frame

NJT7 NJT CommutDr Comet HI Coach Bombardier 5 1990-91 ISinaID-l,,·.1 Coach 41000 11lOOOO} Incbloo Cab Cars GSl GanaraJ 70 32; Inside Frame

SEPTA 4 SEPTA Commuter ISincM-U,·,:-CoachBombardier 35 1987 42000 1920001 IncludDa Cab Cars GSl GDnaral70 321 Inside Frame

TOIaI 750

Tv.. 321-1'2: Eauallza, Be... PrI_rv. 8..,..... In"'. Whee'" and Yaw Pivot lIal_ Secondarv 8 .....nalon Powered

lRR4 NYMTA Lm Com_r M3MUCoach Budd 174 1985 Powe.-d 15mIH.....1MU Coach 50000 /1100001 3rd Rail 750V DC Electrlication GSl Ganotal70 321-1'2 PowDl8d Insiclo Frame

1olNCR3 NYMTA IoK:R Commuter M2MUCooch Ganoral Eloc:lric 242 1973 Pow9n1d ISinaID-l.Dvol",U Coach 50000 /11 00001 11.5 lev N:; Overhead + DC 3rd Rail GSl GanaraJ 70 321-P2 PowDl8d InsidD Frame

MNCA4 NYMTA IoK:R CommUlDr M3AMUCoach Budd 142 1984 Powellld ...UCoach 50000 11100001 750Y 3rd Rai DC Electric GSl Ganotal70 32I-P2 PowDI8d Inside Frame

1olNCR8 NYMTA IoN:R Commute, M8MUCoach Monioon Knudsen 48 1993-94 Powenld ISlnoIo-lawl",U Coach 50000 11100001 11.5 lev N:; Ovathaad + DC 3rd Rail GSl GanaraJ 70 321-1'2 PowDl8d Insiclo Frame

NJT 3 NJT Commuter NroMIIi MU Coach GanaraJEloctric 70 1974-75 PoweI8d ISin<lIoM...av>l "'U Coach 50000 111 00001 11.5 kv Owrhaad ElDclric GSl Ga""",170 32i-P2 PowDl8d InsidD Frame

NJT 4 NJT Commute, NroMI HI MU Coach Ganotal Eloctric 230 1977-78 Pow9n1d l~a.'I"'U Coach 50000( 1100001 11.5 kv Ovathaad Elactric GSl Ganotal70 32;-1'2 PoweAld Inside Frame

SEPTAl SEPTA Commutar Sivortinar II MU Coach Budd 53 1963-64 Pow9.-d 15mIH....' ...uCoach 50000( 1100001 11.5 kv Ovorhoad Elactric GSl GanoraJ 70 321-1'2 PowDl8d Insiclo Frame

SEPTA 2 SEPTA CommulDr SiIvortinar III "'U Coach St Louis Car 20 1967 Powenld 1sinaI.L••o' MU Coach 500001 1100001 11.5 kv Ovorhoad ElDcIric GSl G~170 32i-P2 PowDl8d Insiclo Frame

SEPTA 3 SEPTA Commuter Siwriinar IV MU Coach Ganoral Eloctric 231 1973-77 Powe.-d 15mIH....·' MU Coach 500001 1100001 11.5 kv Ovorhoad ElDclric GSl Ga""",170 32i-P2 PowDl8d nsiclo Frame

Total 1210
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Table A2-2 Passenger Car Populai:ion Data by Truck Classification (continued)
[Effective Date Approximately 1/1194]

c.. Contr8Ct Tv_ Sari.. Number Dctee Truck DescrlDtion
Sa"" Own., O.....tor 01 Name lI.nufacture, In Put Into Powered or Bodv TvDlcat............ barolll...t. Cornm.nt. M.nuf.cturer Model CI•••lflcalion Comment.

••l<rnatfon 1II Dlfferenll O_r.lIon IWhara UMd) Service Servlc. UnDowered Tv.. Total Welaht IE",DlY)

kmI!l (Il\llh) ka (bl

Un__
ype a2e: E uallzar Beem PrIma",. "arlnc. Oulalcl. Wh..I...nd V_ Pivot Balow Secondarv Su....n.1o

AMTK8 Amtrak Intercitv Horizon IlombaIdlor 103 1888-80 Un<><>Wared
,~,

Coact._ 201 (125) 53000 /11l1OOO1 Coache. and Food SaMca Cera GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
AMTK 10 Amtrak Intercitv I~ IlIli-lawI IlombaIdlor 128 1993·94 UnDOWered ,_.Full EIi-lewI ---- 177 (110) 70000 11550001 Coaches Di...... and Sleeoets GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
AMTKll Amtrak Intercity VilIwtinar Mom-. Coac-___Knuttaen 50 1993-94 U-rad 177 1110\ Coaches Di...... and Sleeoets GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
COOTl Ca....... DOT Int.rcitY Caifornia car Moniaon Knuttaen 40 1994 Unnn-ered Full IIi-l..awI 201 /1251 63500 (1400001 Inc:ludM Cab Cera GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
METRA 3 CIricaao METIiA lIN aNi Com_r Budd 66 11173-74 U~ 1('......., SHAwl CcAdl 511000 11300001 Inc:blaa Cab Cera GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
METRA4 CIricaao t.Emi lIN aNi Commuter Budd 104 1978-711 UnDOWered IGaIa<v SHAwlC<~~ _ 59000 oo1סס113 Inc:ludM Cab Cera GSI 0-170 32. Oulsida Frame
METRA 5 Chieaao -&ETiiA lIN aNi Commuter Budd 50 11180 UnDOWered IGaIa<v SHAwl ec.,dl 5llOOO oo1סס113 Inc:blaa Cab Cera GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame
SAHF2 FC..FB Amlrak Com_r CailcHria Coach Moniaon Knudaan 23 11193 U~ lIi-lovalCoach 63500 11400001 IncIudao Cab Cera GSI Genaral70 32. 0\Qide Frame

TOlal 564

pe S2e-1'2: Eauallz.r ...... Pritnarv. Ba.rf..... 0Ulslda Wh...... and V_ P,-/ IIalow "oondarv a_nolon. Po_r d

METRA 2 CIricaao lEmA lIN aNi Commuter SlLouiaear 129 1871·72 "'-red Galerv BH.awIMl:_~ 63500 11400001-0- 0verhMd CaIanarY GSI Genaral70 32a-P2 0\Qide Frame ""-red
METRA 6 Chieaao LlEmA lIN aNi Commut.r Bombanliaf 36 11178·711 "'-red Galerv BH.avoaI MlCoach 63500 /1400001 0verhMd Coil....... GSI 0-170 32a-P2 0\Qide Frame Powe<.d

Tolal 165 -
pe 41.: Journal Sarfna Prim...... ".rlna Oulald. Whoa... and Swlno Henaor SacondarY. Un_w.rad

AMTK5 Amlr_ Inlarcitv ISuDatfinar BH.avoaI Nlman StandoJd 282 1878·81 U~ FtAl IIi-l..awI In 1110\ ooסס7 11550001 Coaches Di...... and Sleeoets WaaaanUnion M076 41. WI 8250 1<a 118187b\

Tolal 282

... 421: Journal ........ P........._ .......... lnalda Wh.., and V_ Pivot Balow Sacondary Su_n""", Un...._rad

. CIricaaoMETRA 7 lEmA lIN aNi Commuter Moniaon Knuttaen 173 18113-114 lJnDOW8fed Galarv SHAwl Co,,," 59000 (130000) Inc:blaa Cab Cera Atcheson I 421 Oofuco~n
~1 semi< Amtrak CommuIar Sariaa V UTOCConIda 63 111112 ~ toz......-st;t; BH.':"'" 51000 11130001 Inc:ludM Cab Cera Oofaaco 421
~2 semi< Amtrak Commutor ...laeV Bombardier 43 111114 toz.~U""""'ered BH.: ..I 51 000 11130001 IncIudao Cab Cera Oofuco 42;

-mIl TCCRA Commutar Sariaa'i UTOCConIda 18 1992 U~ toze~~ BH.:"'" 51000 11130001 IncIudao Cab Cera Oofuco 421
-m12 TCCRA Commut.r Sariaa V UTOCConIda 3 11194 Unoowenod laz...... Sl:~ BH.;:'"'I 51000 /1130001 Inc:ludM Cob Cera Oof_ 42;

TOIaI 300

... 42I-P2: Joumal B;;rina~: ...rf .... Inlllcla Wh"'L _ V_ Pivot ..low Sacondarv Suopension. PDw.red

r;;;:1IoN:R6 NYMTA YCR Commuter M4MUCoach TokwCar 54 1988 "'-red MUCo-ldI 50000 III oo1סס 11.5 kv~ o-head + DC 3ld Rail TokwCar
,, 42;'P2 Fabricaled Inside Frame

Tolal 54 I
Un__.. I

... 42a: Journal 8DriN1~. Iaarlna. Outakla W.....L .nd V_ Plvat Balow Sacondarv Suo...nalo I
-l

MDOT2 I~DOT Amtrak Commutor !NiIlIlon ShaJo 64 1885-111 U""""""'"'
~,

Coach n 1110\ 50000 /1110001 Inc:ludM Cab Cera NiIlt>on Sharvo :NT 318 42. WI 6970 1<a /1 S366 11\
MOOT 3 IMaIvIand DOT Amtrak Commutor Sumilomo 11 11192·113 U....-.rad !"......- -~ Coach hn 11101 50000 11110001 IncludM Cab Cera N"1IlllOlI Sharvo lNT318 42. WI 61170 k.a 115366 11\
MBTA4 MBTA Amtrak Commuter 75 1883·84 "",:...;:KawuakI Coach 56000 11235001 IncIudoa Cab Cera Kawauki

I

..! 42. O\QideFrame

1IRE2 \4'E Amtrak Commuter Marriaon Knudson 38 111112 U....--.d '~l.wlCoach 46000 /1060001 Inc:ludM Cab Cera TokvuCar iNT31 II 42. Fobricated 0\Qide Fram

TOIaI 188 I

YDO~ Journal Bar na Priftsary. "arinaa 0ulalcI. W.........d V_ Pivot ..low Saconcfarv SuoCMnslon Powend

J
NlCTOl NCTO Commuter Sumilomo 41 11182-83 "'-Nd ~awl MU Co~ 46500 (107000) 0verhMd CaIananr NiDDon Sharvo ;NO 312 42.-P2
NICT02 NCTO Commutor S....itomo 17 111112 "'-red SlngIH.awI MU Colch 46500 11070001 0verhMd CaIanarY NiIlt>on Sharvo iN0312 42o-P2

Total 58
,

.- 430: Pri~ rIM s 0uI11lc1a Whoa... and 801__ Soeond.rv.Journal SDrina .... Un_red

AMTI( 8 Amlr_ Intercity Turbo CoachlSnack Rohr/ANF 27 11175·77 Unoow...d ISinolKewl Coach ln 1110\ Coachoo and Food SaMca Cera 1H' 43.
LRR5 NYMTA Lffi Commutar Cl MUCoach TokwCar 10 111110 "'-rad BH.owl MU Coach 56000 11240001·· 3rd Rail 750V DC Elactrf"ocalion Comeng (Oaoignl 43. Fabricated Bolsterie..

TOIaI 37 I

... 43a-P2: Journal S.. no Primarv. Frem. Oulalda 8..rI.......nd Bolst.rla_ Soeoncfarv. Powered - ;

AMTI( 7 Amlr_ Intercitv Turbo Powvr Car Rohr/ANF 18 1975-77 "'-rad I~·awl Coach 177 11101 Gao Turbine and EIoc:lric 3rd Rail 1H' 43e-P2
Total 18

Grand Tola 6392
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